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This thesis is a diacronic and synchronic study of the
writing system of the standard Thai language. It is divided into
three parts. Part I, which is the introductory part, contains two
chapters. Chapter One discusses the relationship between speech
and writing and a typology of writing systems. A brief sketch of
the characteristics, the development and the phonological system
of the Thai language is presented in Chapter Two.
Part II, concerning my original investigation on the
ancient Thai writing system, is composed of three chapters. Chapter
Three details characteristics of the first and the second oldest known
Thai scripts called the Sukhothai script (1293 A.D.) and King Li Thai
script (1357 A.D.). The question of the origin of the Thai script
from the cursive form of the ancient Cambodian script is considered
in the light of cultural, archaeological, epigraphic and linguistic
evidence. The phonetic interpretation of proto-Thai sounds on the
basis of historical spelling is also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter Four analyses the phonetic correlates of the orthography
and the characteristics of the third oldest known Thai script, King
Narai script (1580 A.D.). The gradual development of the Thai sound
symbols from the Sukhothai script, King Li Thai script and King Narai
script is shown in detail. Chapter Five describes the proposed
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reform of the Thai writing in 1917 by King Rame VI. The invention
of new characters and setting up new rules of orthography which the
king suggested for the Thai writing system are also presented.
Part III, which contains seven chapters, is my own
phonetic analysis of the relationship, or the 'fit',. between the
sounds of the present Thai language and the symbols that are used
to represent them. Discussion on the closeness or the fit between
sounds and symbols, i.e. in the regularity with which a given symbol
represents a given sound and the problems in reading and writing the
script, is presented in various places throughout this part.
Chapter Six describes consonant symbols. Chapter Seven discusses
syllable-initial consonant symbols. Vocalic symbols are reviewed in
Chapter Eight. Chapter Nine is concerned with syllable-final
consonant symbols. Chapter Ten deals with tonal markers. Chapter
Eleven concerns punctuation, mathematical symbols, distinctive
treatment of words, spaces, numerals and abbreviations. Writing
styles are illustrated in the final chapter, Chapter Twelve.
The five appendices include a brief survey of earlier
attempts to study the Thai script since 1854 A.D., a poem containing
the designatory names of the forty-four Thai consonant symbols, the
general system of transliteration of Thai characters into Roman
invented by the Royal Thai academy, notes on the transliteration of
English words into Thai characters, and suggestions using Thai
phonetic symbols in transcribing Thai dialects.
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One of the most important characteristics of human
behaviour is communication. In order to communicate thoughts
and feelings, there must be a conventional system of signs or
symbols which, when used by some persons, are understood by
other persons receiving them.
Communication can be achieved by means of visual,
auditory and tactual communication. Ways of communication
appealing to the eye are, for example, using gesture, mimicry;
signalling by means of fire, smoke, light or semaphore. Forms
of auditory communication are, for instance, whistling, hissing
or applauding; signalling by means of drums, trumpets; and
speech. Ways of communicating feeling by the sense of touch
are, for example, the handclasp, the backslap, handstroking of
blind and deaf mutes.
Gelb (1963, p.3), suggested that the means of
communication mentioned above are of momentary value and are
therefore restricted as to time; as soon as the word is uttered
or the gesture made, it is gone and it cannot be revived except
by repetition. Moreover, they can be used only in communication
between persons more or less in proximity to each other and are
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therefore restricted as to space. It is clear that the need
for finding a way to convey thoughts and feelings by means of
visual communication not limited by time or space led to the
development of writing.
Writing is expressed by marking on objects or on
any other material. Any system of writing has to do with the
representation of speech. It is true that we write what we
want to say. Writing does not represent physical elements of
speech, since it is not possible to show physical entities of
sounds by marks on paper. In this case, writing is only the
conventional system of representing human speech by means of
visible marks.
"What are the elements to which we give our visual
symbols?" To answer this question, Abercrombie (1965, pp.87-88)
says:
"All systems of writing known to us give their symbols
to words; the difference in them lies in the way those
symbols are constructed. They may be simple symbols,
or they may be made up from a small number of subsidiary
signs; but however they are made up, it must not be
forgotten that they will be read as words, and probably
written as words also. In the process of learning any
system of writing, one is, of course, conscious of the
smaller elements which go to make up the complex word
symbols; but the ordinary literate human being, reading
naturally, pays no attention to individual letters. It
is the shape of the word as a whole which his eye attends
to. Were this not so, reading would be an impossibly
laborious process. Those who write shorthand know also
that it is impossible to attain any speed unless word
symbols - 'outlines' - are written straight off, without
analysis into the elements into which they were divided
when they were learnt. Briefly, then, the object of
writing is to provide an ^ambiguous symbol for every word
in the language concerned."
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Considering the ways their symbols are constructed
systems of writing are classified into three following types:
1. Logographic system. Chinese is the notable example
of this type of system. In the logographic system each symbol
represents a word. Very many symbols are needed in such a
system. The Chinese system of writing places a tremendous
burden upon the educational system since in order to learn to
read and to write a minimum of useful words, the symbols represent¬
ing each word in Chinese have to be individually memorised.
2. Syllabic system. In this system of writing, each
symbol represents a syllable. It seems to be a rather more
convenient system as it requires less symbols than the logographic
one. Japanese syllabary is the notable example of this type of
writing system.
3. Alphabetic system. The Roman alphabet as used in
English, French, Spanish, etc. is an example of the alphabetic
system. In this system each symbol represents a smaller part
of a syllable. Some languages have a system of writing that is
close to a phonemic system, each phoneme being represented by
one symbol. This is more usually the case when the orthography
was devised more recently, with the advantage of more advanced
phonetic sophistication, as in the case of the Roman alphabet
used for Turkish. Phonetics has given birth to the orthography
of unwritten languages. Phoneticians study speech-sounds and
analyse the phonology of a language and produce an orthography
3
on the basis of phonological analysis.
It is important to note here that the type of writing
system suited to one language may not necessarily be the best for
another. For example, if a syllable structure of the language
is CV , syllabic writing system is the most suitable one for
this language. But for the language of syllable structure
8 3 V o 4 ' Poetic writing system is more
suitable. Furthermore, the type of writing system suited to
one purpose may not necessarily be the best for another. For
quick writing, a shorthand writing is very suitable, but it is
not easy to learn and requires very many symbols. A system
which uses fewer signs, like alphabetic writing system, is easier
to learn but it is not quick to write. The Thai writing system
is an alphabetic system since each symbol represents a smaller
part of a syllable. For example, to write a syllable
/ - qa: n / "work", three symbol s < ^ q >, < *1 > = <" a; >
and <W> = ( n > are needed. -The Thai writing is
sometimes described as a syllabic writing because each Thai con¬
sonant symbol, when it occurs alone, is pronounced with a carrying
vowel / o: / as /~po:/, /-to:/, /~tpo:/, /~ko:/, etc. This is
only the case when consonant symbols are named. But when writing
a syllable with the vowel /o:/, the vocalic symbol for /o:/ is
always written except in certain words of Pali or Sanskrit origin.
In principle, consonants and vowels are represented by separate
symbols in the Thai writing. Apart from a number of implications
l.< > = orthographic symbol
/ / = phonemic symbol
4
which will be discussed in detail in various places throughout the
thesis, the Thai writing system is quite regular as far as the
spelling is concerned. Although a given phoneme may be represented
by more than one symbol, a certain symbol in a certain position
almost always represents a certain phoneme. Problems of the
sort presented in English by < th > , pronounced as /Q/ in<thin>,








A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE THAI
LANGUAGE
The language under investigation is Standard Thai.
Standard Thai is the national language of Thailand. At the
present time Standard Thai with the Standard Thai writing
system is used as the literary medium in Thailand. In addition
to Standard Thai there are three main dialects spoken - in the
south, the north, and the north-east of the country. At one
time the northern and the north-eastern dialects had their own
special systems of writing but these are no longer used.
The transcription of words in this thesis represents
the pronunciation of Standard Thai speakers speaking in a
citation form or a careful style of speech. The Thai language
is one of the languages belonging to the most widespread
language family in south-east Asia, called "the Tai family".
These languages are spoken in Thailand by the Shan of north¬
eastern Burma, in the Lao kingdom, and by many isolated groups
of the Thai race in China. There is no doubt that all these
languages have come from a common source since they share a
large number of words and are all the same in being monosyllabic
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languages.^ Through the process of time the Thai language of
each geographical area of the Thai race mentioned above becomes
differentiated and modified to some extent. Nevertheless each
group has retained the original characteristics of the language
in that they are monosyllabic and tonal. The Thai language was
once called "Siamese". Later we took the name "Thai" instead
of "Siamese"; it means "the language of independence".
2.1 THE NATURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE THAI LANGUAGE
2.1.1 The nature of the language
The Thai language as spoken by the people of Thailand
is monosyllabic in its formation of words. This is a character¬
istic to be found also in other Thai languages of the Tai family.
It is stated by Phraya Anuman Rajadhon in his Thai Language (1961,
p.5) that the Thai language belongs to a type of language technic¬
ally called in philology an isolating language. Such a language
has words each of which is free to enter into the construction of
sentences without any modifications as to case, gender, number,
mood or tense. Each word, therefore, is independent as a unit
in a sentence. There are no hard and fast rules that make Thai
words belong to a particular part of speech. The language does
not make any use of inflections. It has one of the simplest
grammars of all languages as far as inflections are concerned.
1. A monosyllabic language is one where the frequency of words of
one syllable is very high in comparison to words of two or
more syllables.
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In syntax the order of the words is usually quite
rigid though minor variations are occasionally permissible.
The arrangement of words in a sentence of Thai is fundamentally
"subject-verb-object", as in English. But Thai attributive
constructions differ from those of English in that the noun
must always precede the attribute, i.e. we say in Thai "suit new",
"book red" instead of "new suit", and "red book" as in English.
One of the interesting points in Thai is that
"grammatical words", such as articles, prepositions, conjunctions,
etc. which serve as a help to clarify the "lexical words",
i.e. nouns, verbs, etc. in a sentence, are not necessary if the
context in the sentence is logically clear. For example "a red
book" will be in Thai "book red", "a girl sits on a chair" will
be in Thai "girl sit chair".
Obligatory categories of tense and number do not
* 7 . f
exist in Thai, and a sentence like < Wfl IrJ >
/_ dek-pai ~ ro:Q — ri ran / may mean "A child goes to school",
"children go to school", or "A child went to school", "children
went to school". (/_dek / = child or children, /— pai / = to
go, /~ro:Q~ri:an / = school.) Nevertheless time and number
may be shown by special words when needed. For instance, we
add the word <( FifHU f]U > / ' I a: i khon / (many people), to
the word < pfifi > /_ dek / (child) to point out plurality. As
to tenses, if it is necessary to specify past time we can add a
I
word like > / mui:a~wa:n / (yesterday), or
8
< > / s mm: a~wa-. n-sLa: n / (the day before yesterday).
Thai uses classifiers when using numbers with nouns
as in the English phrase "three strands of hair". It is import¬
ant to observe here that the choice of classifiers is determined
by the first noun. If we want to say "three strands of hair"
we have to say, in Thai, < w 3-1 *4 > /'phom / sa: m 'sen/;
(/'phom/ = hair, /'sa^m/ = three, /'sen/ = a classifier for hair,
o
ropes). S TUT > /~lam/ is a classifier for boats, so seven
boats is < iTf) > /-rai:a_t^et-lam/; (/-rur.a/ = boat or
boats, /-t^et/ = seven, /"lam/ = a classifier for boats).
/~khan/ is a classifier for vehicles (except carts), so two cars
^ ^ A
is <" > /Arot~jon'so: p-khan/; (/Arot~jon/ = a
car or cars, /'so-.q/ = two, /~khan/ = a classifier). If, in
some words no classifier can be used appropriately, the first
noun is repeated after the number, thus < >
/~khon''sa-.m-khon/ means three men; (/~khon/ = man or men,
/ sa:m/ = three, /~khon/ = man or men).
2.1.2 The development of the language
Phraya Anuman Rajadhon pointed out in his Thai
Language (1961, p.19) that in the course of history many groups
of Thai-speaking people who also called themselves Thai (or Tai)
migrated into the Indo-Chinese Peninsula from their old home in
southern China in different groups and in different directions
and periods of time. One group became the Shan of Burma,
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another group became the Siamese or Thai of Thailand, another
became the Lao and a number of the Thai with many tribal names
in Tonking and southern China, and even in Hainan Island. The
migration of the Thai of Thailand took place sometime in 400 B.E.;^
we , roughly in the 5th to 10th century A.D., were within the
empire of the Mon.
In the 10th century A.D. the Khmer (Cambodians)
began to migrate into the Thai area and eventually succeeded
the Mon, so that the Thai came to be ruled by the empire of the
Khmer. The close contact of the Thai of Thailand with the Mon
and the Khmer radically affected the Thai, physically,
linguistically and culturally. The Mon were a comparatively
civilised race in the Peninsula. They received their civil¬
isation from India and had adopted Buddhism of the Southern
School (Hinayanism), while the Khmer, another civilised race,
were a highly Hinduised race, and at times adopted Buddhism both
of the Northern (Mahayanism) and Southern School. The Southern
School of Buddhism used Pali as its vehicle of thought and
language, while the Northern School and Hinduism used Sanskrit.
Consequently the Mon had in their language a considerable number
of words derived from Pali. The Khmer also have borrowed many
of their administrative, military and literary vocabularies from
Sanskrit. With the advent of Theravada Buddhism at the beginning
of the fifteenth century, Cambodians began to borrow Pali words,
2
and continue to use Pali as a major source of neologisms today.
1. The Buddhist era (B.E.) is 543 years before the Christian
era (A.D.).
2. Huffman E. Franklin, Cambodian System of Writing and Beginning

















There is much evidence to suggest that although in
time the Thai became the dominant race in Central Thailand in
succession to the Khmer, the Thai language had by now changed
much through the influence of the Mon-Khmer. More and more Mon
and Khmer words were adopted into the Thai language.
Moreover, a large number of polysyllabic words of
Sanskrit and Pali origin were introduced into the Thai language,
at first through the medium of the Mon and the Khmer languages,
and later through direct borrowing from India and Ceylon.
As for other foreign influences on the Thai language,
we have borrowed a large number of words from both western and
oriental languages, Portuguese, English, Malay, Javanese, Tamil,
Persian and Chinese. No doubt most of the words are due to
cultural borrowings, international trades and commerce, and
modern technology. Through all these borrowings the modern
Thai language has enormous numbers of polysyllabic words.
2.2 THE PHONOLOGY
The phonology of Standard Thai has been studied by
various scholars, such as Mary R. Haas (1942), William J. Gedney
/
(1947), Eugenie Henderson (1949), A.S. Abramson (1960), R.B. Noss
(1964), Theeraphan Luangthongkham (1976), Fang Kuei Li (1977),
etc. The following is a brief summary, together with some of
my own personal observations.
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2.2.1 The consonant system
2.2.1.1 Initial consonants:
Plosive Affricate Nasal Trill Lateral Fricative Semivowel
Bilabial p ph b
Labio¬
dental





p, t, t£, and k are unaspirated and are pronounced with
simultaneous glottal closure. ph, th, t<ph, and kh are strongly
aspirated. b and d are fully voiced.
2.2.1.2 Distribution of consonants:
All the preceding consonants are permitted
as the initial consonant of a syllable. A cluster of two
consonants of the following types is also permitted, namely:
pl- p h 1 — kl- kh 1 -
pr- phr- tr- kr- khr-
kw- 1_c
2.2.1.3 Final consonants:
Only p, t, k, ?, m, n, g, occur as the final
12
consonant of a syllable. P> t, k, are not exploded in a syllable
final position. Consonant clusters are not permitted in a final
position of the syllable.
2.2.2 The vowel system
2.2.2.1 Pure vowels:
Front Back-unrounded Back-rounded
close i w u
half-close e * o
half-open e a
open a
All pure vowels may be short or long.
2.2.2.2 Diphthongs:
There are two groups of diphthongs in
Standard Thai:
1. Those which may be followed by a final consonant:
ia, ha, ua, u;a; and oia, una.
2. Those which are not permitted to be followed by a
final consonant: iu, eu, e?u, eu, e:u, ai, a:i, au, a:u, ai,
a-, i, o: i, u i and *: i.
2.2.2.3 Triphthongs:
There are three triphthongs: iau, uai, and
wai. They are not permitted to be followed by a final consonant.
2.2.3 The Tone system
There are five tones in standard Thai:
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Tone Thai Script Transcription Meanings
1. Mid. -fn /~kha:/ "a grass (Imperata
cylindrica)"
1
2. Low /_kha: / "galangal, a
rhizome"
3. Falling HI /skha:/ "slave, servant"
4. High -fn /*kha-. / "to engage in trade"
5. Rising zn /'kha:/ "leg"
2.2.4 Syllable structure
Thai syllable structure can be summarised in the
following formulae:
a. C1 (C2) V-j C3 / T
b. C1 (C2) V2 (C3) / T
= one of the initial consonants: p, t, k, ?, ph, th,
kh, b, d, t^», ^, f, s, h, m, n, q , r, I, w, j,
C2 = one of the approximants: r, I, w, that can be the
second element of the clusters.
= one of the final consonants: p, t, k, ?, m, n, q.
V-j = one of the short pure vowels: i, e, e, a, o, o, u,
iu, *; the diphthongs ia, ua, tua.
V2 = one of the long pure vowels: i:, e:, e: , a:, o-.,
o: , u: , ur. , *: ; the diphthongs i: a, u: a, uj: a, iu, eu, e:u,
eu, £:u , au, a:u, x:i, ui, o:i, oi, o:i, ai, a: i; and the
triphthongs iau, uai, wai.
T = one of the tones: Mid /~kha /, Low /_kha /,
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Falling / kha /, High /Akha /, Rising /'kha /.
2.3 WRITING SYSTEMS USED BY THE TAI-SPEAKING POPULATIONS
Li Fang Kuei divided writing systems used by the
Tai-speaking populations in his A Handbook of Comparative Tai
(1977, pp.22-23) into two following types:
1. The type which is based on Chinese writing. Many
Tai speakers in Kwangsi and Kweichow, in China; and Tho in
North Vietnam, use a modified system of Chinese writing. The
tradition of this form of writing may date from quite early,
going back at least several hundred years. It seems to be
generally used in recording from songs which the Tai speakers
love very much. While it need not be restricted to recording
songs, it has not been found used for other purposes. Many
speakers, of course, do not necessarily know this sytem of
writing.
2. Another system of Tai writing is derived from Indie
sources. There are many varieties of alphabets used by the Tai
peoples in South-east Asia and in the South-western part of
Yunnan, China. The system can be said to consist in general
of two types, according to the accuracy with which the letters
represent the sound system:
a. The Siamese type. It is used in Thai, Lao,
Black Tai, White Tai, Lii, etc. This type of alphabet has
developed enough symbols to represent the different vowels and
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diphthongs which are in general more complicated in Tai than
vowel systems of Indian languages. It also preserves the old
distinction between voiceless consonants, particularly the
plosives such as p, ph, t, th, etc., and voiced consonants, such
as b, d, etc. The Standard Thai Alphabet is the one best known
in the Siamese type, as it is equipped with a full set of tonal
markers, which are not always existent or consistently used in
some other alphabets.
b. The Shan type. It does not provide enough
symbols for the more complicated Tai vowels and diphthongs, and
does not differentiate the old voiced consonants from the voice¬
less ones. Such are the alphabets of Ahom, Shan, Khamti, etc.
This type of writing system has no tonal markers.
The earliest date of introduction of the alphabet
to the various Tai peoples is not definitely known. The famous
inscription of King Ram Khamhaeng of Sukhothai city of Thailand,
which will be presented in the next chapter, is the earliest
known dated document (1283 A.D.) The exact date of introduction
of the Shan type of script is also not known, but some documents
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Chapter 3
THE ORTHOGRAPHY AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUKHOTHAI
SCRIPT AND KING LI THAI SCRIPT
3.1 THE ORIGIN OF THE OLDEST KNOWN THAI WRITING
The earliest known Thai script was invented by
King Ram Khamhaeng of Sukhothai kingdom in 1283 A.D. It was
engraved on stone and has been preserved by the Thai as our
national script. This first earliest known Thai writing is
called "The Sukhothai script".
Scholars in Thai writing doubt if there were any
scripts used in Thailand before the Sukhothai script. King Ram
Khamhaeng wrote on his inscription that he invented
< Innw > /'nag'siu:-1 ha i An i: / "this particular form
of the Thai script". Since he stated that the script he invented
was only the particular style of the Thai script, this gave rise
to the theory of there having been other Thai scripts before the
time of the kingj In my opinion this is very probable, because
1. George Coedes and Jean Burnay put forward this theory in
their article "The Origins of the Sukhothai Script", JSS,
21 (1928), p.87. It has been supported by many Thai
scholars, among them are Cham Thongkhamwan, a famous Thai
epigrapher; Kamchai Thonglo, a scholar in Thai language;
Khachon Sukhaphanit, a famous Thai historian, and many
others.
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Thai archaeologists have found a number of ancient inscriptions
written before the time of King Ram KhamhaengJ The earliest
ones were found at the Phra Prathom Chedi (dated 657 A.D.), in
Lopburi Province (757-857 A.D.), and in Lamphoon Province
2
(1257-1357 A.D.). The script used in these inscriptions was
of ancient Mon origin. No other written records were found
before that time. It could mean that the script adopted from
the ancient Mon alphabet was the first script the Thai had had
since we migrated into Indo-China. As already stated in
Chapter 2 (The Development of the Thai Language, p.9) the Thai
migrated into the Indo-Chinese peninsula from our own home in
China sometime in 400 B.E. Historical evidence shows that while
still in China we had been attacked by the Chinese and forced
to migrate into Indo-China. It seems probable that these
continuous troubles would not leave us time to invent any
national script. After migrating into Indo-China the Thai
were within the empire of the Mon, which was the governing race
in that area, roughly from the 5th century A.D. on. There is
evidence to indicate that the Thai received elements of culture
from the Mon, so we might have adopted the ancient Mon script to
use as our national writing. Moreover other groups within the
Thai race, e.g. Thai Ahom, Thai Lii, Phu Thai, also have scripts
1. Symposium on the Thai Scripts, September 4-9, 1969, The
National Museum of Thailand, Bangkok (in the files of the Museum).
2. Kanchana Patamadilok, The History of the Thai Language,
(Bangkok: Charoenwit Kanphim, 1977), p.44.
/
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which were adopted from the Mon. So it is very probable that
in early centuries the Thai of Thailand also had adopted the
ancient Mon script to use in writing, as appeared in the
inscriptions which have already been mentioned.
In the 10th century A.D. the Khmer (Cambodians) began
to migrate into the Thai area and eventually succeeded the Mon so
that the Thai came to be ruled by the empire of the Khmer. Thai
archaeologists found stone inscriptions written from the 10th
century A.D. on. The script was similar to the cursive form of
the Khmer alphabet which was used in Cambodia in the thirteenth
century, so it has been proved beyond doubt that before the
Sukhothai script, the Thai had used two scripts which were
adopted from the ancient Mon and Khmer scripts.
It is stated in Thai history that King Si Intharathit
of Sukhothai city freed Thailand from the Khmer and established
Sukhothai as the capital of Thailand in 1257 A.D. From that
time on the Thai became the dominant race in central Thailand.
King Ram Khamhaeng, the second son of King Si Intharathit, was
a very independent lord. He had a strong national feeling and
so wanted to form a new official Thai script which he wished to
have as something purely Thai, free from Mon or Khmer influence.
He therefore invented a Thai script called "the Sukhothai script"
in 1283 A.D. as already stated on p.17. It is well known as the
earliest Thai writing.
The stone inscription of King Ram Khamhaeng is now
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kept in the Thai national museum, Bangkok, Thailand. (See Fig.
3.1, p.21.) Attempts to read the inscriptions were made by Thai
and European scholars, among them were Prince Mahamongkut, the
future King Rama IV (1833), Sir John Bowring, a British envoy
(1855), Adolf Bastian (1864), the Crown Prince Vachiravut, the
future King Rama VI (1907), C.B. Bradley (1909), George Coedes
(1918), Jean Burnay (1918), Cham Thongkhamwan (1962), Pichai
Santaphirom (1962), A.B. Griswold (1971), and Prasert Na Nagara
(1971).
Although there were many difficulties in understanding
the inscription, which were caused by obsolete words, archaic
spelling and ambiguous syntax, all scholars have produced documents
in deciphering the inscription. It is clear that the main purpose
of these scholars in reading the inscription was to obtain inform¬
ation about historical events and also to find out the origins and
meanings of words and to trace back the origin of the script.
None of their work presented the detailed phonetic description of
the orthography and the characteristic of the script except that
of Thongkhamwan which di s cusses the shapes of symbols of the
script. The inscription gives a lot of information about the
biography of the kings of the Sukhothai kingdom (1237-1438 A.D.),
a description of Sukhothai city and the customs of the country.
I was taught to read the Sukhothai script by Professor
Prasert Na Nagara, a famous Thai historian of Sukhothai period,
while doing my data collection in Thailand in 1978-1979.
Without his teaching I would never have been able to understand
the script by myself. To the eye acquainted only with present
Figure 3.1 The stone inscription of King Ram khamhaeng kept
in the national museum of Thailand ^ Bangkok.
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Thai writing^the Sukhothai script seemed at first completely
foreign to me.
The question of the ultimate source of the Sukhothai
script has been under debate for many years. However, after
careful examination in comparing shapes of letters of the scripts,
George Coedes (1925) and Cham Thongkhamwan (1962), reached the
conclusion that the ultimate source of the Sukhothai script was
a form of the ancient Brahmi script of South India called
"Grantha".
The Brahmi script was first used in inscriptions
issued by King Asoka in 269 B.E. He ruled over the area which
covered almost the whole of the subcontinent of India and Pakistan
north of the Kaveri ValleyJ The Brahmi script of these
inscriptions has been termed "Asokan Brahmi".
Coedes stated that there are two forms of the Brahmi
script. One of the two called Devanagari, is used in northern
India; the second, called Grantha, is used in southern India.
Both Devanagari and Grantha share the characteristics of the
Brahmi script in that each consonant symbol such as the consonant
symbol for /k/ when not modified by a vocalic symbol before,
after, above or below to form /ki/, /ku/, etc. will automatically
be pronounced /ka/.
Another common feature of the Brahmi, Devanagari and
Grantha scripts is that there are two sets of vocalic symbols
in their writing systems. The first is used when a vowel occurs
1. Dani Hasan Ahmed, Indian Palaeography, (Oxford University
Press, 1963), p.31.
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in a syllable by itself without an initial consonant. The second
is used as a part of a syllable with an initial consonant. Each
of the vowels, except /a/, has two vocalic symbols to represent
it. For example, the vowel /i/ in a syllable /i/ and in a
syllable /ki/ is represented by two different forms of a vocalic
symbol. As the vowel /a/ occurs with every consonant symbol
unless that consonant symbol is modified by one of the other
vocalic symbols, there is no need to have another form of vocalic
symbol to represent it when it occurs as a part of a syllable
with an initial consonant.
The Grantha form of the Brahmi script is the origin
of the Khmer script. The Grantha came to be used in Indo-China
through the spread of the Buddhist religion and contact in trade.
In 300 B.E. Ceylon became the first country in South-East Asia
which brought the Grantha script into use. The earliest
inscription in Khmer language is that found at Ankor Borei in
/ 1
Takeo Province of southern Cambodia, and is dated in 611 A.D.
The script on this inscription is similar to the Grantha script.
There are two forms of the ancient Khmer script.
The first was a monumental form used in, for example, Phra
Traipidok and other sacred books; the second was a cursive
form used in ordinary writing.
Coedes and Thongkhamwan stated that as far as the
shapes of letters are concerned it is obvious that the Sukhothai
1. L.P. Briggs, The Ancient Khmer Empire, (Philadelphia: The
American Philosophical Society, 1951), p.15.
script derived from the cursive form of the ancient Khmer alphabet.
Besides the similarity in the shapes of the letters, I think, when
we consider the evidence of contact between these two nations, the
theory in favour of the ancient Khmer origin of the Sukhothai
script is greatly strengthened. As mentioned above, during the
tenth to thirteenth centuries A.D. the Thai were ruled by the
empire of the Khmer. This close contact of the Thai with the
Khmer radically affected the Thai, physically, linguistically and
culturally. There is a great number of loan words of Khmer
origin in the Thai language today. Many of the Thai rites and
ceremonies, e.g. the festival of hair-cutting, coronation and
ploughing, are of Khmer origin. Moreover the early Thai religious
architecture, as seen in Sukhothai Province, in Lopburi and
elsewhere, reproduces distinct characteristics of the Khmer.
My observations on the shapes of letters of the
Asokan Brahmi, the Grantha, the cursive form of the ancient Khmer,
are based on a published work of George Coedes (1925), Cham
Thongkhamwan (1962), and Dani Ahmed (1963). Of the Sukhothai
script they are based on the rubbing of the inscription. From
these observations, it is clear that there is a great epigraphic
similarity among them. Moreover the relationship among the three
scripts is abundantly seen in the shapes of letters; the arrange¬
ment of consonants into five groups based on position of articulation,
proceeding from the back to the front of the mouth; and in the fact
that in all scripts each consonant symbol is pronounced with an
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accompanying vowel.
I attempt to show here the similarity of the shapes
of letters of the scripts by reproducing them side by side in
Figure 3.2 (pp.26-28). The symbols of the Asokan Brahmi, the
Grantha, and the cursive form of the Khmer alphabet are copied
from a published work of Cham Thongkhamwan (1962). Of the
Sukhothai script, they are copied from the rubbing of the inscript¬
ion. The phonetic value of each symbol of the source scripts is
as used in Asokan Brahmi script. In the Sukhothai script it is
that of the present Thai pronunciation. Since we adopted nearly
all the consonant symbols from the source scripts the Sukhothai
script contains many more symbols than are needed in our language.
Many consonants are represented by more than one symbol, as can
be seen in the chart. For vocalic symbols we had to invent many
more symbols to represent vowels because the Thai vowel system is
much more complicated that that of the source scripts. Only
some of the vocalic symbols in the Sukhothai script are presented


















































































































e: > L- z) e:
0: I _h -f
)
l-l A 1- o:
u L ~
1 ~ b T 1 7
u J-
ai ~> <r-9*- '8 7- ai
au C^l c7 au e—]
1. A is a set of vocalic symbols which is used when a vowel
occurs in a syllable by itself without an initial consonant.
2. B is a set of vocalic symbols which is used when a vowel
occurs as a part of syllable with an initial consonant.
3. A dash shows the position of a syllable-initial consonant symbol.
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However, I have found that the Sukhothai script
differs from the source scripts in the following points:
1. There are two sets of vocalic symbols in the source
scripts as can be seen in the chart on p.28. But in the Sukhothai
script there is only one set of vocalic symbols to be used as a
part of a syllable with an initial consonant, because a syllable
in Thai always begins with a consonant. Moreover, the place of
vocalic symbols in a syllable of the Sukhothai script is different
from that of the source scripts. In the Sukhothai script the
place of vocalic symbols is either before or after a syllable -
initial consonant symbol, but in the source scripts vocalic symbols
are written either before, after, above, or below the initial
consonant symbol of the syllable.
2. The most original as well as the most interesting
feature in the Sukhothai script is the notation of tones which do
not exist in the source scripts.
Let us now assume it is likely that the genealogy
of the Thai script is as follows:
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TheSuk othaiScript I KingLiThaiScript i KingNaraiScr pt 1
ThePresentThaiScrip
The Sukhothai script of King Ram Khamhaeng, was used
till 1357. In 1357, in the reign of King Li Thai, the grandson
of King Ram Khamhaeng, a new script called "King Li Thai script"
came to be used. From my observations it is evident that the
shapes of letters of King Li Thai script are based on the
Sukhothai ones, although some of them were modified. The most
striking thing I found in King Li Thai script was the place of
vocalic symbols. There, vocalic symbols were written either
before, after, above, or below a syllable initial consonant
symbol, as in the Asokan Brahmi, the Grantha and the Khmer writing.
There are a lot of extant inscriptions, engravings
written in King Li Thai script, for example Nakh^n Chum inscription
(1357), Wat Phrayu'n inscription (1370), Wat Changlfpm inscription
(1384)J etc. Details can be seen in the list of names of
inscriptions, engravings and ancient documents on pp.333-335.
Inscriptions and engravings are now kept in the National Museum and Library
of Thailand, Bangkok, and in a museum or a temple in different
parts of Thailand. King Li Thai script had been developed and
used in Thai writing till King Narai script was brought into use
in 1680.
1. Inscriptions were mostly named after the place where they
were found or where they are kept. They were mostly found
in temples. <f Wat > here means temples in Thai. Some of
them were named after the name of the king who ruled the
country when they were inscribed. A given inscription may
be inscribed in different years; for instance, Si Chum
inscription was first inscribed in 1341, but it was completed
in 1361. In this case the inscription is dated 1341-1361.
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I studied the orthography and characteristics of
King Li Thai script from rubbings and photographs of the
inscriptions. The symbols of the Sukhothai script and King Li
Thai script shown in the chapter are copied from the rubbings of
the inscriptions which are now kept in the National Library of
Thailand. Most of the symbols show slight variations from one
occurrence to another in the rubbings. In this case I chose
the shapes which were used most frequently; and where the
symbols show great variations from one occurrence to another,
all the variations are presented.
Both the Sukhothai script and King Li Thai script
were written from left to right and there were no spaces between
words. A letter was not capitalised in the beginning of a
sentence as in the English writing system. At the end of a
sentence a full stop was not used. All these characteristics
are still preserved in the present Thai writing system.
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Figure3.4ThSuk othaiscript(1283A.D.;ndeta l
Figure 3.5 Notes on the interpretation of the Sukhothai
script shown in Figure 3.4, line 8, p.33
(1){ ^)lallAj"UUGX?hSD^3n (RQ^Pl/1 >
h h h h
(2) sa:mp nni:sro:iwa:k nainmiuiaousko: k ait
/1 \ / / h «a •— — I h . i / . h i h • .(3) / sam p an_s r- ro;1 wa: k on na i - miu:aQ_suk k o; t a i /
"(the length of the wall was) three-thousand-four-hundred /-wa: /
(a Thai linear measurement) ... people in the Sukhothai city "
The comparison of the Thai writing (1), the Roman trans¬
literation (2) and the phonetic transcription (3) reveal the fact
that there are certain problems with regard to the interpretation
of the script. For example:
1. There are two vocalic symbols to represent /ai/ : ^
as in /-nai/, and <^p— )> as in /—t ha i / .
2. Vocalic symbols < G>~ )>= < i :)> ; , < (?— >
< ai > ; < 3— > = < u > , and .< 'j- > = < o: > are written in
front of a syllable-initial consonant symbol as in the syllables
/si: /; /~nai/, /~thai/; /_suk/, and / kho-./.
3. The vowel /a/ in a syllable with a final consonant
symbol is not written, but it is shown by the reduplication of
the syllable-final consonant symbol. As in the syllable /-phan/,
the vowel /a/ is shown by the reduplication of the syllable-final
consonant symbols It > = < n ) . Details can be seen on
pp.70-71.
1. The dash shows the position of a syllable-initial consonant
symbol.
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4. A vocalic symbol < (°£—0 > = is made up of
two components. The one written in front of a syllable-initial
consonant symbol is < (o£- > , it does not represent anything when
it occurs by itself, and the one after is —G > = <"?>. Taken
together, the two components represent /iu:a/, as in the syllable
ag/.
3. A vocalic symbol <—> = <o:i > is also made up
of two components <-0 > = < ? > and <"-£j > =<'j>. Taken
together, they represent /o:\/ as in the syllable /Aro-. i/. Both
of them are written after a syllable-initial consonant symbol.
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Figure.36K ngLiThaiScript(Nakh nChuminscription >1357A.D.J,nowkeptm thenationallibraryofThailand}Bangkok
Figure 3.7 Notes on the interpretation of King Li Thai
script shown in Figure 3.6, line 3, p.36
">(tfCti C 1?8 3 lb 3 8 uu U<0 >
(2) < mainmuj:ar)fa:Q?nnrir) ^>
(3) /A mi ?-na i-muj:aQ''fa : Q-?an-n i q/
"There is one in Fang city "
To interpret this writing, one has to be aware of
the following points:
1. A vocalic symbol i > is written above a
syllable-initial consonant symbol as in the syllable /Ami?/.
2. A vocalic symbol <cr2->= < ai y is written in front
of a syllable-initial consonant symbol as in the syllable /-nai/.
<T>
3. A vocalic symbol {(, — Q)>= w:a is made up of
three components. The one written in front of a syllable-initial
G\
consonant symbol is <[ i— y = e: )> , the one above is <— ^
= <( i » and the one after is <( } = K T)*. Taken together,
the three components represent /w:a/, as in the syllable
/"TnujjaQ/.
4. The vowel /a/ in a syllable with a final consonant
symbol is not written, but it is shown by the reduplication of a
syllable-final consonant symbol, as in the syllable /~?an/.
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3.2 CONSONANT SYMBOLS
3.2.1 Epigraphic evidence showing the derivation
of the shapes of consonant symbols from the cursive
form of the Khmer alphabet
There were thirty-nine consonant symbols in the
Sukhothai script and King Li Thai script, but only thirty-seven
1
of them have been preserved in the present Thai writing system.
As already stated, the nearest source of the Sukhothai script was
the cursive form of the ancient Khmer alphabet. The resemblance
of most of the Sukhothai consonant symbols to the Khmer ones is
clear, although King Ram Khamhaeng modified the shapes of many of
them.
The process of adaptation from the cursive form of
ancient Khmer script to the Sukhothai one as suggested by Cham
Thongkhamwan (1962), and from my own personal observations; also
the shapes of consonant symbols of King Li Thai script are shown
in Figure 3.8. Consonants are rearranged into five groups based
on position of articulation, proceeding from the front to the back
of the mouth. The phonetic value given for each consonant symbol
is that of present Thai pronunciation. Each consonant symbol is
pronounced with the carrying vowel /o;/; for instance, the con¬
sonant symbol for /k/ when not modified by a vocalic symbol to form
/_ ki ?/, /-ki: /9 /_ke?/, /~ke:/ will automatically be pronounced
/-ko:/. There is also an inherent tone belonging to each consonant
symbol which is either the mid tone as in <£l>/-ko:/, or the
rising tone as in <3> /'kho:/. Details are discussed in the
present Thai writing system part, pp.131-133.
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These carrows show that the adapted form is the mirror










































































































































It is interesting to note here that in Thai writing,
many consonant symbols have different phonetic values when they
occur in syllable-final position. The comparison of the phonetic
values of consonant symbols in syllable-initial position and their








































3.2.2 A brief sketch of the phonetic interpretation of
< 3 >,< <^> , <(Tl>> and <(H> through historical spelling
As already seen, the consonants //kho-./ and /~kho:/
are represented by more than one consonant symbol for each of them:
/'kho:/ is represented byO>and<3>>.
/-kho:/ is represented by<Gi> , <CD> and <"34>.
Fang Kuei Li suggested in his A Handbook of Comparative
Tai (1977, p.23) that in the Thai language original voiced con¬
sonants have become devoiced and the distinction between old
voiced and voiceless consonants is utilised to mark the difference
in tones. The original voiceless consonants are called the
middle (unaspirated) or high (aspirated) consonants and the original
voiced consonants, the low consonants. This implies that<9> and
< <3 > of the /'kho:/ are original voiceless consonants; <<T)> ,
<f<D> and <3(> of the /~kho:/ are original voiced consonants.
In present Thai pronunciation, besides the difference
in tones, all these five consonant symbols are pronounced as a
velar /kh/. George Coedes and Jean Burnay put forward a hypo¬
thesis on the phonetic interpretation of the consonant symbols
< 9>» <<3>> <CTi> and <CD > in their article "<<3>et <(D>et leur
origine" (JSS, 21 (1972), p.199) that in ancient Thai these four
consonant symbols represented four different phonemes. Suriya
Ratakul suggested in her article "Where have <o3 > and <(H> gone?"
(Journal of Thammasat University (1952), p.39) that > and <(T]>
did not occur in the Asokan Brahmi, the Grantha or the Khmer
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writing, so if they had not represented different sounds in Thai,
King Ram Khamkaeng would not have invented new symbols to
represent them in the Thai writing. And in the Sukhothai script,
<c9> and <<^> occurred in contrast in a minimal pairJ But a
minimal pair of <<T}> and <01 > was not found since these two
symbols were rarely used in the script. In later periods start¬
ing from 1341, < c?>and <c§> > of //kho:/ occurred in free variation,
and so did <<7i> and <01 > of /~kho-/. These four consonant
symbols were kept in the Thai writing until 1927, when <<3> and
<cr)>were completely abolished. Present Thai writing now has
<<9> to be used as //kho-./; and <61> and <3^>to be used as
/~kh3: / .
\
Coedes and Burnay suggested in the same article that
<<-?>, <c3>>, <d>, and <01 > represented four different phonemes
but they did not make it clear which phonemes and <(ft>
represented. But for <c3> and<Qi>, they proposed a hypothesis
that they were "spirante gutturante" because R.P. Savina found
two words in Thai Nung written with <c3 > and <G!> which are
1. For example, the word /_khap/ "to drive away" was consistently
written with 0>, and the word /_khap/ "to sing" was always
written with.<<$> .
2. For example, the word /'khun/ "the king" was always written
with <<S> > in the Sukhothai script, but in Si Chum inscription
(1341-1361 ) it was written with either <Q > or <<=3 > . The
word /xkham/ "night" was always written with <<n ^ in early
inscriptions but in Phra Sadet inscription (1525) it was
written with <cn > .
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pronounced as /xla/ and /xva/J
/
Another hypothesis was proposed by G. Andre
Haudricourt in his article "Les Occlusives Uvulaires en Thai",
(Bulletin de la Societe de Linguistique de Paris (1952), p.87)
that<f<S>> and <rCD> represented uvular plosive consonants, since
he found a uvular consonant in White Tai. Ratakul strongly
supported Haudricourt1s hypothesis in the same article that she
would assume <c3 > represented a uvular plosive /qh/ and < <T) >
represented /G/ since they almost always occurred with back
vowels in early Thai writing. From my own observations, in the
Sukhothai script where <c?>and <c5>occurred in contrast and
that led us to assume that they represented two different phonemes,
there were eleven words written with < > ; six occurred with
front vowels, three with back vowels, and two occurred as an
initial consonant of a cluster /kw-/ with front vowels. Of <<H> ,
among four words, one occurred with a front vowel, one with a
back vowel, two occurred as an initial consonant of a cluster
/kw-/ with front vowels. For the <c5 > among ten words, four
occurred with back vowels, one occurred as an initial consonant
of a cluster /kw-/ with a front vowel, and five with front vowels.
<<T)> among six words, three with back vowels and another three
with front vowels. So it is clearly seen that <(d> > and </<D >
did not almost always occur with back vowels and their correspond¬
ing <<9 > and <<7)> also frequently occurred with back vowels,
1. R.P. Savina, Dictionnaire etymologique francais-nung-chinois,
Hong Kong, 1973" The two words are /xla/ "left (opposite to
right)" and /xvam/ "matter".
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instead of front vowels as expected. I would like to suggest
that it is rather dangerous to judge points of articulation of
consonants by considering only the phonetic qualities of their
accompanying vowels, because velar consonants do not always
occur with front vowels and uvular consonants, nor do they
always occur with back vowels. In Persian, for example, /kh/
occurs with front vowels as in the word /khif/ "a hand bag" and
also occurs with back vowels as in the word /khur/"to be blind".
/qh/ also occurs with both front and back vowels, with front
vowels as in the word /qhir/ "tar", with back vowels as in the
word /qhu'ri/ "a tea pot".
The most recent hypothesis on the phonetic
interpretation of < <3 > > <c5>>, <<H> and <<T| > was proposed by
Fang Kuei Li (1977) who suggested that in the Sukhothai script
< o> > represented /kh/ and <<3 >represented /x/, agreeing on the
whole with Lii and White Tai J For <<Tj> and <(T) > , he suggested
that <<D> was a letter corresponding to Indie /g/ to indicate
that the voicing was probably maintained at the time of the
2
introduction of the Thai script. Of the <CTj> he stated that
3
in the Sukhothai script, it represented /V/ as appears in Sack.
Li's hypothesis supports his theory that in the Thai language
original voiced consonants have become devoiced and the distinction
of old voiced and voiceless consonants is utilised to mark the
1. Li Fang Kuei, A Handbook of Comparative Tai (Hawaii: The
University Press of Hawaii, 1977), p.208.
2. Ibid., p.198, and also see the chart on p.26.
3. Ibid., p.214.
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difference in tones, because in recent times we pronounce <f>
and <(£ > with an inherent rising tone as //kho:/; and pronounce
<(T)> » <" CD > with an inherent mid tone as /_kho:/. I found
that Li's phonetic interpretation of these four consonant symbols
is convincing since it agrees on the whole with other Thai
languages and dialects. For example, < <9 y and </ are also
pronounced as /kh/ and /x/ in Lu and White Tai and (D > is
still pronounced as /*/ in Sack and some Pu-i dialects.
All scholars in proto-Tai reached the conclusion that
<c^> , <CT)> , and <,(Ti> , represent four different
phonemes. But the question of the phonetic interpretation of
them is still under debate. Careful investigation on comparative
Tai is needed to be done before bringing this matter to a
conclusion.
3.2.3 Three syllabic consonant symbol s^-C ^ ^ S^ ^
A syllabic consonant symbol is a symbol which
represents a syllable, that is to say it is a single consonant
symbol which represents both an initial consonant and also a vowel
of a syllable. There were three syllabic consonant symbols in
King Li Thai script.
1. <0 > was pronounced as /~nr./ as in the word
<0-015 > /Vx: k/ "an auspicious occasion". Here a syllabic
consonant <0> represented /~r*: / and the consonant symbols
<"0 > =<k>and (\J.y =<fs > function as syllable-final consonant
1. The tone of the syllable is changed because of the influence
of a syllable-final consonant.
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symbols, but on1y<,-T)> is pronounced as /k/.1
2. <^0 )> was pronounced as /-rur./, as in the word
< Cl > /—rui: / "or".
3. < ^ > was pronounced as /~liu:/, as in a syllable
<^ > /~i lu-. / of the word < > /~ I lu; —t ha i / "the name
of one of the Sukhothai kingdom kings".
3.2.4 The ways of writing syllable-initial consonant
sequences in the Sukhothai script
Syllable-initial consonant sequences in the Thai
language are divided into three kinds:
1. Those pronounced as consonant clusters, for example,
I I
the word ££1TP > = <Ckwa:> "more, more than" is pronounced
/_kwa; /.
2. Those pronounced as single consonants, for example,
h 9
the word <tn5"D> = <t rq> to dress" is pronounced /-soq/.
3. Those pronounced in two syllables with an intervening
unwritten vowel /a/, for example, the word < GTaTi (5T > = <ftla:d >
"market" is pronounced /_ t a ?_I a:t/.
All sorts of syllable-initial consonant sequences in
the Sukhothai script were mostly written as ligatures. But
they were occasionally written adjacent to one another at the
beginning of the syllable. The percentage of occurrence of
1. Since only one consonant is permitted in a syllable-final
position in Thai, so only the <*0 > =<^k>is pronounced.
The pronunciation of syllable final consonant sequences is
discussed in section 3.2.6,pp.59-60.
2. In a syllable with a final consonant symbol the vocalic symbol
for /of is not written.
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syllable-initial consonant sequences written as separate symbols
is extremely low. I doubt if it was an accidental mistake done
by an inscriber, or a new way of writing consonant sequences
which the king tried to introduce to the Thai writing system.
All sorts of syllable-initial consonant sequences were written
as separate symbols in the King Li Thai script as is still the
case in the present Thai writing system.
We now turn to the epigraphic evidence showing the
two ways of writing syllable-initial consonant sequences in the
Sukhothai script as ligatures and as separate symbols. The
ratio of occurrence is also shown here so that we can see how
frequently each one occurred. The phonetic values of the
consonant sequences are as used in the present Thai pronunciation.
A combination of two consonants only is permitted in the initial
position of the syllable. The figures in the last column, for






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Examples transcription meanings andsources
3. Those pronounced in two syllables with an intervening
unwritten vowel:
In the present Thai pronunciation, syllable-initial
consonant sequences which are not pronounced in clusters, or as
single consonants, are pronounced in two syllables by the intrusion
of an unwritten vowel /a/. In citation form, the vowel of an
intruded syllable is /a?/ since in Thai short pure vowels not
followed by a consonant or another vowel in a syllable are always
followed by a glottal stop in stressed syllables. But when
pronounced in connected running speech, the intruded syllable
becomes unstressed, and the vowel becomes neutralised as /a/ and
also accompanied by tonal changes. For example, /_ t a ?_I a: t/
"market" pronounced in citation form is actually pronounced
/-1 a_I a:t/ in connected running speech.
I found some words in Sukhothai script of which
syllable-initial consonant sequences are pronounced in two
syllables with an intervening unwritten vowel /a/. Most of
them were written as ligatures, only a few of them were written
as separate symbols as shown in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3. 12
Examples ; transcription ;
mecnings t and sources
Written as








TfiOU /_ tpa? _ kD;p /
a custom duty 1 - 5
y





a market 3 - i
y
JCTI5" /_Rha?~da:n /
a writing board 3 — 12
y
•
"3 / " la? — ja-rj / a kind of
rope to tcsten an elephant ? 3- 20
y
3F& 3 /'tpa? - I nar] /
the name of the town 3-2 2
y





3.2.5 The advantage of writing syllable-initial consonant
sequences as ligatures
Writing syllable-initial consonant sequences as
ligatures, as in the Sukhothai script, avoids confusion in
reading words which can be read more than one way. In the
present Thai writing, words are not written with spaces between
them as is done in writing English, French, Spanish, etc., so
there are problems as regards the analysis of syllable division.
For example, in < r\)3> J there are four sound symbols and
the order is a vocalic symbol <"z > =<'o:> — a consonant
L.
symbol =<fk> — a consonant symbol <a)> =<^1>
— a consonant symbol < > = < o>-
y = <(o:k^lQ^
If we consider <C~1> = <" k^> and <r0> =<fl>as
2
a cluster, this group of sound symbols will be read as a mono¬
syllabic word /~khlo:Q/ "to swing". But if we do not, it will
read as two monosyllabic words /_kho:~ log/ (/~kho:/ = cow,
L.
/-|oq/=to go down). Here the <(Tj> =«^k > functions as a
syllable-initial consonant of < "ziT) > /"kho: / and = <1 >
3
does as a syllable-initial consonant of <This
confusion is avoided in the Sukhothai script by writing consonants
1. The orthographic symbols shown here are as used in the Sukhothai
script.
2. /khI-/ is a permissible cluster in Thai.
3. Consonant symbols < 70 > = < 1> and <3> = < o> written adjacent
to one another are read as /""log/, although a vocalic symbol for
/o/ is not written here. In Thai writing a vocalic symbol for
/o/ is not written when the syllable has a final consonant symbol.
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as ligatures if they are clusters, and writing them as separate
symbols if they are not.
A combination of two consonants only- is permitted in
the ini,tial position of the syllable in Thai. Syllable-initial
consonant sequences can sometimes be read as a single consonant.
In this case only one of the two consonants is pronounced,
for example < £fl^U)> ; here there are four sound symbols and
the order is a vocalic symbol < CC > =<e:> — a consonant
symbol <" > = < h > — a consonant symbol < U,> = £ n > .
< CTV]U> = ( e:hn>
If we consider < W > = ( h> and <U> > =( n)as a
single consonant, this group of sound symbols will be read as
/'ne: / "duckweed". But it can also be read as / he:n/ "to guard,
to keep for oneself", if we consider <" > =<h>as a syllable-
initial consonant, and <Us> = ( n > as a syllable-final consonant.
In the Sukhothai script, this confusion is avoided, since < l^y
= ( h >and <? M> > = ( n >are written as 1igatures when they
function as a single consonant, and they are written as separate
symbols when they do not.
3.2.6 The way of writing syllable-final consonant sequences
The syllable structure of the Thai language is
a. C1 (C2) V] C3 / T
b. C1 (C2) V2 (C3) / T1
1. For details, see Chapter 1, p.14.
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In Thai writing one can recognise pure Thai words among foreign
loanwords as their syllables end with either a vocalic symbol^
or a single consonant symbol. For foreign loanwords which have
syllable-final consonant sequences, in most cases the original
spelling is always retained in Thai writing, but only one of the
?
final consonants is pronounced, and in most cases it is the
first one in the sequence. For example, the word <£TlUO>
= < ka:nt > "the beloved" is a monosyllabic Sanskrit loanword in
Thai. The final consonant symbols =<nt>are retained
in writing, but unly the <U> = ('n >is pronounced. So the
word.is pronounced /~ka.n/. In Sukhothai script and King Li
Thai script, syllable-final consonant sequences of foreign
loanwords were written adjacent to one another as separate
symbols, as is still true of the present Thai writing.
3.2.7 General remarks on uncertain spelling
As already shown, a great many of Thai consonant
1. A vocalic symbol, regardless of representing a pure vowel, a
diphthong or a triphthong, is considered as one single unit.
2. Since only /p, t, k, ?, m, n, q/ are permissible in the final
position of a syllable. So a final fricative, affricate of
foreign words is pronounced as a stop. A final voiced stop
is pronounced as a voiceless counterpart. A final trill or
lateral, is pronounced as a nasal.
3. In rare cases, the second consonant of the sequence is
pronounced instead of the first, for example, a monosyllabic
word <USTJCT)> = ('ma:rkhy/'ma: k/ "a route", here there are two
syllable-final consonant symbols, the first is < S> =<r>
/r/, the second is <<T)> = Ck^7 /kh/. But only the <(?j>
= (k^> is pronounced as a syllable-final consonant /k/.
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symbols have identical pronunciation in the initial position,
for example, the consonant /s/ has three consonant symbols,
<73"> , <(7T> , <U'>, to represent it. In this case the
choice of the consonant symbol is determined only by the dictates
of the rules of correct spelling. One has to memorise the
correct spelling of certain words. The spelling in the Sukhothai
script and also in King Li Thai script was very uncertain.
3.3 VOCALIC SYMBOLS
Epigraphic evidence showing the derivation of the
s hapes of vocalic symbols from the cursive form of
t he Khmer alphabet
There are two kinds of vocalic symbols in Thai:
1. Simple vocalic symbols: composed of one component.
2. Complex vocalic symbols: composed of two or more
components. Consonant symbols for /w, j, ?/ also
work as one of the components of a complex vocalic
symbol.
It is very important to remember that the individual
components of a complex often have phonetic qualities which have
no relation to the qualities they have when they function as
simplexes. One has to memorise complex symbols as independent
units.
King Ram Khamhaeng adopted the shapes of the ancient
Khmer vocalic symbols to be used in his Sukhothai script. But
he changed the place of vocalic symbols to be either in front, or
after a syllable-initial consonant symbol J In King Li Thai
1. In ancient Khmer script, vocalic symbols were written either
before, after, above, or below the initial consonant symbol of
the syllable.
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script, the place of vocalic symbols was the same as in the
ancient Khmer script.
A syllable-initial consonant symbol and a simple
vocalic symbol were joined together as ligatures in the Sukhothai
script. I found a few words which were written as separate
symbols, but the frequency of occurrence is so low that I assume
they were just accidental mistakes made by an inscriber. In the
case of complex vocalic symbols, not all of the component parts
of the complex symbols were joined with a syl1 able-initial
consonant symbol, as we can see in examples in Figure 3.13. In
King Li Thai script, a syllable-initial consonant symbol and a
vocalic symbols were written as separate symbols.
In the Thai writing, words are not written with spaces
between them. But in the Sukhothai script, in most cases, in a
syllable with a final consonant symbol, there was a little spacing
between a syllable-final consonant symbol and the rest of the
syllable.^ So the order of composite sound symbols of a syllable
in the Sukhothai script was that a syllable-initial consonant
were followed and then
symbol and the vocalic symbol /v. the spacing ^ the syllable-final
consonant symbol. For example, a monosyllabic word /'sa:m/ "three"
1. Words which had no spacing between a syllable-final consonant
symbol and the rest of the syllable were also found, but the
frequency of occurrence was low.
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was written as shown below:
<" KT) U >
V 11 >\ sa: m /
a ligature of a syllable-initial




In cases of more than one syllable-final consonant
symbol, after the spacing, these symbols were written adjacent
to one another.
In King Li Thai script, each composite sound symbol
of a syllable was written as a separate symbol. There was no
spacing between a syllable-final consonant symbol and the rest of
the syllable.
Epigraphic evidence showing the derivation of the
shapes of the Sukhothai vocalic symbols from the cursive form of
the ancient Khmer alphabet, and the shapes of vocalic symbols of
King Li Thai script are illustrated in Figure 3.13. The dash
shows the position of a syllable-initial consonant symbol. In
the Sukhothai script, when a dash and a vocalic symbol are joined
together, that shows there is a ligature. represents a
syllable-final consonant symbol. There is spacing between a
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Phonetic values The Khmer The Sukhothai Examples KingLiThai Examples Transcription and meanings













/' n 0:Q /
U
/ - P 0:n /
younger sibling
blessings
10. /o / -if 1VP /_ho?/ to fly
~c3 C3 nu ~C3 □u /-ton / one se If
11. '0-1 —A I- V O T- /'khO:/ ot the word
/ n .
/_su? khoi-t ai /
name of the town
~C3 T-c3 "h c3 TCI tO Vc3 Ton /vkho;k / a mound









C3 -C3 y c3 10 Q ~C3
J J
/* lu k / to watch
13 /UW — #
IT <U ~b wD
\ h
/ p u*. / person
~C3 r* C3 ~C3 5U5
/ Vup / of the word
h h h
s
pra ? * put * t a? ru.-p 7
a Suddha image
1
This rule of orthography of writing y. + C3 is used only
when is wr i tten with <"S"> = <'r>^but it is pronounced as / — n /













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.3.2 Notes on the vocalic symbol < ~ >
Observations on the Sukhothai script and King Li Thai
script reveal the fact that a vocalic symbol <£> had three
functions in ancient Thai.
1. When used alone in a stressed syllable, it represented
/a/J For example, in < U35~> = < p*Va> /Aphra?/ "a monk, prefixes
to the names of kings and of things associated with royalty, gods,
objects of worship", <r0£> = <la7/Ala?/ "abandon, set free".
2. It also occurred with another short vocalic symbol,
for example, with /i/, /u/ as in the words <CO?> /_t i ?/ "to
criticise", <T0£? /AIu?/ "to reach, to get on". Since in Thai
;
short vowels not followed by a consonant in stressed syllables are
followed by a glottal stop, I would suggest that the function of
<£> in this case was to confirm the occurrence of a glottal stop
which occurs after short vowels.
I also found that < P: y was occasionally used after
syllable-final unaspirated stop consonants, but never occurred
after syllable-final nasal consonants. It is stated by Jimmy 6.
Harris in his "Phonetic Notes on Some Siamese Consonants" (Tai
Phonetics and Phonology (1972), p.11) that the unaspirated stops
P, t, k in Thai are phonetically transcribed as ?P , ?t , ?k
since they are pronounced with simultaneous oral and glottal
1. Phonetically it represents [a?]; since in Thai, short vowels
not followed by a consonant in stressed syllables are always
followed by a glottal stop; in unstressed syllables the
glottal is dropped.
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closures. This gave rise to a hypothesis that the function of
< £ > here was also to confirm the occurrence of a simultaneous
glottal stop with syllable-final unaspirated consonants.
3. When used with a long vocalic symbol, it functioned
as a vowel shortening symbol of that long vowel. In
King Li Thai script, it is consistently used as a
vowel shortening symbol of the vowel /e: , au , o. / to obtain /e,
■3, o/ ? It also sometimes functioned as a vowel shortening
symbol of /a:/. To acquire /a?/, the vocalic symbol for /a-./
was written with < £ > .
In the ancient Khmer script and the Sukhothai script,
when /a/ was followed by a syllable-final consonant symbol, the
vocalic symbol for /a/ was not written, but it was represented
by reduplicating the syllable-final consonant symbol. For
example, a syllable /_kap/ "with, and, against", was written as:
a syllable-initial consonant symbol
I 1 I
< £1 UU > = < k bb >
reduplication of a syllable -
final consonant symbol
1. See Figure 3.13, pp.64-65.
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In the case of having more than one final consonant
symbol, redupl ication of consonant symbols was not used. Final consanant
symbols were just written adjacent to one another. For example,
a syllable /-sat/ "a creature, an animal" had two final consonant
symbols, <(/]> = <ft>and <(£)> = <^w> and it was written as:
a syllable-initial consonant symbol
£ 1
<f r\f GT3 = £ s t w )>
t t t
the first final consonant
the second final consonant symbol
In King Li Thai script, <— > /"ma: i 'han-?a:_ kast/
came into occasional use for /a/ when it was followed by a syllable -
final consonant.1 It was written above a syllable-final
2
consonant symbol, for example a syllable /"jag/ "to be still",
was written as
< VI > = <jrT>
Eventually the place of <— > was moved to be above
1. It first appeared in Si Chum inscription (1341-1360) and it was
used only when a syllable-final consonant was /-q/, but reduplica¬
tion of a syllable-final consonant symbol was still used from time
to time till the 15th century.
2. In the case of having more than one final consonant symbol, it
was always written above the first.
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a syllable-initial consonant symbol^ as is still the case in
the present Thai writing system.
When /a/ occurred with a syllable-final consonant
2 .
/m/, there were two interesting ways of representing /-am/ in
King Li Thai script:
°
3
1. /-am/ was represented by <"— > , for example the
syllable /~kam/ of the word /-karri-lag/ "strength, capacity" was
written as <"-f) > = <f k >. A consonant symbol <*0) =< k > functioned
C**
as a syllable-initial consonant /k /, and <—> functioned as /-am/.
2. /-am/ was represented by <—, for example a
e->
syllable /~tham/ "to do" was written as <10~)> = <t *)>.
L.
A consonant symbol < 1/1 > =<t > was a syllable-initial
consonant /th /, and <—)> functioned as /-am/.
In certain monosyllabic words, and also a certain
syllable of polysyllabic words, /a/ was represented by <S"S>
= < rr>,^ for example the monosyllabic word /~phan/ "kind, type,
sort" was written as <UJT5>QJ> =<fp'1rrn>. <" UJ > =<'p'1> was
a syllable-initial consonant, <S'S> = <(rr> was a vowel /a/ and
< CiJ > =</n>was a syllable-final consonant / n/.
1. It was first moved to be above a syllable-initial consonant symbol
in Wat Summanakut inscription (1359-1368). In a syllable with
initial consonant sequences, it was written above the second.
2. The dash shows a position of a syllable-initial consonant symbol.
3. The origin of <— > may be from a modifier called /snusvarah/,
< — > of Sanskrit writing. /anusvarah/ is a modifier which may
be added to a character to indicate a modification in the realisa¬
tion of the character. It is written with a character in various
contexts, and is realised in various ways according to the context.
One of the realisations is as the nasal consonant of the class to
which the following character belongs. Details can be seen in
Introduction to the Devanagari Script, by H.n. Lambert (1953)
pp. 26-29.
4. Two alveolar trills were written adjacent to one another.
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3.3.3 Remarks on vowel length distinction in ancient Thai
The short vowels /e/, / o/, /o/, /*/, /w/, / ia/, /ua/,
/iua/, /eu/, /eu/ and /oi/ occur in the present Thai pronunciation
and there are vocalic symbols to represent them in the present
Thai script. But the vocalic symbols to represent these short
vowels were not found in the Sukhothai script. For Thai words
pronounced with those short vowels in the present Thai pronuncia¬
tion, they were written with long vocalic symbols instead, for
instance /e/ was written with<e:>, /o/ was written with <o:>,
etc. Using long vocalic symbols to represent short vowels also
occurred in King Li Thai script and King Narai script (the third
oldest Thai script which will be presented in Chapter 3).
Another interesting thing I found in the Sukhothai,
King Li Thai, and King Narai scripts is that short and long vocalic
symbols were used interchangeably, for example, words pronounced
with a short vowel in the present Thai pronunciation were written
in the ancient scripts with either a short or its long vocalic
symbol. For instance, the word for /_ti ?/ "to criticise" was
written with either <( i )> or<i:>. Words pronounced with a long
vowel in the present Thai were written in the ancient scripts
with either a short or its long vocalic symbol, e.g. the word for
/-1i. / "to hit with the hand" was written with either < i: > or <( i).
This is very interesting because vowel length distinction is
phonemic in present Thai; although in running connected speech
long vowels become short vowels, in citation or careful style of
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speech the length distinction is always preserved. For instance:
/*ri?/ "to begin, start, originate"
/— ri; / "to be oblong, oval"
/_pa?/ "to meet by chance"
/-pa:/ "to throw"
The evidence provided by the ancient Thai scripts
leads me to think that vowel length distinction was not phonemic
in ancient Thai; because if it were, short and long vocalic
symbols should not have been used interchangeably in the writing
system which represents speech in citation form, and there should
have been different vocalic symbols to represent short vowels and
their long counterparts as in the present Thai script. Further
investigation is needed, however, before one can reach a firm
conclusion on this matter.
3.4 TONAL MARKERS
3.4.1 The first two tonal markers in Thai
There were two tonal markers in the Sukhothai and
King Li Thai scripts. Both of them were superscripts.
i
1. The /-e;k/ symbol/— > indicating low or falling
tone.
+
2. The /~tho:/ symbol/ > indicating high,
or falling tone. The shape of this tonal marker was changed to
2/
<C > in Wat Asokaram inscription (1399).
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A tone of a Thai syllable is conditioned by two
tone-conditioning factors: (1) the inherent tone of a syllable
initial consonant; and (2) the nature of the syllables. This
is why one tonal marker indicates more than one tone in Thai,
since it varies according to these two tone-conditioning factors.
Details will be discussed in the chapter on tonal markers in the
present Thai writing system.
3.4.2 The place of a tonal marker in a syllable
The place of a tonal marker was not at all consistent.
It was written either above a syllable-initial consonant symbol or
above a vocalic symbol. In a syllable with initial consonant
sequences, it was written either above the first or the second
consonant symbol. In the case of a superscript vocalic symbol,
a tonal marker was placed above a vocalic symbol. In very rare
instances, it was written above a syllable-final consonant symbol.
In a syllable with a diacritic <—y , it was written before
the < — > .
Examples showing the place of a tonal marker:
1. Above a syllable-initial consonant symbol
^ Jllij y = <k^a:m> /'kha-. m/ "to cross"
I I
t *QT)> = <■ kwa: > /_kwa: / "to be better"
• + + v
^"01133 > = <kwa:g> / kwa: q/ "to be broad, wide"
2. Above a vocalic symbol
+ +
( UllO = <ba:n> /Nba:n/ "house, home"
+ +
^ i:
Uj > = < n > /Ani: / "this, these"
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3. Above a syllable-final consonant symbol
+ +
< Wild > = <ha:m> /xha:m/ "to forbid"
4. Before < — > (The function of <—> has already
been discussed on p. 72 )
+ ^ + rN
( "rfr" "> = < s > /Nsom/ "oranges"
There were two special symbols used in King Li Thai
script for the sake of economy in the writing system. The first
one was < -~j > /Ama: i Aja?Amok/ which was used as a repetition
symbol to indicate that a preceding word or a phrase was to be
repeated, for instance:
K <PQ^) y "or" was read as /-dai-dai/
<CKTlO£3l > "always" was read as /_sa.?W_sa?'m*:/.
The other one was < )> /~pai~ja:nAno: i/ and this
was used to indicate that a familiar well-understood word or
phrase had been omitted in writing, but that word or phrase
should be pronounced when reading aloud, for example:
+
31 "I, used when speaking to a member of a royal family"
was read as / kha: Aphra?'phutAtha?'t^a: u/.
( h y is used to represent /Aphra?AphutAtha?Atj:a: u/
here.
"a greeting word used when speaking to a
member of a royal family" was read as
/_ pro:txkla:u_pro: t_ kra ?_mom/. < ^ > is used to
represent /_ pro: t_kra?_mom/.
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The use of / <i > was more limited than that of the
< "3 > since it could be used only with a certain predictable word
or phrase. But <p > could be used with any word or phrase
which was to be repeated. Both of them occurred in the following
ancient Thai script and are still preserved in the present Thai
writing.
3.5 DIACRITICS1
There were two diacritics in King Li Thai script:
1
1. < > was placed above the first consonant symbol
of the syllable initial consonant sequences to indicate an
I
9
intruded unwritten vowel /a/, for example, < aTUJTU, >
I u
= < sp a:n> /_sa?-pha:n/ "bridge". Here the vowel /a/ of
i i
the syllable /_sa?/ was indicated by < — > . < 1<JW >
i
= <mha:> /Ama?'ha:/ "great". Here the vowel /a/ of the
I
syllable /Ama?/ was indicated by <— >
<T>
2. <—> had three functions :
3
(a) to represent /-am/,
(b) to represent /-om/,^ for example a monosyllabic
word /~t£hom/ "to admire" was written as <^ y =<t£h>, here
1. A diacritic here is used in the sense that it is an auxiliary
mark or symbol added above, below, or after a consonant or
vocalic symbol to give more phonological information about the
pronunciation of a syllable.
2. Details of syllable-initial consonant sequences pronounced in
two syllables with an intervening unwritten vowel /a/ have
already been discussed on p.56
3. As already discussed on p.72.
4. The dash shows the position of a syllable-initial consonant.
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h<^> = < tf, > represented a syllable-initial consonant symbol
/tp !, and <—> represented /-om/.
(c) to represent a final consonant /m/ of a syllable
with a vowel /u/, for example: /~tphum/ "to assemble" was
^ ^ h h
written as =<t&>, here = <tc >was a syllable-
; h )
initial consonant /ip /, <— > was a vowel /u/ and <|-—> was
a syllable final consonant /-m/.
3.6 NUMERALS
Thai numerals from 0 to 9 with their names are
listed in Figure 3.14. I could not find some numerals written
in the Sukhothai script and King Li Thai script, since in ancient
Thai it was more common to write the names of the numerals rather











One / _ nuj rj / CI CT^
Two / so:rj / J3 , J
Three ' 'sa-.m / 3
Fou r / Si: / kj
Five /'ha: / Of
Six / _ hok 7
Sev en /_t9et' / cn
Ei ght / _p£:t /
Ni ne /v ka-.u / c
Zero / sum / o
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Chapter 4




THE ORTHOGRAPHY AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF KING NARAI SCRIPT
It is stated in Thai history that Ayudhaya
ci ty was established as the capital of Thailand instead of
Sukhothai city in 1378. During early periods of the Ayudhaya
kingdom King Li Thai script had been used, though certain changes
had been introduced through process of time. In 1680, during the
reign of King Narai, the script called "King Narai script" was
brought into use. King Narai script has been developed and
preserved as our national Thai script up to now, although in 1917
King Rama VI of Chakkri dynasty proposed a new script for Thai
writing but he found no success. Details of the proposed script
will be discussed in the next chapter.
There were a number of records written in King Narai
script in King Narai's reign (1656-1688) and in later periods of
the Ayudhaya kingdom. In King Narai's reign the art of Thai
writing became very active. > /-tpin-da:Ama?-ni: /
the first Thai grammar book was written in 1672 by Phra Horathibodii.
It was used as a basic textbook in studying Thai in later periods.
Phra Horathibodii also wrote a book < >
/A phra?N ra: t-p^OQ'sa: A wa?~da: n 'jo: /, "Historical Chronicle of
Ayudhaya Period" in 1680.
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George Coedes stated in his "Siamese Documents of
the Seventeenth Century" (JSS (1921), p.7) that the intercourse
between Siam and Europe became very active in the reign of King
Narai. As regards France alone, the period extending from 1680
to 1688 saw no less than three ambassadors sent by King Narai
to King Louis XIV, who in turn dispatched two French ambassadors
to the court of Siam. It goes without saying that these active
diplomatic relations implied a considerable number of written
documents, letters, reports, instructions, etc. But these were
utterly destroyed in the burning of the capital by Burma in April
1767. Fortunately, the documents received in France, and the
minutes of the letters sent to Siam, have been preserved in their
integrality and are to be found in Paris. King Narai's period is
considered a golden period of Thai writing, art, literature.
Other books written in King Narai script in later periods after
King Narai's reign were, for example, < >
/~nan_tho:_ pa?-nanAtha?_su:t~kham ;Iu :ao/ in 1736, ( fQLl "fr*i >
/Aphra?-ma:- I a i- kham' I u •• an/ in 1738. Both were written by Chao
Fa Thammathibet, a famous Thai writer in Ayudhaya period J
From my observations, as far as the shapes of letters
are concerned, King Narai script is very similar to the present
1. These two books are about Buddhist religion, and they have not
been published. They were written with very beautiful Thai
language. The writing style used in < >
/-nan~t ho:_ pa T-nan't ha?_su : t~kham'l u •• an/ is considered the most
most beautiful writing style in Ayudhaya period. An
illustration of it can be seen in Figure 4.7, p.90.
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Thai script. But the rules of orthography of the script are
still based on King Li Thai script. There are two forms of
King Narai script. The first is a normal form used in ordinary
writing, the second is called "the compressed script" used in,
for example, official documents, prose and verseJ It is
interesting to note here that in the Sukhothai period written
records were always engraved on stones. But the writing in the
Ayuthaya period was otherwise. It was done not only on stones
but also on palm leaves and paper.
My observations on the orthography and the
characteristics of King Narai script are based on rubbings and
photographs of inscriptions; for example Wat Chulamani
inscription (1680), Wat Phra Bprommathat inscription (1717); on
photocopies of written diplomatic documents, i.e. letter of Ok
Phra Visut Sunthorn,Thai ambassador to Marquis de Seigneley,
minister of Louis XIV of France (1688), a treaty of commerce
between the French envoys and the delegates of the King of Siam
(1688); on books, for instance "Historical Chronicle of Ayudhaya
Period" written by Phra Horathibodii in 1680, "Phra Malai Khamluang"
written by Chao Fa Thammathibet in 1736 (see details in the list
of names of inscriptions, engravings and ancient written documents
on pp.333-335).
1. The reason why it is called "the compressed script" is unknown.













Figure4.1ihenorma!fo fKingNar iScript Abook<WTCmfndTT.LJtjPr-fimtlfsi^tr>Histor calChr n leof
cn?
AyudhayaPeriodwrittenbyphrHorathibo iim1G80.D ,nowkeptinthenationallibraryofThaila d7B ngkok
Figure 4.2 Notes on the interpretation of King Narai
script: the normal form shown in
Figure 4.1, line 1, p.83
a a hi: i: a,
(2) < ainwnnne :pndnihwle :ut qjkt b y
(3) /~nai-wan'nan_p e: n~d i: n' wa i A I e : u~t£i: q "jok'tap/
"On that day, there was an earthquake. We led the army to ..."
The comparison of the Thai writing (1), the Roman
trans!iteration (2) and the phonetic transcription (3) show that
there are certain problems with regard to the interpretation of
the script, for instance:
1. Vocalic symbols < ^~ > , (~1~ > = <ai >, and < LI — >
= </s:^>are written before a syllable-initial consonant symbol as
in the words /-nai/, /'wai/; and /_phe n/.
t/ "1 ^
2. Vocalic symbols <— ) = ( a y and < — > = (i:)
are written above a syllable-initial consonant symbol as in the
words /~wan/, /'nan/, /'thap/; and /~ d i: n/, /"t^i'-q/.
3. In a syllable with a final consonant, a vocalic symbol
for /o/ is not written in Thai writing as in the word /Ajok/.
4. A vocalic symbol" < LI—3 ) =/e:u>is made up of two
components. The one in front of a syllable-initial consonant
symbol is (LI— > = <e: > and the one after is <— 1 > = < w >.
Taken together in combination, these two components represent
/e;u/ as in the syllable /'le;u/.
c
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Figure 4.4 Notes on the interpretation of King Narai
script: the compressed form shown in
Figure 4.3, Tine 3, p.85
(1) y
uj :
a h a h h a
(2) < ?nkwa:mnbt e:lnbno:bto:p ramha:krstr >
(3) /~?an~khwa: m 'nap'X hur.~ Is:' nop' no: p_t o;' phra ?'ma ? 'ha:_ kra ?_sat/
"My respect and belief in the king "
The comparison of the Thai writing (1), the Roman
transliteration (2) and the phonetic transcription (3) reveal the
fact that there are certain problems with regard to the interpretation
of the script, for example:
1. In a syllable without a final consonant symbol, the
vocalic symbol <a> = <—1> is either written or unwritten. It
is written in the syllable /'phra?/, but it is not written in the
syllables /'ma?/ and /_kra?/. There are no definite rules to
indicate when it is written in this ancient script. In the
present Thai script, the cases when it is written can be seen in
Chapter 8, pp.170-172.
2. In a syllable with a final consonant symbol, the vocalic
symbol for /a/ = <—> is written above a syllable-initial
consonant symbol as in the syllables /" ?an/, /'nap/, and /_sat/.
3. The vocalic symbol < ft— > =/e:> is written before
a syllable-initial consonant symbol as in the syllable /"Is:/.
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4. The vocalic symbol <~€> = <uj:> has two components.
The one above a syllable-initial consonant symbol is < —> ,
it does not represent anything when it occurs by itself. The
one after is < -£) > = ( ? >. Taken together in combination,
they represent /lu:/ as in the syllable /'thw:/.
5. The second final consonant symbol < 7 > = <( r y
of the syllable /-sat/ is not pronounced. Details of syllable-
final unpronounced consonant symbols can be seen in Chapter 9,
pp.200-201.
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Figure 4.6 Notes on the interpretation of the normal
style of Thai script in 1736, shown in
Figure 4.5, line 7, p.88
(1) </ mwr-Mitvintfwiimnjjvnmjm y
h h h h1 1 h u *
(2) < t a:mp ramha:e:t rra:tf wa:k a:e:tp ramha:et rtf.au >
(3) /' X ha; m"phra ?'ma?/ha: 't he: n ra : t" wa-.' ka:_ts;' phra ?Ama?'ha: 'x he: nN Xfau/
"I asked /Aphra?Ama?'ha: ra: t't^au/ that ... oh ...
/Vra?Ama?W. 'the;n/ "
To interpret this writing one has to be aware of the
following points:
1. The vocalic symbols (<■— > =<fe:> and <'!— > = <(&:}
are written before a syllable-initial consonant symbol as in the
syllables /'xhe:n/ and /_te: /.
2. The vocalic symbol <—- > =<a>is written in the
syllable /"phra?/, but it is not written in the syllable /Ama?/.
3. The vocalic symbol < I—1 > = <^au> is made up of two
components. The one in front of the syllable-initial consonant
symbol is <1— > = <e:> and the after it is < -1 > = < a: >.
Taken together in combination these two components represent
\
/ay/, as in the syllable / t£au/.
4. In a syllable final position the consonant symbol
<7> =<^r>is pronounced as /-n/ as in the syl 1 abl e / he: n/;
and the consonant symbol < > =<tph>is pronounced as /-t/
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Figure 4.8 Notes on the interpretation of the compressed
style of Thai script in 1736, shown in
Figure 4.7, line 1, p.90
o) y
(3) /'tho: t_heo'kha:* phra?xt^au~?an /he: n_ph it/
"The punishment resulting from my mistakes ..."
The comparison of the Thai writing (1), the Roman
transliteration (2) and the phonetic transcription (3) show that
there are certain problems with regard to the interpretation of
Thai writing, for example:
1. The vocalic symbols < f— > =<o:>, <,/VN->=<e:>,
and </- > =<e:>are written in front of a syllable-initial
consonant symbol as' in the syllables /vtho:t/, /_he:q/ and /'he-.n/.
2. The vocal ic symbols < — > = < i >and < = ^a >
are written above a syllable-initial consonant symbol as in the
syllable /_phit/ and /~?an/.
3. The vocalic symbol < S— 7> = <au > is made up of
two components. The one in front of a syllable-initial consonant
symbol is < /— > = (e: > and the one after is < — 7 > =<a:>.
Taken together in combination, these two components represent
/au/, as in the syllable /Nt^au/.
4. In a syllable final position, the consonant symbols
< ZT > = i s >, and < > = < d > are pronounced as /—t/ as i n
the syllables /'tho:t/ and /_phit/.
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4.1 CONSONANT SYMBOLS
There were thirty-eight consonant symbols in King
Narai script. Five more additional symbols were found in the
reign of King Borommakot of theAyudhayakingdom in 1736. Up to
this period Thai writing had forty-four consonant symbols, but
only forty-two of them have been preserved in the present Thai
writing.
Only two syllabic consonant symbols were found in
King Narai script. The first was <0 > which was pronounced as
/Arw?/ as in the word < <OCD> /A rw?-du: / "season", or /~rr. / as
1*
in the word <rx: k/ "an auspicious occasion". The second
1
was <D7> pronounced as /~riu:/ as in the word <<0?>/~ruu; / "or".
U ]1
Syllable initial and final consonant sequences were
written adjacent to one another as separate symbols in King
Narai script.
I attempt to show here the gradual development of
the shapes of Thai consonant symbols by reproducing the Sukhothai
Kinfj Li script
script, King Narai script: the normal form and the compressed
form, and the present Thai script in Figure 4.9.^
1. The normal form of King Narai script is copied from
"Historical Chronicle of Ayudhaya Period" written by Phra
Horathikodii. The compressed form is copied from a
diplomatic document "Letter of Ok Phra Visut Sunthorn, Thai








































































































































































































































Vocalic symbols of King Narai script also had two
forms, normal and compressed. They were the same as vocalic
symbols of King Li Thai script; written either before, after,
above, or below the initial consonant symbol of the syllable.
A syllable-initial consonant symbol and a vocalic symbol were
written as separate symbols. In a syllable with a final consonant
there was no spacing between a syllable-final consonant symbol and
the rest of a syllable, as in the Sukhothai script.
I found two more additional vocalic symbols in King
Narai script. They were symbols to represent a monophthong /w/
and a diphthong /ui/. Both of them were first used in a book
"Historical Chronicle of Ayudhaya Period" by Phra Horathibodii
in 1680.
As already stated in Chapter Three, pp.70-71 , in the
Sukhothai script, when /a/ was followed by a syllable-final
consonant symbol the vocalic symbol for /a/ was not written, but
it was represented by reduplicating the syllable-final consonant
symbol. In King Li Thai script, <—> came into occasional use
still used from time to time till the 15th century. In King
Narai script, /a/ was mostly represented by <— > , but the
reduplication of a syllable-final consonant symbol came into
occasional use again till the 18th century.
The shapes of vocalic symbols in a syllable without
a final consonant symbol of the Sukhothai script, King Li Thai
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script, King Narai script: the normal form and the compressed
form, and the present Thai script are illustrated in Figure 4.10.
Rules of orthography of vocalic symbols in a syllable with a
final consonant symbol of the Sukhothai script and King Li Thai
script have already been described in Chapter Three, Figure 3.13,
pp.64-68. Those of King Narai script are not discussed here
since they were the same as those of King Li Thai script. As
for the vocalic symbols of the present Thai writing, details
will be described in the section on the present Thai writing





























































































































































































































4.2.1 A brief remark on a vocalic symbol <">
In the Sukhothai script and King Li Thai script a
vocalic symbol < ~ > had three functions as already discussed
in Chapter 3, pp.69-70. Besides these three I found that in King
Narai script < £ > was sometimes written at the end of a line.
The function of < t, > here is obscure to me. It may simply
function as a line-ending symbol of the script.
4.2.2 The use of a vowel-shortening symbol <— >
g/
The vowel shortening symbol < — > , known as
^ {r?> v
< Uj [fOfi > /'ma: I_ta i* khu-/, was first found in King Narai
0
script. It first appeared in Wat Chulamani inscription (1687).
It was used in combination with the vocalic symbol K L—> = <e:>
to obtain /e/ in a syllable with a final consonant symbol which
has no tonal marker. For example, the vocalic symbol for /&••/
was < i—> and the vocalic symbol for /e/ in a syllable with a
final1 consonant which has no tonal marker was < — Co) , as in
cr -:i
the word < LiHXi> = <e--tm> "to be full". First, it was put
above a syllable-final consonant symbol, but eventually it
cr/ a/
appeared above a syllable-initial consonant symbol as <f LCHdj>=< (.— c^>
and this is still true of the present Thai writing. It could
not be used if a tonal marker was required in the writing. In
King Narai script it was used only with the vocalic symbol for
/e:/ to obtain /e/; but in the present Thai script, it is used
not only with a vocalic symbol for /e-/ but also with vocalic
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symbols for /£*■/, /o-./, /e:u/, /e;u/ and /o: i/ to obtain /e/,
/o/, /eu/, /eu/ and /oi/ in a syllable with a final consonant
symbol which has no tonal marker. Details will be discussed
in the section on the present Thai writing, Chapter 8, pp.174-176.
4.3 TONAL MARKERS
King Narai script also had two tonal markers, the
I
/_e:k/ symbol < — > indicating low or falling tone, the /~-tho:/
symbol <—> indicating high or falling tone. The place of a
tonal marker was still very inconsistent. It was either above
a syllable-initial or final consonant symbol, or above a vocalic
symbol.
The characteristics of the Sukhothai script, King Li
Thai script stated in p.32 were still preserved in King
Narai script. The symbols <^) > /Ama: i *ja?Amok/ and < <h >
/-pai-ja; n*no-. i/ were also used.
4.4 DIACRITICS AND NUMERALS
4.4.1 Diacritics
Two diacritics in King Li Thai script as discussed
in Chapter 3, pp.77-78 also appeared in King Narai script. The
i
<—> still remained the same shape but the shape of the <—>
e
was changed to < — > .
One new diacritic was found in King Narai script.
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II
It was (— > and it represented a vocalic symbol <, o "> in a
syllable with a final consonant symbol. For example, /_hok/
II
"six" was written as <^ri> =<hk>, here <^> =<h>was a
i»
syllable-initial consonant /h /, < —> represented a vowel /o/
and < D> = < k > represented a syllable-final consonant / k/.
4.4.2 Numerals
The gradual development of the shapes of Thai numerals
























































A PROPOSED REFORM OF
THAI WRITING
Chapter 5
A PROPOSED REFORM OF THAI WRITING
In the year 1764 King Taksin established Thonburi
city as the capital of Thailand instead of Ayudhaya city, but
after only eighteen years King Yot-Fa-Chulaloke or Rama I, chose
Bangkok to be the capital of Thailand in 1782. Subsequently,
and prior to the commencement of the construction of the new
capital, King Rama I proclaimed himself the new king of Thailand
and the first monarch of the Chakkri dynasty of Ratanakosin
kingdom on January 13, 1782. From that time on Thailand has
been ruled by kings of the Chakkri dynasty. The present king is
King Rama IX of the dynasty.
The art of Thai writing became more active from the
17th century on. Written records during this period have been
done mostly on paper. King Narai script has been used in Thai
writing, although it has been gradually modified through the
process of time. Printing in Thailand was first started in 1821
in the reign of King Rama III. Captain James Low, a British
officer who worked in the East India Company in Singapore, was
the founder of printing in Thailand. He set up a Thai printing
cast to print a book entitled "A Grammar of the Thai, or Siamese
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language"J This book was widely used among Europeans in
Thailand at that time. Later on, American missionaries began
coming to Thailand to spread Christianity. They rented James
Low's printing cast to print religious pamphlets.
The first printing press of Thailand was founded in
Bangkok by an American missionary called D.B. Bradley in 1837,
but it printed only religious pamphlets, books for American
missionaries. The only non-religious item printed from this
press was an announcement from the court of Siam to prohibit smoking
opium in Thailand. At a later period King Rama IV established
a royal Thai printing press to print Thai official documents.
In 1892 Mr Edwin H. McFarland, an American secretary
to the Thai minister of education in the reign of King Rama V,
brought with him after his return from America the first Thai
typewriter, which he had succeeded in making in that country.
Bertha Blout McFarland noted in McFarland of Siam (1958, p.105)
that owing to the array of the numerous characters of the Thai
alphabet, McFarland could not find any typewriter on the market
that could accommodate all the Thai alphabet. At last he took
a bold step by eliminating two Thai characters of the alphabet,
i .e. <T>, <<!>, which were rarely used in current writing.
Incidentally, these two letters gradually ceased to be used at
1. This book is now kept in the National Library of Thailand,
Bangkok.
2. They were completely abolished in 1927, as already stated on
p.41.
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King Rama VI had a strong feeling that the relationship
or the fit between the sounds of the Thai language and the symbols
that were used to represent them was not so close, and so wanted
to revise the Thai script. He proposed a new Thai script called
"King Rama VI script". The proposal was written in his own
handwriting on April 6, 1917. For consonant symbols he preferred
to retain the shapes of consonant symbols of King Narai script.
For the vocalic symbols, he invented new characters and set up
new rules of orthography. The most striking thing in his proposal
was changing the place of vocalic symbols in a syllable to be after
the initial consonant symbol of the syllable only. He suggested
that words should be written with spaces between them, as in the
English writing system. He also introduced the use of punctuation
marks, such as the full stop, colon, and semi-colon. The king
found no success in proposing a new Thai script since the Thai were
already used to the King Narai script, and so his script was not
adopted. The King Narai script has been developed and preserved
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Figure5.1<FwWtUumM H1^1bit)H mIt>Aproposedretorm
;>
otThaiwritingwritteninKingRamatheSixtsown handwritingonApril6* ,1917A.D.,nowKeptinthenatio al libraryofThailand,Bangkok.
Figure 5.2 Notes on the interpretation of the
proposed reform of Thai writing shown
in Figure 5.1, lines 6, 7, p.108
(1)<^n ?c> MPf1 flit% <ns(i itrunks m )
_ _ _ _
j
(2) < tpa k o: hwai p ra sri: trai sarana: , p o: me: le:
k'Vu: ba: >
(3) /_t^a?/kho: x wai A phra? 'si: - tra i_sa?"ra?~na:x pho:sme:
~ le: ~ khru=- ba: /
"I would like to pay respect to the Lord Buddha's teachings,
father, mother and teachers "
It is clear from the writing above that in King Rama VI
script, words were written with spaces between them, a punctuation
mark <;, > was used, and vocalic symbols were written after a
syllable-initial consonant symbol. The consonant symbols < >




There were forty-two consonant symbols written in
King Rama VI script. The shapes of consonant symbols are not
illustrated here since they were the same as those of King Narai
script.
5.1.1 The ways of writing syllable-initial consonant sequences
Syllable initial consonant sequences in the Thai
language are divided into three kinds:
1. Those pronounced as consonant clusters.
2. Those pronounced as single consonants.
3. Those pronounced in two syllables with an intervening
unwritten vowel /a/.'
It is clear that it is very difficult for a learner of
Thai writing to know how to pronounce syllable-initial consonant
sequences in Thai since there is more than one way to pronounce
them. King Rama VI proposed a system to indicate the pronunciation
of each kind of syllable-initial consonant sequence, as follows:
1. Of those pronounced as consonant clusters, a dot <. >
was put above the first consonant symbol of the cluster, for
example the word /-kruq/ "metropolis, city" was written as
= ( kruQ>.
For writing foreign loanwords which have more than two
1. Details have already been given in Chapter 3, p.49.
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consonants in a cluster, a dot <.> was placed above the second
consonant symbol of a cluster, for example the word /strim/
"stream" was written as < ) = <stri:m>.
2. For those pronounced as single consonants, the dot >
was written below the consonant symbol which is rendered
silent, for example the word /_Io:k/ "to trick, to deceive" was
written as 0H> = <hlo:k>.
3. Of those pronounced in two syllables by the intrusion
of an unwritten vowel /a/, the king stated that since the vowel
/a/ was pronounced, it must be written. He suggested writing a
vocalic symbol for /a/ = <t> to represent the intruded vowel
/a/. For example, the word /_ ka?Aru?-na: / "to be kind" was
written as <fit:*'?0-4")> = Kkaruna:>. Here the vocalic symbol
for /a/ was written between< k>and <r> to indicate the vowel /a/.
5.1.2 The ways of writing syllable-final consonant sequences
Syllables of pure Thai words always end with either a
vocalic symbol or a single consonant symbol, as already stated in
Chapter 3, p.60. For foreign loanwords which have syllable-final
consonant sequences, the original spelling is normally retained in
Thai writing, but only one of the final consonants is pronounced,
and in most cases it is the first of the sequence. In King Rama VI
script, syllable-final consonant sequences were written adjacent to
one another as separate symbols, and the king stated two rules for
writing them, as follows:
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1. In the case of having two final consonants, the first
of which was pronounced, a special symbol called /~thanAtha?^kha:t/
<r^
<—> was placed above the second consonant symbol to show that
it was rendered silent. For example, the word /~ka:n/ "the beloved"
was written as =<ka:nt>. Here the <— > was written
over the <^> =<ft>to show that it was not pronounced.
2. In rare cases, the second consonant of the sequences
was pronounced instead of the first. For example, a word /'ma.-k/
L.
"route" was written as = <ma:rk >. Here the second conson¬
ant symbol <kh^> was pronounced as /-k/. In this case the dot ( . y
was placed under the first consonant symbol to indicate that it was
not pronounced. The king stated the reason for using the dot <f . >
instead of the <—> to mark the non-final silent consonant symbol
c—'
was that it looked untidy to put the <—> above any consonant
symbols but the final one, so he used the dot< . > instead.
For syllabic consonant symbols which were used in the
three previous ancient script, the king did not mention them in
his proposals.
5.2 VOCALIC SYMBOLS
There were thirty-five vocalic symbols in King Rama VI
script. They represented eighteen monophthongs, fourteen diph¬
thongs, and three triphthongs. They were written after the
initial consonant symbol of the syllable only. The vocalic
symbols of King Rama VI script were different from those of the
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Sukhothai script, King Li Thai script and King Narai script by
the fact that the vocalic symbols of those three ancient scripts
were always written with a syllable-initial consonant symbol.
This is because a Thai syllable always begins with a consonant.
In Thai all vowels are pronounced with an initial glottal stop
in citation form, as /~T\- , -?e: , ~ ?e: , ~Ta-/, etc. but the glottal
stop is dropped in running connected speech. To obtain syllables
pronounced /~?i: , ~?e: , ~7e: , ~?a:/, etc. vocalic symbols were
written with a syllable-initial consonant symbol < d > =<?>.
For example, a monosyllabic word /-?i: / "title used with first
names of women for purpose of insult" was written as < ?i• > , a
monosyllabic word /~?a:/ "younger paternal uncle or aunts, i.e.
the younger brother or sister of one's father" was written as
< ?a-> . But the vocalic symbols of King Rama VI script were other¬
wise. They could be written themselves without a syllable-
initial consonant symbol <d> =<?> So the two words mentioned
above were written as = <!i:>, and < 1 > =<a:> without a
consonant symbol < <D > =<?>. In a way it could mean that the
king wanted to write vowels in running connected speech which
normally occur without an initial glottal stop. Since the
initial glottal stop which occurs with vowels in citation form is
dropped in running connected speech, there is no need to write it
down in writing. Besides that, the king might have introduced
this way of writing vocalic symbols to the Thai alphabet through
the influence of the Asokan Brahmi, the Grantha and the Khmer
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writing systems. In those writing systems, there was a set of
vocalic symbols which could be written alone without a syllable
initial consonant symbol as already stated in Chapter 2, p.29.
There were two forms of vocalic symbols in King Rama VI
script: carefully written form and fast written form. The king
wrote his proposal in a fast written form. The shapes of vocalic
symbols shown in Figure 5.3 are copied from the king's handwritten
proposal. In the charts the dash shows the place of a syllable-
initial consonant symbol. represents a syllable-final conson¬
ant symbol. As can be seen, the vocalic symbols were written
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5.2.1 Notes on the vocalic symbol ^ = <to:>
In the Thai writing system the vocalic symbol < T) >
=< o:> is normally written in pure Thai words, in a syllable both
with and without a final consonant symbol. For example:
=<^k'1o:> /'khz>-/ "to beg"
<cn^Q3> = <khl3:Q7 /~khI o:q / "canal".
There are some cases which < T) > = </o:> is not
written. Details of these cases will be discussed in Chapter 8,
pp.184-186, in the section on the present Thai writing system.
The following is a brief summary:
1. When the vowel /z>-/ occurs in an initial open syllable
of a polysyllabic word beginning with <U> = <b?, for example
the word /-bo. -di-/ "king" is written as<bdi=> .
2. When the vowel Jo:/ occurs in an open syllable of a
polysyllabic word beginning with <0> =<w>, <^>=<m>, <in>
= <th>, <^>=<th>, <^>=<s>, <^>=<s>, <U>=<s>,
< U> =<n>, <"i)> = tp>, <Vli>=<fh>or<"£|> =<?>. And the
syllable which follows the syllable with /o./ is pronounced /Ara?/
in all cases, for example:
The syllable /-wo:/ of the word /- wo.-A ra?-di:/
"elegant word for body" is written without a vocalic symbol for /o-/.
The syllable /"mo:/ of the word /-mo:A ra?Ana?/
"elegant word for death" is written without a vocalic symbol for
/ o: /.
3. When the vowel /o-./ occurs in a closed syllable having
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< 3 > = <( r)> as a final consonant symbol. For Thai •( ^ >
= <, r y is pronounced as /n/ in the final position of a syllable,
for example:
<n3> _ ^ry /-ko:n/ "a literary word for hands"
Wi > _ <^p*Y> /~ph3:n/ "blessings".
For the first two cases King Rama VI suggested writing
a symbol called /~pe: -ja:nNjo:/ <(— y after the initial
consonant symbol of the syllable with a vowel /o:/, as shown in
the examples below:
The first case
/-bo:-di:/ "king" was written as <( U > = <(b'di:^
The second case
/- wo:Ara?-di:/ "elegant word for body" was written as
C^y _ <^w'radi:)>.
/-mo:Ara?*na?/ "elegant word for death" was written as
'yiHiy = <^m'rana)>.
For the last case the King suggested not to write any
symbol to represent the vowel /o:/ there. So /~ko:n/ "a literary
word for hands" was still written as kr> and /-pho:n/
"blessing" was also still written as = <( p ry.
5.3 TONAL MARKERS
King Rama VI script had four tonal markers, the /-e:k/
i i/ u
symbol , the /"tho:/ symbol —> , the /_tri:/ symbol <—>,
+
]
and the /_ tfat_ta?-wa:/ symbol <( . The place of a
1. The last two tonal markers came into use in the 18th century,
during the Thonburi kingdom.
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tonal marker was consistent. It was above a syllable-initial
consonant symbol. In a syllable with initial consonant sequences
it was written above the second one. For example:
1. Above a syllable-initial consonant symbol
1 i
<^iK> =^m:e)" /me--/ "mother"
I 1 L.
= < p o:> /Vo7 "father".
2. Above the second consonant symbol in a syllable with
initial consonant sequences.
< H^n> = < kl a: > / kI a■■ / "to be brave"
<m"i3>= < khwa:o > / khwa: q/ "to throw".
\
5.4 NUMERALS
Thai numerals in King Rama VI script were the same as
those of the present Thai script as already illustrated in
Chapter 4, Figure 4.11, p. 104. The symbols > /'ma; i 'jaT'mok/,
and < «i > /-pai-ja: nAno: i/ used in King Li Thai script and King
Narai script were still used in King Rama VI script.
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PART
THE P R E S
WRITING
THREE
E N T THAI
SYSTEM
The present Thai writing system represents Standard
Thai language which is the national language of Thailand. My
investigations on the description of the orthography and the
characteristics of the script are based on our national Thai
grammar textbooks used in primary, secondary and high schools in
Thailand. Analysis of the relationship between the sounds of
the Standard Thai and the symbols that are used to represent them
is my own. I used myself, as an informant, to investigate the
sounds of the Standard Thai, and a number of other Thai speakers.
Recordings from radio and television were also used when analysing
the irregularity in reading certain words. The explanation of
how the writing system fits our language, where the problems lie,
and the difficulties which people have in learning to read and
write it, are from my own observations.
The present Thai writing system is directly descended
from King Narai writing, though certain changes have been introduced
through the process of time J It is the same as all the ancient
1. Early attempts to study the Thai script since 1854 were made
by a number of scholars, amond them were J.B. Pallegoix (1854),
L. Ewald (1881), B.O. Cartwright (1907), etc. For a brief
survey of the previous work done on the Thai script by these
scholars, see Appendix One, pp.301-309.
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Thai scripts in the sense that it is written from left to right
and there are no spaces between words. Spaces are, however,
used at the end of a phrase, clause, or sentence. At the end
of a sentence, a period is not used. A letter is not capitalised







6.1 LIST OF FORTY-FOUR THAI CONSONANT SYMBOLS AND THEIR
NAMES
There are forty-four consonant symbols listed in
Standard Thai dictionaries, but the third ( TJ > and the fifth
< ft > are obsolete, having been replaced by the second ( $)>
and the fourth < -fl > respectively as discussed previously in
Chapter 3, p.45.
Each consonant symbol, such as the consonant symbol
for /k/, when not modified by a vocalic symbol to form /_ki?/,
/— ki: /, /_ke?/, /~We-/, etc. is pronounced with a carrying vowel
/o:/. Many consonant symbols have different phonetic values
when they occur in syllable final position. Since some consonants
are represented by more than one consonant symbol, each consonant
symbol has been given an arbitrary designatory name to be used
when spelling words orally. The arbitrary names of consonant
symbols normally have two parts. The first part is always mono¬
syllabic and is the pronunciation of the consonant with the
carrying vowel /o-/ as /~ ko. /, /~kho:/, /'kho:/, etc. The
second part mostly has one syllable, rarely two and it refers to
a name of a familiar things which has the sound of that consonant.
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For example, the second part of the name of /k/ is /_kai/
"chicken". So the complete name of /k/ is f~ko- _kai/. The
designatory names of the forty-four Thai consonant symbols have
been composed as a poem which Thai children learn to recite J
In Figure 6.1 the consonant symbols of the Standard
Thai writing system are listed in dictionary order. Each
consonant symbol is followed by its phonetic value in a syllable
initial position before a vowel, its romanised letters, the
transcription of its name and the meaning of its name. All
the following examples used in this thesis, unless stated other¬
wise, are uttered in citation form or careful style of speech.










































































/ - k o: _ kai /
/ ' k^1 D: _ k^ai /
/ h h
/ k 7: _ k u: a t /
h h
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h h
•tp 7: A tp a:rj
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a kind of tree
i ady




name of a giant s wife in
Ramayana epic
Number Thai symbols Phonetic values Transcription of
I
Thainames Meanings of Thainames
18 m th /-t*"1 o: N p"1ux t^au / old person
19 fH n /-no:-ne:n / young Buddhist disciple
20 Fl d / -da-._dek / chi Id




, h / h











/ - t 0:"t on / flag , emblem
25 u n /-noi'nu! / mouse ^ rat
2G EJ b /- bo: -bai A mai / leave
27 d P p 0: pi a : y fish
28 H hP
./ h x H
' p p LUTj ' bee




/-p o:-p a;n < tray with pedestal base
31 fj f /-fo;-fan / teeth
32 fl hP
H h
/-p o: sam - p au / a kind of sail boat } junk
33 rkl m rm3:'ma: / horse
34 j /-jo-.'jak / giant
35 T r / - r o=- r iu: a / boat
; ship




































The reason why we have more consonant symbols than
are needed in our language has already been stated in Part Two
(ancient Thai writing, p. .25) . ^, Having more than one consonant
symbol to represent a given consonant makes the task of writing Thai
rather difficult since one has to memorise the correct choice of
the consonant symbol of certain words. For example, /n/ in the
syllable /_nan/ and /-na:/ of my name /-nanAtha?-na:/ has to be
spelled with <(&)> /-no:_nu:/ only. However, although a given
consonant may be represented by more than one consonant symbol, a
certain consonant symbol in a certain position almost always
represents a certain consonant.
All Thai consonant symbols except <Ti > /~ko:_kai/ and
/"tho:_thOQ/ are started with the production of a small
circle. If there is more than one circle, the one on the left is
always started first. It is very important to note whether the
circle is to the left or to the right of its connecting line since
it is the only difference between
( 0 y /~kho: "khwa: i/ and /~do:_dek/
< on > /~kho: "khon/ and y /-to:_tau/
<n> //tho:/thuo/ and <fl> /~Pho: 'sam-phau/
<W> /'pho:v phujq/. and <T\)> /" pho:~pha:n/
< 1a) > /'fo: 'fa:/ and < T\1 > /~fo:-fan/
The way of making the forty-four Thai consonant




"ko: n .. r r n
'kho: ti r £ £
'kU ti T t t!
-fo: fi r <r <n




-tp: n "V -=1
't^O: u V H u
L+ h
|
V r t t/
l! "S3: ? T
U' i
h
"t9D: ai [ n
" jO: ru i p nj
~ d 0: j n
~





"t 0: n r in
h
"tD: m r a m
-
no: ru r rv m
- d 0: fi / f fi
"tD: r\ V r f]
'tV. n t r n
~thO: n T r n
" tU: ff I t)
- no: u u> u
- bo: TJ 1 L u





/f 0: pj k W fcl
h
~p 0: K1 1 K Vsl
" tO: lA 1 VJ hi
h
-P0: n J P n
-m 0: i PK N
-jo: Li f L Ll
-ro: T ■T
-1 o: n rv
- WO: J P
'S3: Y P
'SO: Lt L LI i±
' so: c\ P
/ho: VI V V u
"lO: rT V\ IaJ vT
—





6.2 THE THREE TONAL CLASSES OF CONSONANT SYMBOLS
Thai consonant symbols are divided into three tonal
classes known as Middle, High and Low. Their Thai names are
> /-Tak so: n ~ kla: q / "middle consonant symbols",
numbering nine; > /-TakWn 'su:q / "high consonant
P , '
t/ 6 I
symbols", consisting of eleven, and <■^rtW-fl'Y> /_?ak so.-njam /
"low consonant symbols", containing the remaining twenty-four.
This must be memorised because the tonal markers have different
values depending upon the tonal class of the syllable-initial
consonant symbol with which they are being used.
Every consonant symbol when pronounced in isolation is
pronounced with a carrying vowel /o-/ as already stated. Middle
consonant symbols are pronounced with mid tone as < fT > /-ko■. /,
0> /, etc. High consonant symbols are pronounced
with rising tone as < P > / 'kho: /, <"&> /'t£"ho- /, etc. Low
consonant symbols are pronounced with mid tone as <fi? /~kho. /,
< / etc. Although middle and low consonant symbols
have the same inherent tone as mid tone, they belong to different
groups because a given tonal marker has different values in a
syllable initiated by a mid or low consonant symbol. Details will
be given in Chapter 10. For each voiceless high consonant, there
is a corresponding low consonant which has the same phonetic value
except for tone. It is noted by Fang Kuei Li in his A Handbook
of Comparative Tai (1976), p.23, that the voiceless low consonants
were originally voiced. They have become devoiced, and the distinction
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of old voiced and voiceless consonants is utilised to mark the
difference in tones. That is why in present Thai language a
voiceless high consonant is pronounced with rising tone and its
corresponding voiceless low consonant is pronounced with mid tone
as shown in the following chart J Pairing of high and low
consonants makes it possible to indicate the five tones used with
different types of syllables in the Thai language. Details will
be discussed in Chapter 10 about tonal markers.
The three tonal classes of consonant symbols are shown
in Figure 6.3.
1. I found Li's hypothesis is probable because the unpaired low


















PRONOUNCED WITH RISING TONE
LOW CONSONANT SYMBOLS






































6.3 REMARKS ON THE PHONETIC INTERPRETATION OF < & >
AND < fU >
«/
A syllable-initial consonant /j/ in the present Thai
pronunciation is represented by two consonant symbols, < £J >
and < nj as already shown in the chart. It has been debated
whether these two consonant symbols represented two different
phonemes in ancient Thai. That is, < 11 > represented /j/ and
< ru > represented /p/. From my own research in investigating
the phonology of Chaiyaphum, a north-eastern Thai dialect spoken
in the north-eastern part of Thailand, I found out that in this
dialect words which are written with <U> are pronounced with
/j/ while those which are written with < ru > are pronounced with
/p/. In the ancient Thai scripts which I have investigated,
words which are pronounced with /j/ in Chaiyaphum dialect were
quite consistently written with <LI> , while words which are
pronounced with /p/ were also consistently written with < f\| > .
</
Since in the present Thai writing system there are two consonant
symbols to represent a syllable initial /j/, it is probable that
/j/ and /p/ may have persisted to the time of the introduction of
the Thai writing system, but /p/ has merged with /j/ in the present
Thai pronunciation. In other Thai languages, Black Tai, White
Tai, Ahom, /j/ and /p/ are still preserved as different phonemes,
while in some other Thai languages, Lungchow, Po-ai, /p/, has
merged with /j/}
1. Fang Kuei Li, A Handbook of Comparative Tai (Hawaii: The
University Press, 1977), pp.173,178.
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6.4 TWO SYLLABIC CONSONANT SYMBOLS
6.4.1 < > , when it occurs alone in a syllable-initial
position, can be read in three ways: ^
1. as /"ri ? / - as in the word <rrnTr? /Arit/
"power",
J
2. as /A riu? / - as in the word < Tl^l > /ruiT-di; /
"heart", and 1
3. as /-r*: / - as in the word <rjrrtf;> /V*= k /
"an auspicious occasion".
When <rj> occurs as a second consonant of the
syllable-initial consonant sequences, it can be read as either
/*ri? / or r riu? / only. It occurs only after <H> =/k>,
<r\> =<kh>, <?!> =<t>, =<th>, = <s\
=<s>, <W?=<n>, <d> = <p>, <W?=<ph>t
<44 > = <^m>, and < Pi > =<h>. When it occurs after <n>
= <k>, <fi>=<kh>, <n>=<t>, <W 7 = <ph^, and < z\ >
= <p>, the sequences are in most cases pronounced as clusters
since /kr-, khr~, tr-, pr- and phr-/ are permitted syllable-initial
clusters in Thai. For example, when <T~j> occurs after <n >
= <k>in the syllable <T~|t]U> /_krit/ of the word <-^nr|cr;>
/-?aQ_krit / "Britain", the sequence is pronounced as a cluster
/ kri- /} But when < rj > occurs after the rest of the consonant
symbols mentioned above, the sequences are pronounced by the
1. When <Fj > occurs after <fi> = < k > or <W> = <p >,
the sequences are sometimes pronounced by the intrusion of an
unwritten vowel /a/ although /kr-/ and /phr-/ are permitted
syllable-initial clusters in Thai. For example, the sequence
<firj> in the word <T\V\v\^iiuy /Akha?Ariu?_ha: t/ "villa" is
pronounced by the intrusion of /a/ between <Tt> =<k > and
<T|> , and the sequence <wtq> in the word < 7
lA pha ?/rui?_hat / "Thursday" is pronounced by the intrusion of
/a/ between <uy = <p^> and <Tj7.
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intrusion of an unwritten vowel /a/. For example when
occurs after <^7 =<s>in the word ?/_ sa?'^ - kha-. n /
"elegant word for property", the sequence is pronounced by the
intrusion of /a/ between <fl7 = <s? and •
6.4.2 » is pronounced as /-rtu: / as in the word
/-rut:/ "or". It always occurs alone in a syllable-initial position






SYLLABLE -INITIAL CONSONANT SYMBOLS
All consonant symbols presented in Chapter 6 can occur
in a syllable-initial position. Each consonant symbol has the
phonetic value as already stated in Figure 6.1 on pp.126-128,
L.
except the <71? = <t 7 which is in most cases pronounced as
/th-/ but it is pronounced as /d-/ when it occurs in a syllable
initial position of the second syllable of the following wordsP
< CJTUTrtt > /~ban_dit/ "learned man, pundit"
<cjrwYi > /"ban-du? / "white elephant"
< > /-ban-do?/ "a kind of drum"
< nruTlfn > /-bun_da?'rik/ "white lotus"
1
<34TW,TitJ> /-mon-dop/ "a structure with a pyramidal spire".
7.1 SYLLABLE-INITIAL CONSONANT SEQUENCES
One of the difficulties in reading Thai writing is
that there is more than one way to pronounce syllable-initial
consonant sequences in Thai. The correct pronunciation of a given
consonant sequence has to be memorised. All sorts of syllable-
initial consonant sequences are written adjacent to one another as
1. is originally from a letter representing /c^/in Asokan
Brahmi script. The lack of /cj,/in Thai has led us to substitute
/d/, the nearest Thai sound, in these words.
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separate symbols as has been the case since the time of King Li
Thai script.
7.1.1 Syllable-initial consonant sequences pronounced as
consonant clusters"
A combination of two consonants only is permitted as a
syllable-initial consonant cluster in Thai. The first consonant
of the cluster is an unaspirated/or aspirated voiceless stop and
the second is either /r/, /I/ or /w/:
pi- phI - kl- kh I -
pr- phr- tr- kr- khr-
kw- khw-
When a lateral /I/ or a trill /r/ is the second member
of a syllable initial cluster it is usually deleted in the running
connected speech, e.g.
7 j" p h | a: t / > /Apha:t/ "to miss, fall"
< > /_ pIot/ > /_pot/ "to take off, remove"
/_pra:p/ > /_pa: p / "to subdue"
/_tru-at/ ■> /_tu:at / "to examine".
Though /I/ and /r/ are two different phonemes in Thai
there is a strong tendency to replace /r/ with /I/ even among
educated Thai, but one can understand the meaning of a word from
the context.
/Arak/ "to love" > /Alak /
( <KT|7 /Alak/ actually means to steal)
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<T1> /-pa;/ "mould, fungus" > /_|at /
( <1377 /-la;/ actually means i. donkey,
v ii. to say good-bye
(upon one's departure).)
The permissible consonant symbols in a cluster are
illustrated in Figure 7.1. The first consonant symbol of the
cluster is either a middle, high or low consonant symbol, but the
second is a low consonant symbol. If the first and the second
consonant symbols of the cluster belong to different tonal classes,
a syllable is pronounced according to the tone rules of the first
L_
consonant symbol. For example, the cluster < HI 7 = <k w^in
the word <0777i> 7 / 'khwa: n / "axe" consists of a high consonant
L.
symbol <07 =<k > and a low consonant symbol <7> =<w>. In
L.
this case the syllable having a cluster <ni> =<k w> as a
syllable-initial consonant cluster is pronounced according to the
tone rules of high consonant symbols. Details of tone
















































































7.1.1.1 The clusters which begin with middle
consonant symbols:
1. /pr-/ < dt> = <" pr>
prap / "to fine"
< dftu > /_pra:p / "to conquer"
2. /pi-/ <d-w> =<pi>
< 7 /- PI a: / "fish"
/_ploi / "to release"
3. /tr-/ <fl?7 = <tr >
I
<fltT y /~tra:/ "band, trademark, seal"
< flT"7 /"tru;an/ "ankle chain (for prisoners)"
4. Ikr-I <HT7 = <kr >
<fTf4> /-krup/ "metropolis, city"
V \
< TTTdq 7 / kra-u/ "to be tough, harsh"
5. /kl-/ <Tra7 = <k! >
e/
<>/_klap/ "to turn back, go back, return"
< >/~kliu: n/ "to swallow"
6. /kw-/ <m> =<kw>
> /~kwa: q/ "deer"
<iTY1UU7 /" kwi: an/ "cart"
7.1.1.2 The clusters which begin with high consonant
symbols:
1. /phi-/ =
//ph|e; j "wound, cut"
<W-^dfi4 7 / /ph |a•. n/ "to destroy"
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2. /khr-/ <a~iy = < khr >
7 /\hrLum/ »to be solemn, grave"
< 7 /'khrom/ "to be loud, noisy"
3. /kH-/ < = <khl 7
<11*^7^1 > /_kh la: t/ "to be timid"
< fn^n > /_khlo:k/ "to pound, crush into a pulp"
4. /khw-/ <n^y = <khw 7
<im> /'khwa:/ "left"
<£W^7 //khWa:n/ "axe"
7.1.1.3 The clusters which begin with low
consonant symbols:
1. /phr-/ < > = <p^r >
/-phriau / "to be slender, slim"
<NT3si> /-p^rom/ "carpet"
2. /phi-/ < EW = <phi >
< Wn<ri7 /x p h | a ; t / "to miss, fall"
< > /- ph I o: i / "precious stone, gem, jewel"
3. /k^r-/ <m> = < khr >
< l-fif-Hy /~khrau / "beard"
i
< 1-fTf^ 7 khreQ / "to be strict"
4. /kh|-/ <ms7 = <khl >
< Ifrtfltiw, 7- / khliu:an / "to move, shift"







< "7T31 j /""k^wam /
= <khw>
"buffalo"
"to turn over, turn upside down"
7.1.2 Syllable-initial consonant sequences pronounced
as single consonants
A combination of two consonant symbols are permitted in
this class of syllable-initial consonant sequences in Thai. In
this class, although two initial consonant symbols are written they
are pronounced as a single consonant. In general either the first
or the second consonant symbol is pronounced. The one exception
h
is the sequence <HT> = <(t r7 pronounced as <TT7= <s?, which
pronounced consonant bears no relation to either of the component
written consonant symbols.
The permissible consonant symbols in sequences
pronounced as single consonants are shown in Figure 7.2. The
first consonant symbol is either a middle, high or low consonant
symbol. The second is a low consonant symbol. For the tone of
a syllable, if the first symbol is pronounced, the tone is pronounced
according to the tone rules of the first consonant symbol. But
if the second consonant symbol is pronounced and it belongs to a
different tonal class from the first consonant symbol, it is always
converted into the tonal class of the first consonant symbol.
Then the tone of a syllable is pronounced according to the tone




1beginwith middlecon.symbols 2beginwith highcon.symbols 3.begin*with lowcon.symbols
7.1.2.1 The sequences which begin with middle
consonant symbols:
1. The sequence = <?j ?pronounced as /}-/.
In this sequence the middle consonant symbol <"3^= <?>converts the
following low consonant symbol <£!>= <j> into a middle consonant
symbol. So the tone of a syllable is pronounced according to the
tone rules of middle consonant symbols. In the present Thai
writing, there are only four monosyllabic words written with
= <(?j> pronounced as /j-/, as shown below:
I
<■^11^1 /_ j a ■ / "prohibitive, completive particle"
»
> /_ju: / "to stay, remain"
D
I
< "tiJ'H > /-ja-o / "kind, sort, variety"
<^£Krn 7 /_ j a k / "to wish, wish to".
It is stated by Li Fang Kuei in his A Handbook of
Comparative Tai (Hawaii, 1977), pp.181-182, that the above four words
are pronounced as /7j/ in a number of Thai languages spoken in
Wu-ming, Lin yu'n, T'ien-pao, etc., and that leads Li to assume that
<^12J> = <?j > represented a glottalised consonant /?}/ in the time
of the introduction of the Thai writing system. Li also noted
that this pre-glottalised consonant /?j/ has merged with /j/ in
other Thai dialects, not only in the Thai language.
2. The sequence = <tp> pronounced as /tp-/.
In this sequence, the mid consonant symbol <"*7 =<(t^>which is the
first consonant symbol of the sequence is pronounced. So the tone
of a syllable is pronounced according to the tone rules of middle
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consonant symbols. In the present Thai writing there is only one
monosyllabic word written with =<t^r> pronounced as
/tp-/. The word is > /"t^ig/ "to be true".
7.1.2.2 The sequences which begin with a high
consonant sequence:
1. The sequence = <sr> pronounced as /s-/.
In this sequence the high consonant symbol <-^7 = </s>which is
the first consonant symbol of the sequence is pronounced. There¬
fore the tone of a syllable is pronounced according to the tone
rules of high consonant symbols.
Examples of words written with = <sr>
pronounced /s-/ are:
< Nsoi / "ornamental chain, string of jewels,
pearls, etc."
<-£SVm > sa: r] / "to build, construct"
< > / 'son / "to bathe"
< > /-set / "to be finished, ready".
2. The sequence =<sr> pronounced as /s-/.
In this sequence, the high consonant symbol <W ? = <s>which is
the first consonant symbol of the sequence is pronounced. There¬
fore the tone of a syllable is pronounced according to the tone
rules of high consonant symbols.
Examples of words written with = <sr>pronounced
as Is-/ are:
< > /_se.t 71hi: / "rich person"
<5^-4
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<f"tT > /'si'. / "splendour, excellence, glory"
< mTI > / sau / "to be sad, sorrowful"
< > /_sat "tha: / "confidence faith"
3. The sequences =< hw> pronounced /w-/
< PW > = <; hm> " /m-/
< 7 = <hr > " /r-/
= <hl > " /|-/
<^u> = <hn > " /n-/
<P\SJ> =<hj> " /}-/
<^> = <hj > " /J-/
= < hq > " /q-/
In these sequences the high consonant symbol < ^ >
= <h> is written in front of the low consonant symbol <1> =<w ?,
=<m>, <*>=<r>, <^>=<T7, = <n>, <
= < j >, ^ = <j>or = < q>, and it converts the follow¬
ing low consonant symbol into a high consonant symbol. In all
these sequences, as already stated, the second low consonant
symbol is pronounced. As it has been converted into a high con¬
sonant symbol by means of a leading < p*> =<,h>, the tone of a
syllable is pronounced according to the tone rules of the high
consonant symbols.
Examples
1. The sequence =<hw> pronounced as /w-/,
/'W n / "to be sweet"
























The sequence <FW> = <hm? pronounced as /m-/,
/'ma-. / "dog"
/ 'mom / "pillow".
The sequence < = <hr> pronounced as /r-/>
/ 'ru■ 'ra- / "to be luxurious"
/_ri■- / "to dim, turn down (a light)"
The sequence = <hl > pronounced as /I-/,
/''lain / "niece, nephew"
/' lai / "to flow".
The sequence < - <hn> pronounced as /n-/,
/_nujai / "to be tired, weary, fatiqued"
/Viiau / "to be tough, sticky".
The sequence < Pill > = < hj > pronounced as /j-/,
/— ja; / "to divorce"
/_ jlu:a / "victim".
The sequence < = ^hj > pronounced as /j-/,
/— j ai / "to be large, big"
/ jio / "ladies".
The sequence < 7 =< hq> pronounced as /q-/,
/ 7qe■- n / "to turn the face up, look up"
< tvm 7 / gau / "to be lonely"
7.1.2.3 The sequences which begin with a low
consonant symbol
There is only one sequence which begins with a low
L.
consonant symbol, that is the sequence = <t r 7 pronounced
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as = <s?. Since =<s?is a low consonant symbol,
so the tone of a syllable is pronounced according to the tone rules
of Tow consonant symbols. In the present Thai writing, there
are seventeen words written with <Tlt> = <t r> pronounced as
= <s>and they have been composed as a poem which Thai children
learn to recite.
7 /Nsu;at~soQ "figure, shape"










<nTi4> /-su:ar] / "chest, breast"
<fln< / sai / "banyan tree"
«/ ^
< nfW£j ~y /^Sap / "wealth, money, treasure"
< urtm -7 /Ase. k / "to insert between"
y /_tcha?-tchx-q - sau / "the name of one of the
provinces in Thailand"
1. Both syllables are written with = <t^r>.
/-sa-m / 1. "to be bad"
2. "literary word for 'to be young, small111
/-sa • i / "sand"
r sut / 1. "to sink (as a building)"
2. "to get worse (of a patient)"
/-so-.m / "to deteriorate, degenerate, decline"
/— ?in - si: / "eagle"
/~?in-si: / "organic"
/Amat~si: / "the name of a princess in Wetsandon
epic"
/N s*:t / "a headgear"
/-non -si; / "a kind of tree"
/Aphut~sa: / "jujube"
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7.1.3 Syllable-initial consonant sequences pronounced in two
syllables with an intervening unwritten vowel
Syllable-initial consonant sequences which are not
pronounced as consonant clusters or single consonants, are pronounced
in two syllables by the intrusion of an unwritten vowel after the
first of the two consonants. The intruded vowel, which is either
/a/ or /o:/, though pronounced, is not written. There are, however,
some cases where such a vowel is written. These different cases
will be discussed in Chapter 8 on vocalic symbols, pp.170-172.
The rules for determining the tones of the intruded
syllable with the vowel /a/ and the syllable which follows it are
described belowJ
1. If the first consonant symbol is a high consonant
symbol and it precedes a low consonant symbol, in most cases, it
converts the low consonant symbol into a high consonant symbol.
So both an intruded syllable and the syllable which follows it are
pronounced according to the tone rules for high consonant symbols.
When pronounced in running connected speech; the intruded syllable
is unstressed, and /a/ becomes neutralised as /e/, and the tone of
the syllable is changed from whatever it may be to be a mid tone.
The following are examples. The intruded syllable is underlined.
<0£n£| ? /_ kha ? 7 j a • i / > /~ kha /jai / "to expand, enlarge"
? /_tpha?_ ja t / I a t / "to be brainy"
1. In citation form /a/, is pronounced as /a?/, because in Thai
all short vowels not followed by a consonant or another vowel
in a syllable are always followed by a glottal stop.
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< w-3 j_ fa?_ rap / >■ /- f 9 _ ra q / "Europeans, Westerners"
< "fn "flU1 /_sa;t_sa? 'na: / * /_ sa : t ~ sa Via / "religion"
<34-fr£n > /Amat __sa?/ja: / * /Amat~ss /ja-./ "fish"
In rare cases, no conversions occur. Each of the two
consonant symbols governs the tone of its own syllable in accordance
with the rules for its own tonal class. So the intruded syllable
is pronounced according to the tone rules for high consonant symbols,
and the syllable which follows it, is pronounced according to the
tone rules for low consonant symbols, for instance:
/_ pha?-tph*: n / *• /-ph3_t^hir. n / "to face"
> /_ kha ?~bu. an / /~khe ~ bu: an / "procession"
< > /-tpha?*pho? / *- /~tij;h9Apha? / "to be particular to"
*
> /_?at-sa ?~wi n / > /_ 7at~S9~win / "knight"
f/ >^4
< > /Aphat_sa?-di: / * /Aphat~S9-di; / "police in a
prison"
2. If the first consonant symbol is a middle consonant
symbol and it precedes a low consonant symbol, in most cases, it
converts the low consonant symbol into a middle consonant. So
both an intruded syllable and the syllable which follows it are
pronounced according to the tone rules for middle consonant symbols.
In rapid speech; the intruded syllable is unstressed and /a/ becomes
neutralised as /a/ and the tone of a syllable is changed from
whatever it may be to be a mid tone.
~7 /_ta?_lok / ^ /"ta-lok / "to be funny, comical"
C^TVTT! > /_ ?a?_na:t / > /~?9_na: t / "to be a pity"
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< > /_tfa?_rit / ■> /~tpa_rit / "affectation"
/_tca?_mu:k / >■ /-tpa_mu: k / "nose"
<•^^'73^1 /_?ut _ta?_Iut / >- /_?ut~ta_lut / "to be in
] ] confusion"
In rare cases, no conversions occur. Each of the
two consonant symbols governs the tone of its own syllable in
accordance with the rules for its own tonal class. So the
intruded syllable is pronounced according to the tone rules
for middle consonant symbols, and the syllable which follows
it is pronounced according to the tone rules for low consonant
symbols. For instance:
/_?a?*nu? / ► /-?aAnu? / "bound form, meaning
T 'lesser, minor1"
/_da?*nu ? / > /2daAnu? / "son"
>/_?a?Aph i ?~pra : i / * /~?a*ph i ?~pra i / "to discuss"
<^TlTiri > /_ Tuik.ka ?At hwk / ► /_ Tiuk-kshujk / "to be
clamorous"
3. With all other combinations of consonant symbols, no
conversions occur. Each of the two consonant symbols, therefore,
governs the tone of its own syllable in accordance with the rules
for its own tonal class, whatever it may be, i.e.
(a) a high consonant symbol precedes a middle
consonant symbol.
< > /_pha?-tpon / * /-pha-tpon / "to fight"
< 7 /_sa?~de: q / -—*- /-sa-de: q / "to perform"
< /Xr( ut-fi > /A rat _t ha ?~ba: n / /* rat~t ha-ba : n / "government"
—4
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(b) a middle consonant symbol precedes a high
consonant symbol.
> /- ka ? /se•• m / * /- ks se: m / "to be happy"
< intiJJt "? /_ka?/shan / *■ /-ka 's i - an / "milk"
(c) a low consonant symbol precedes a high consonant
symbol.
> /Awa? san / > /-wa san / "rainy season"
/Apha?/hu. Aphot / > /~pha 'hu:A phot / "plural"
n
(d) a low consonant symbol precedes a middle
consonant symbol.
/Akha ?_t i ? / > /~ kha_t I ? / "motto"
As already seen in all examples, when pronounced in
running connected speech the intruded syllable is unstressed, and
/a?/ becomes neutralised as /a/, and the tone of the syllable is
changed from whatever it may be to a mid tone. When /a?/ is
neutralised as /a/ and also accompanied by tonal change, the neutral¬
ised syllable is called "linker syllable" by Peter Bee. Bee
suggested in his article "Restricted Phonology in Certain Thai
Linker-Syllables", Studies in Tai Linguistics in Honour of William
J. Gedney, (1975, p.17) that
"... phononologists agree that vowel quantity is phonemic
in Thai. The syllables which I wish to term linker
syllables have a§ vowel the phoneme /a/, a short vowel
quantitatively speaking, realized as [a]."
Bee gives some examples, e.g. phannana , ?eekkaraat,
sattawat, etc., the middle syllables of each word are called
1inker-sylTables by Bee. He suggests that linker syllables do not
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conform to the accepted phonological rule that all Thai syllables
which are phonemically short must close with some final consonant
or other. Only in artificial dictation style do they close with
a glottal final. Only in dictation style, they bear the phonemic
tone we would expect from the spelling. Otherwise, (in normal
speech, that is) the pitch of the syllables seems to be self-
adjusting, as unobstrusive as a linker should be, accommodating
itself to the clear realisation of tones in what went before and
what is to come after.
Permissible consonant clusters as discussed on pp.138-143
are pronounced with an intruded vowel /a/ between the two consonants
in many words. When they are pronounced as such, the rules for
determining the tones of the intruded syllable with the vowel /a/
and the syllable which follows are the same as those which have
already been discussed.
Examples
= <(pr>in <t]T£Ufui7 is pronounced as
/_ pa?~rin~ja. / /~pa~rin -ja: / "diploma, degree"
< z-i/i 7 = pi > in is pronounced as
/_ pa?_lat / > /~pa.1 at / "administrative assistant, deputy"
= <^tr? in 7 is pronounced as
/_ta?~ra: q / »• /-ta~ra- q / "prison"
<TtT?- _ in <n?ruh7 is pronounced as
1
/_ ka?Aru?-na; / > /~ ka~ru~na: / "mercifulness"
<ttj7 =<|<w^in < rr^ > is pronounced as
/_ ka?~wi: / > /- ka~wi/ "poet"
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< cmti > =<phl>in <" is pronounced as
/_ Pha?J it / »- /-pha_l it / "to produce"
L.
< > _ ,/p i^in is pronounced as
/Apha?Ala? / ► /~phaAla? / "physical strength"
For syllable-initial consonant sequences pronounced
with an intruded vowel f o-. /, no conversions of the tone of the
following consonant symbol by means of the preceding consonant
symbol occurs. So each of the two consonant symbols governs the
tone of its own tonal class, whatever it may be. When pronounced
in running connected speech, the intruded syllable is unstressed,
and the intruded /o-./ becomes /o/ as shown below. The intruded
syllable with /o-/ is underlined.
<!4<si > /- bo: ~di: / > /-bo~d i-. / "great, king"
< ZJTTTTI > /~bo:A r i ?-ka: n / ► /- bo~r i -ka: n / "service"
< nWhW? /~tho:A ra?'ma-. n / /~ t ho-ra-ma: n / "to torture"
> / so:A'ra?_sak / ► /'so-ra_sak / "elegant word for
to be brave"







8.1 THE SHAPES OF VOCALIC SYMBOLS AND THEIR RULES
OF ORTHOGRAPHY
Vocalic symbols in the present Thai script represent
eighteen monophthongs, twenty diphthongs and three triphthongs.
A number of vocalic symbols have different forms when they occur
in a syllable with a final consonant symbol. Vocalic symbols
are divided into two main types:
1. Simple vocalic symbols: composed of one component.
They are written either in front, after, above or below a syllable -
initial consonant symbol. The following are some examples:
in front: (i) in a syllable with a single initial consonant symbol,
< tn > =<'e:t'1> /-the-./ "to pour"
< WV*y = <e:ln> /-le:n/ "very wet mud"
(ii) in a syllable with initial consonant sequences,
<=<e:pl> /"Pie:/ "a cradle"
< pnf-3 > = /eikrQ/7 /-kre-q/ "to be in awe of"
after: (i) in a syllable with a single initial consonant symbol,
<kyl^T> = <(ta: > /"ta--/ "eyes"
< > = <ta:m> /~ta:m/ "to follow"
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(ii) in a syllable with initial consonant sequences,
= <pla:> /~ p I a ■• / "fish"
< "WTTk/i > = <"p'1la:d> /v ph l a: t / "to miss, fail, slip"
above: (i) in a syllable with a single initial consonant symbol,
-j.
<*\ > = <t > /-1 i = / "to hit"
^ i:
=<tn> / t i: n/ "feet"
(ii) in a syllable with initial consonant sequences, the
vocalic symbol is written on the second consonant of the sequences,
-N i: 9
> = (tr > /—tri; / "literary word for three"
=<plq> /-pi iq / "water leech"
below: (i) in a syllable with a single initial consonant symbol,
<<fi > =<fd> /_du? / "to be fierce, cruel, harsh"
1 u
< tlfl > = <Ck^d > /_ khut / "to dig"
I u
(ii) in a syllable with initial consonant sequences, the
vocalic symbol is written on the second consonant of the sequences,
<f|T> = (kV7 /_khru: / "teacher"
3 u:
< tj-an 7 = (pi k; /_ PIU: k/ "to grow plants"
P u:
2. Complex vocalic symbols:^ composed of two or three
components. Simple vocalic symbols (except the ones written under
a syllable-initial consonant symbol), and consonant symbols
^ , T , ^ = ?, w, j also function as one of the components
1. The terms "simple and complex vocalic symbols" were first employed
by Mary R. Haas in her The Thai Writing System, (Washington D.C.:
American Council of Learned Societies, 1942), p.14.
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of a complex vocalic symbol. But when functioning as component
parts of a complex, they have phonetic values which have no
relation to the values they have when functioning as simple vocalic
symbols or as consonant symbols. One has to memorise complex
symbols as independent units. Simple vocalic symbols, when
functioning as a component of a complex, sti11 stay in the same
place as they do when they are independent simple vocalic symbols.
Two components of a complex can be written successively in front
or after a syllable initial consonant symbol, but not above.
Ambiguity in reading the Thai script is caused by
vocalic symbols being written in various places in a syllable and
because a simplex can function as one of the components of a
complex. For example:
< ? = <'e:p^la:/' can be read as
(i) a monosyllabic word /~phlau/ "axle,shaft".
L
Here the consonant sequence < "W-fi ? =<p 1> functions as a
syllable-initial consonant cluster /phI-/ and <t-1 >functions
as a complex vocalic symbol for /au/.
(ii) it might also be read as a two-syllable word
/-phe:-|a:/ "time, occasion", if we consider that in a syllable
< 7 /— phe;/s < t- y = <e:> functions as a simple vocalic
h
symbol for /e- / and <w>= <p > represents a syllable-initial
consonant symbol for /ph-/. In a syllable <^7 /~ia;
= < 1 > functions as a syllable-initial consonant symbol for /I-/
and <-1> = <fa:> represents a simple vocalic symbol for /a-./.
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It is evident that the ambiguity in reading this group
of sound symbols is caused by vocalic symbols being written in
various places in a syllable and because a simplex can function
as one of the components of a complex. So it is ambiguous if
< > represents two simple vocalic symbols, (a)<t~> = <e:>
of a syllable /_phe:/, and (b) <-H> =<(a:> of a syllable /~1 a:/;
as well as functioning as a complex vocalic symbol < > =
<au>of a syllable /~phlau/.
Ambiguity in reading Thai writing also arises from
using the same sound symbols to represent both vocalic/consonant
symbols. For example:
h '
= </p ?m> can be read as a monosyllabic word / pho:m/
"to be skinny", if we treat =(?>as a vocalic symbol for
/?:/. And it can also be read as a two-syllable word /_pha?~?om/
"to vomit", if we consider <^> = <!?>as a syllable-initial
consonant symbol for /? / of the syllable /~?om/.
The vocalic symbols of the present Thai script are
the same as those of the Sukhothai script, King Li Thai script and
King Narai script in that they are always written with a syllable -
initial consonant symbol <^> = <"?/. This is because vowels in
Thai are always pronounced with an initial glottal stop /?/ as
/~?i:, ~?e:/, etc. To write a syllable /~?i:/, for example, the
volcalic symbol for / i: / is written with a consonant symbol for/?/ as
i: ,
K 1 y. Details have already been given in chapter 5, p.113.
1. The vocal ic symbol for /i:/ is written above the syllable-
initial consonant symbol in Thai writing.
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It is important to note here once again that in a
stressed syllable without a final consonant symbol, short vocalic
symbols represent phonetic values of the vowels plus a glottal
stop as /_ 11 ?, _te?, _te?/, etc., since all short vowels not
followed by a consonant or another vowel in a syllable are always
followed by a glottal stop in stressed syllable. In unstressed
syllable the glottal is dropped and often accompanied by tonal
change. For example,
<T~!WT > /Atha? ha:n/ >- /~ t ha ha:n/ "soldier"
/_ si ?_ri ?/ ■>■ /~ si_rI ?/ "blessing"
<-^lh > /_ ?u? sa:/ -> /~?u 7sa:/ "literary word for morning"
< /_ pra ?_wat_t i ?_sa :t/ >• /" pra_wat"t_i_sa :t/
history"
/_t|:at_tu ?_rat/ ■> /_t^at~tu_rat/ "square"
Theeraphan Luangthongkham suggested that vowel change
and vowel reduction in unstressed syllables are quite common.
The following are her examples:^
(a) vowel length is no longer distinctive: short vowels
remain short and long vowels are shortened.
ta:pu: 'nail' ► t£pu:
\ \
pen ro:k.pra?_sa:t 'nervous breakdown1 > pen ro:k pra.sa:t
(b) vowels become centralised, e.g.
tapu: 'nail' tepu:
kha:ra:wa:n 'caravan' >- kherewa:n
1. LuangthongkhamTheeraphan^, "Rhythm in Standard Thai", (unpublished
Ph.D. thesis, University of Edinburgh, 1978), pp.72-73.
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(c) diphthongs become monophthongs, e.g.
\ \
mai
, hen khrai 'to see nobody" » ma /hen khrai
kin/sia_th'5? 'Eat it' > kin~sa_thr?
(d) tripthongs become diphthongs, e.g.
pai ^duei kan 'to go together' —> pai xdue kan
ro:/diau ~na? 'wait a minute' » ro: d ie'na?
The shapes of vocalic symbols of the present Thai
script and their rules of orthography are illustrated in Figure 8.1.
The dash shows the position of syllable-initial consonant symbols,
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8.2 REMARKS ON THE VOWEL /a/
8.2.1 The choice of writing <~ « > for /a/
The vowel /a/ in a syllable without a final consonant
symbol is represented by a symbol <-~> , known as >
/Awi ? sanAt^ha?-ni:/. But <~ " > is sometimes unwritten and
that gives rise to having syllable-initial consonant sequences
pronounced with an intruded vowel /a/ in the Thai writing system
as already discussed in chapter 7, pp.150-155. The choice of
writing <— '7 or not is determined mainly by the dictates of
the rules of correct spelling and that causes a tremendous
burden for a learner of Thai writing to remember in which cases
<- J" ? should be written. However, I found that in the
following cases <— t > is normally written:
1. In monosyllabic words pronounced with /a/, i.e.
< tit > /_pa?/ meet"
< /_ p h la?/ "to turn away (from), move away (from),
part (with), leave, abandon"
There is one monosyllabic word in which <- -> is
not written, and that is <fU7 /Ana?/ "at, in, of (place or
time)".
2. When /a/ occurs in a final syllable of a polysyllabic
word, <— t j is always written, e.g.
/ si:_sa?/ "head"




3. When /a/ occurs in a non-final syllable of a
polysyllabic word, <"-1 > is either written or unwritten.
Rules indicating when should be written, are not definite.
The choice of writing <- t > or not is determined mainly by the
dictates of the rules of correct spelling. However, Kamchai
Thonglo stated in his Thai Grammar (1976, pp.193-195) that in the
following cases <- t > should be written.
(i) in pure Thai words, for example,
< lisynw 7 /_sa?-pha;n/ "bridge"
/'ma?Ala?-ko:/ "papaya"
(ii) in pure Thai words or words of any foreign origin
which syllable-initial consonants are /kr-, tr-, pr-, phr-/,
for instance,
< TTT« -FIT! 7 /_kra?_tik/ "flask"
< /_tra?~ku:n/ "ancestry"
< 7 /_pra?_ka:t/ "announcement"
< HtstiTTl 7 /A phra ?_ba :t/ "royal term for foot"
In the syllables /_kra?/, /_tra?/, /_pra?/, /'phra?/
of the words above; if the vocalic symbol <— t 7 were not
written, they might also be read as /~ko:n/, /~to:n/, /-porn/ and
/_Pho:n/. This is because in Thai writing a vocalic symbol for
/o:/ is not written when the vowel /o:/ occurs in a closed
syllable having <T> = <r> as a final consonant /-n/.
(iii) in words of any foreign origin, except those of Pali,




< ojs unrn 7
< nzmuu y
/_ba?_mi:/ "a kind of noodles" (Chinese)
/Ara?~tu:/ "the governor of the town" (Indonesian)
/Ama?-de: wi:/ "queen" (Indonesian)
/*ra?_bi:ap/ "1. order (as of things arranged)
2. system, form
3. rules" (Cambodian)
(iv) in a syllable pronounced with /a/ of disyllabic




;" + < tj >"eyes" + ^ M 7 /—pu:/ "crab" —
<nt!q> /_ta?-pu:/ "nail"
"eyes" + <1M> /~wan/ "day" ■
/_ta?"wan/ "the sun"
In a non-final syllable of a polysyllabic words of









8.2.2 The dual function of
Examination of the present Thai script reveals the
fact that <— Z> has two functions, as follows:
1. It represents /a/ when used alone in a syllable
without a final consonant symbol as already discussed on p.170,
2. When used as a component of a long complex vocalic
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symbol; it functions as a vowel-shortening symbol of that long
vowel. In the present Thai script it is written with the vocalic
symbols 0~> /e:/, < W— > /&:/, ? /au/, < T— >
/o:/, <1-"^/' /*:/, < /i :a/, <-1> /u;a/ and
< L-^> /uj:a/ to obtain <l~*> /e/, < U-'7 /e/,
/a/, /o/, < /*/, < l?Ut>
/ia/, /ua/ and < /uia/, as already illustrated
in the chart on pp.!62-167j
The frequency of occurrence of the short diphthongs
/ia/, /ua/ and /uia/ is much lower than their long counterparts
/i:a/, /u:a/ and /w:a/. They are used only in onomatopes and
certain foreign words. E.J.A. Henderson stated in her article
"Prosodies in Siamese: A Study in Synthesis" (Jones and Laver,
Phonetics in Linguistics: A Book of Readings, 1973, p.131) that:
"... shortness in syllables of this pattern may be a
special feature proper to onomatopes and certain
foreign words, and not of general application."
The complex vocalic symbols <!.-►> /e/, <" U-t>
/e/, /o/y <t-?y /o/ and <1-Us> /*/ which
have <—t> as one of the components are used only in a
syllable without a final consonant symbol. When the vowels
occur in a syllable with a final consonant symbol?they are
represented by different forms of vocalic symbols which will be
1. It is unusual that a vocalic symbol for /o/ is obtained by the
combination of a vocalic symbol <i-1> /au/ plus <-ty as
<*-iS7 instead of by the combination of a vocalic
symbol <-"3? /o:/ plus <-£?• as it should be.
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illustrated in section 8.3
When /a/ is followed by a syllable-final consonant
~~r
symbol, it is represented by a special symbol called <
/ ^
/*ma:i han"?a:_ka;t/ < — > and is written above a syllable -
initial consonant symbol. For example:
«/ t/
= <wn> /-wan/ "day"
= {rk> /Arak/ "to love"
<J c
<^n? =<lk7 /' lak/ "to steal"
In a syllable with initial consonant sequences, it is
written above the second consonant symbol." For example:
<tlfLi7 _ <^prb7 /_prap/ "to fine"
= wn^ /~khwan/ "smoke"
= <^p /-phian/ "suddenly, immediately"
8.3 OTHER FORMS OF VOCALIC SYMBOLS FOR /e/, /e/, /o/,
/*/ AND /o/ IN A SYLLABLE WITH A FINAL CONSONANT SYMBOL
8.3.1 For the vowels /e, e, a/
/e/ is represented by <1-C3> as in the word < IY134 >
/"tern/ "to be full"
f*-'
/e/ is represented by < U—C3> as in the word < >
/'k^o/ "to be hard, firm, strong", and
/o/ is represented by <—^Cj> as in the word <"fttin7
r I ok/ "to lock"
In these three vocalic symbols, the symbol <—>
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D"? ' °
known as <lvilnri> /Ama: i_t a i Akhu :/ is written with the
p
vocalic symbols < > /e:/, <l^_> /e:/ and <-t> /o:/ to
c-7
obtain /e, e and o/. So I would suggest that <— > also
functions as a vowel-shortening symbol here. It is, however,
different from <- l? in that it can be used with the vocalic
symbols <l~> /e:/, < U-> /e:/ and <—"O /o:/ only in
a syllable with a final consonant symbol and when there is no
tonal marker required in the writing of a syllable as in the
examples above.
In a syllable with a final consonant symbol and a
tonal marker, /e/ ~/ /e:/, /e/ ~ /e:/ and /0/ ~ /o:/ are represented
by the same vocalic symbols, as seen in the examples below:
T
1. O-C^for /e/ ~ /e:/ (T = one of the four tonal
1 tj
markers < — >, <— >,<— >, and <— >).
I
<LfH > "to be keen in something" is read with a
short vowel /e/ as /_keg/.
J
< > "deer" is read with a long vowel /e:/ as
/ ' ke: rj/.
T
2. <( II-C^y for /e/ ~ /e :/
I
"1. to fix up; 2. to compare; 3. to
ornament" is read with a short vowel /e/ as /-ten/.
< »] _ -t0 daub, smear, anoint.
2. point, score (in game or contest)"
is read with a long vowel /e:/ as /ts:m/.
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T
3. <C - Cy' for /o/ ~ /o:/
<" > "groove, channel, ditch" is read with
a short vowel as /Voq/.
<T^> "t0 5e hot" is read with a long vowel as
ro:n/.
p/
^ — y also functions as a vowel-shortening symbol
for < L—7 y = (e:u7, K > = <"e :u"7 and - <-7il)= 6:i > to obtain
W' &
< 1-7 7 = <eu7, < 7 7 = <^eu7 and <—7117 = <oi 7, for example:
fir1 tr*
/eu/ is represented by < 1-q 7 as in the word < 177 7 /~reu/
"to be quick"
fr1 (7
/eu/ is represented by < U—7 7 as in the word < UWU7 7
/'phleu/ "to jump, leap quickly and suddenly", and
w/
/0i/ is represented by < — 7 as in the word < 7
/'phIoi/ "to fall to sleep without having intention to sleep".
All these six vowels /eu/, /e:u/, /eu/, /e:u/, /oi/,
and /o:i/ occur only in a syllable without a final consonant in
Thai. Here again < — 7 can not be used with 1-7 7 /e:u/,
< 7 /e:u/ and <-7!£i 7 /o: i/ if a tonal marker is
required in writing a syllable. In a syllable with a tonal
marker /eu/ ~ /e:u/, /eu/ - /e:u/, and /oi/ ~ /o:i/ are also
represented by the same vocalic symbols, i.e.
T
1. (l -7/for /eu/ ~ /e:u/
v
<1 ^ 77 "exclamation showing teasing" is read with a
short vowel /eu/ as / ?eu/.
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< > "intensifier used with < ? / Ie:u/
"watery" is read with a long vowel /e:u/ as /'pe:u/.
2. U -f°r /£u/~ /s:u/
»a g-jpi's nickname" is read with a short
/
vowel /eu/ as / peu/.
ij
< > »a snare, trap" is read with a long
vowel /e:u/ as /Are;u/.
T
3. < - VO for /oi/~ / o: i /
< Fi^ii> "to hang" is read with a short vowel /0i/
as / hoi/
<U^ii> "1 ittle" is read with a long vowel /o:i/
as r no:i/.
8.3.2 For the vowel /*/
The vowel /*/ in a syllable without a final consonant
symbol is represented by <1—as in the word < 1^$? /_tp* ?/
"to meet by chance". But in a syllable with a final consonant
symbol, it is represented by < I- C3> . In a syllable with a
^ 1
final consonant symbol, /*:/ is also represented by <l-c3>
1. There are two forms of a vocalic symbol to represent /*:/ in a
syllable with a final consonant symbol:
l.O-^C, > , this form was frequently used in the ancient Thai
script, especially in the Sukhothai script and King Li Thai script.
But in the present Thai script there are only two words written
with this form,h
/~tx:m/ "semester, term"
/~th*;n/ "a final particle used at the end of a
^ * religious or court speech"
2.<L-Cj> , this form is used in all words pronounced with
/*:/, except the two mentioned above.
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So both /*/ and /*:/ are represented with the same vocalic symbol.
For instance:
< LL-lt-v > /_p*n/ "to be out of date" is read with
a short vowel /*/ as /_p*n/
< l-ftw 7 /-d*:n/ "walk" is read with a long
vowel /*:/ as /-d*:n/.
It is clear that it must be rather difficult for a
learner of Thai writing to read Thai words since some short vowels
and their long counterparts are represented by the same vocalic
symbol as shown above. From my own observations I found that,
although a short vowel and its long counterpart are represented
by the same vocalic symbol, the symbol can be read either short
or long depending upon a certain tone, and only in a certain type
of syllable. Knowing this point helps a reader, to some extent,
to know when the vocalic symbols should be read short or long.
Details will be given in chapter 10 about tonal markers.
8.3.3 For the vowel /o/
When the vowel /o/ occurs in a syllable with a final
consonant symbol, the vocalic symbol is not written. Only the
initial and final consonant symbols are written adjacent to one
another. For example, a syllable /"lorn/ "wind" is written as
<15347 = (lm>. In a syllable with initial and final consonant
sequences, all consonant symbols are written adjacent to one
another. For instance, the monosyllabic word /~phrom/ "Brahma"
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h
is written as <WW34> = Np rhrn?. Here the sequence < >
L_
= <p r> is a syllable-initial consonant sequence pronounced /phr/
and the sequence <^3^7 = <hm> is a syllable-final consonant
sequence but only the <34 > =<'m>is pronounced as /m/ since
only one consonant is permitted in a syllable final position in
Thai.
Ambiguity in reading Thai writing arises because a
vocalic symbol is not always written as can be seen in the
example below:
< 7 = <o:k^1lr)'7 can be read either as
1. A monosyllabic word /~khlo:q/ "to swing". Here the
consonant sequence =<k 1> functions as a syllable -
consonant cluster / kh I -/, <t- > = Nonfunctions as a vocalic
symbol for /o:/ and <-* > = <q>does as a syllable-final
consonant symbol for /-q/.
2. It might also be read as two monosyllabic words
/"kho:/, and /~loq/ (/_kho:/ = cow, /-1oq/ = to go down.) In
a syllable /_kho:/, < fl > = <k > functions as a syllable-initial
consonant symbol for /kh-/. = No:> functions as a
vocalic symbol for /o:/. In a syllable /~Ioq/, = <1 >
functions as a syllable-initial consonant symbol for /I-/. <4>
= Nn> functions as a syllable-final consonant symbol for /-q/.
The vocalic symbol for /o/ is not written.
Ambiguity in reading this group of sound symbols
arises because words are not written with spacing between them in
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Thai, so it is uncertain whether it represents a monosyllabic
word /— kh1o:q/ or two monosyllabic words /~kho:/, and /"log/.
Moreover, I think if vocalic symbols were always written, and
were written after a syllable-initial consonant symbol only,
ambiguity in reading words would not occur. For example, if a
vocalic symbol for /o/ in the syllable /"log/ was written, and a
vocalic symbol <t~> = <o:)> was written after the consonant
symbol <f\7 =< k >, it would be immediately apparent that this
group of sound symbols must be read as /~kho:/, /-log/ only.
8.4 NOTES ON <^T>
> is a symbol which is composed of two consonant
symbols for /r/ written adjacent to one another and it has two
functions in the present Thai script:
8.4.1 When it occurs after a syllable-initial consonant
symbol <U7 =<b>, <r\y =<ph>, <^i> = < m>, <^> =<th>,
<^> =<S7, 0>=<tp, <^> = <k>, <<h>=<kh7,
< P 7 = <k*V or < ^> = <h 7 of a syllable without a final
consonant symbol, it represents /-an/. That means it functions
as both a vowel and a syllable-final consonant. The
following are examples:
1. After < tJ > = < b >





















After ^ ^17 s <p 7
/-phan"ja:/ "elegant word for wife"
After < ^ 7 = <m >
\
/-man ja:t/ "manners"
After < = <t^ >
/~than/ "a human being who lives like gods"
After < ~^7 = <s >
/ san/ "elegant word for to choose, select"
After <^> = <t£>
/~ t£an ~ja:/ "etiquette, ethics"





/ykhan/ "a kind of sword"
After <^> = <h^
/'han sa:/ "joy".
8.4.2 When it occurs after a syllable-initial consonant
symbol =<'w>, <^7 = <t*V, = <s>, <^7 =,(k7
or = <?>of a syllable with a final consonant, it represents
/a/. That means it functions only as a vowel of the syllable.
For example:
1. After ^ ^ = •( w >












After = <s >
/_sap/ "elegant bound initial element meaning all,
all kind of"
After > = < k >
/-kam/ "misfortune, object (of a verb)"
After < ^> = <? >
/_?at/ "elegant word for words"
<^T> representing /a/ or /-an/ is used only in
pure Thai words or words of Pali or Sanskrit origin.
8.5 THREE DIFFERENT WAYS OF WRITING /-am/
There are three ways of writing /-am/ in thr present
Thai script. The proper spelling of words must be memorised.
8.5.1 < —> , this way of writing /-am/ is used in the
following cases:
1. In writing pure Thai words, i.e.
/-than/ "to make, to do"
o
< > /"t^am/ "to remember"
2. In writing Pali and Sanskrit loans, i.e.
^ /" 7amAma?*rit/ "holy"
3. In writing words of any other foreign origin except
those of English origin, i.e.
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y / hai lam/ "Hainan" (Chinese)
<T"tTt > /Vam-rai/ "to mourn" (Cambodian)
8.5.2 /a/ can be represented by <lt> as already stated
in section 8.4, pp.181-182. So when a final consonant is /m/,
/-am/ is represented by <-TT34>. For example, a monosyllabic
word /-1ham/ "Buddhist principles" is written as < fTiXi > .
L.
Here a consonant symbol <^> = <t > is a syllable-initial
consonant /1h/, < Tt > functions as a vowel /a/, and < 34 >
= <m> represents a syllable-final consonant /m/. /-am/ written
in this way is used only in a few words of Pali or Sanskrit origin.
8.5.3 < —> , /a/ in a syllable with a final consonant
«/
symbol is <-C3> as already discussed on p.174. So when C^ is
«/
/m/, a syllable is written as <-3j > . This way of writing
/am/ is used in the following cases:
1. In writing Pali and Sanskrit loans, i.e.
J-/ ^







In writing English loans, i.e.
/Apam/ "pump"
/-Tan "la?" bam/ "album"
8.6 UNWRITTEN <-^ > =<o:>
<-1 7 is a vocalic symbol for /o:/ and it is normally
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written to represent /o:/ in a syllable both with and without a
final consonant symbol of pure Thai words. For example,
< > / \^o:/ "to beg"
/-kMo:o/ "canal"
But in the case of words of Pali or Sanskrit origin,
<- ^ > is not written; for example:
1. When the vowel /o:/ occurs in an initial open syllable
of a polysyllabic word beginning with =<b>, for instance
< /-bo:-di:/ "king"
< Wmt> /~bo:A r i ?~ka:n/ "service"
< utfrin 7 /-bo: Ari ?Apho:k/ "to consume, eat"
/- bo: Ar i ?_t^a: k/ "to donate"
For the last three examples, it is obvious to a
native speaker of Thai that there must be intrusion of /o:/
between /b/ and /r/ although a vocalic symbol for /o:/ is not
written, because a cluster /br/ is not permitted in Thai. The
word <ti/ brit i J/ "British" would be pronounced as
/~bo:Ari?Atit/ by the Thai who does not know much English. He
would automatically intrude /o:/ between /b/ and /r/, as he
always does in reading Thai words.
2. When the vowel /o:/ occurs in an open syllable of a
polysyllabic word beginning with <"T> = <w>, <^> = ^m^
<T7> =<th>, <U> = <th>, <^>=<s>, <^7=<'sJ,
<W7 = <s>, <"H> = <n>, <^>=<tp, <^>=<h>or
<^> = <?7. The syllable which follows the syllable with /o:/
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is pronounced /Ara?/ in all cases, as in the examples belowJ
Otrnu 7 /-wo:Ara?~ka: i/ "elegant word for body"
/-mo:Ara?Ana?/ "elegant word for death"
/-mD:Ara?_dok/ "inheritance"
<rrT^iru7 /~tho:Ara?-ma:n/ "to torture"
<rrryr1 > /~tho:Ara?Ajot/ "to betray"
< trtrw 7 /~tho:Ara?-ni:/ "elegant word for earth, ground, soil"
<^tir1ri|si 7 /'so:Ara?_sak/ "elegant word for to be brave"
<^^"T"WUr > /_ ?a? so:Ara?Aph it/ "poison"
WttT > /_?ak so:Ara?_sa:t/ "liberal arts"
CTVtnrw 7 /-no:Ara?vthe:p/ "king"
<tHfmt7 /-no:Ara?-ka:n/ "a female elephant"
> /-1po:A ra?-don/ "a literary word for travelling"
7 /-tco:Ara?-| i:/ "a literary word for walking"
^
/
< vnfl > / ho:Ara?~di:/ "a literary word for south-west"
/' ho:Ara?~da :n/ "a kind of mineral"
/-?o:A ra?-ph in/ "elegant word for lotus"
7 /-?o:Ara?_t^ho:n/ "elegant word for to be beautiful"
3. When the vowel /o:/ occurs in a closed syllable having
=<r>as a final consonant symbol. In Thai <7> =<r>
is pronounced as /-n/ in the final position of a syllable. For
example:
<riT7 = <"kr? /~ko:n/ "a literary word for hands"
1. The transcription of examples below are of careful speech.
When pronounced in running connected speech /o:/ becomes /o/,
and /Ara?/ becomes /~ra/.
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<>JT> =(p^r> /~pho:n/ "blessings"
0"*7 =</tpr> /~t^o:n/ "a literary word for to go, wander"
<f)l7 =<^sr7 /'so:n/ "1. arrow,
2. bow".
8.7 FOUR DIFFERENT WAYS OF WRITING /ai/
There are four vocalic symbols to represent /ai/ in
the present Thai writing. The proper spelling of words must be
memorised.
8.7.1 <I—> , this vocalic symbol for /ai/ is used in
the following cases:
1. In writing pure Thai words, for example
<1^7 /-pai/ "to go"
<TnH7 /~k 1ai/ "to be far away"
7 /-wai/ "to be quick, fast".
2. In writing Pali and Sanskrit loans which are pronounced
with /ai/, for example
< Itn-Th?! 7 /-phai'sa:n/ "elegant word to be extensive, broad, vast"
< wm 7 /-mai-tri:/ "friendship"
7 /—phaIvro:t/ "progress"
3. In writing words of other foreign origin which are
pronounced with /ai/, for example
<nri^7 /-wai-ta:~min/ "vitamin" (English)
7 /~mai-khro:-fo:n/ "microphone" (English)
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< Mil 7 /*pai/ "pipe" (English)
< Tih "* > /-sa:-mu:-rai/ "Samurai, the military caste in
feudal Japan" (Japanese)
1. < inru 7
2. < >
CS u





5. < in 7
< \vtV\7&"[ 7 j haj |amj "Hainan" (Chinese)
7 /-1hai_pe:/ "Tai Pei" ( " )
8.7.2 y , this vocalic symbol for /ai/ is used only
in twenty pure Thai words which are listed below:^
/_ ja i / "to be big, large"
/_mai/ "to be new"
/V hai/ "to give"
/*tfhai/~ /At£ha:i/^ "to use"
/Apha i / of the word <WtVi 7 /_sa?Aphai/
"daughter-in-law"
/_fai/ "to be engrossed in"
/-tpai/ "heart, mind, spirit"
/_sai/ "to put in, insert"
/ I a i / in the word O-a; vt7-?>7 / log I a i /
"to be infatuated with"
/~khrai/ "who, someone, anyone"
/v khrai/ "to desire"
/-ba!/ "a boat's sails"





9. < Tvi'si >
10. <Tm>




1. All these twenty words have been incorporated in a poem composed
to help the Thai to memorise the correct spelling of the words.
2. From my own observations, it has become more common to pronounce
this word with a long vowel as /Atcha:i/.
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15. < [-u 7 /" na i / "in"
16. <Tf7 /'tfhai/ "yes"
17.
(3) u
< m 7 /N x • /I/ ta: 1/ "to be under"
18.
<y> u
< Itj > /vbai/ "to be dumb, mute"
19. <!ii 7 /"jal/ "fibre"
20.
CS? V
< in* > /v k! a i / "to be close, near".
Li Fan Kuei stated in his A Handbook of Comparative Tai
(1977, pp.256, 288-289) that in Lungchow, one of the Thai languages
spoken in China, words written with <1— > in the Thai language
are pronounced with /ai/, while words written with < > are
pronounced with /aw/. This gives rise to the hypothesis that in
ancient Thai <1~ > was pronounced as /a i/ and <T_ 7 was
pronounced as /aw/. Support for this hypothesis is found in the
fact that some of the above twenty words have homonyms spelled
with <1- 7 , as shown below:
~7 V . v "7 " . o
7 / ha: i/ in the word 7 /Aro:g ha:i/*" "to cry"
: a homonym with no.3
< ^ 7 /~tcai/ "skein (of threads, yarn)"
: a homonym with no.7
/ I a i / "to flow"
: a homonym with no.9
7 /'sai/ "to push, shove (forward, away)"
: a homonym with no. 13
1. This word is now pronounced with a long vowel as / ta:i/,
although it is written with a short vocalic symbol <ai>.
2. The syllable <1^7 is now pronounced with a long vowel as
/vha: i/ in present Thai pronunciation, although it is written
with a short vowel <ai >.
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/-dai/ as in the word < UtTlm 7 /"ban-dai/ "stair"
: a homonym with no.14
<1^7 /~na i/ "spinning wheel"
: a homonym with no.15
< ^ 7 / ta1/ "torch"
: a homonym with no. 17
7 /-jai/ "why, what"
: a homonym with no.19.
From the evidence above, I venture to suggest that in
ancient Thai <1— 7 and <1~ > were pronounced differently.
<1- > was pronounced as /a i/ and < T~ 7 was pronounced as
/acu/ as is still the case in Lungchow.
cl-8.7.3 < 7 , this symbol is seldom used, except for
writing words of Pali or Sanskrit origin, for example
<^Wfpil7 /_?a?soQ khai/ "to be countless"
< 7 /-phu:*warnai/ "king"
<TiP4t1'W£4 7 /-?a:-t^ha:-nai/ "horse"
8.7.4 < — £4? ; this symbol is used in writing Pali and
Sanskrit loans in Thai to indicate that the words are originally
foreign.
< 7 /-1^ha i/ "victory"
<11)7 /-wai/ "age"
< rt£i 7 /- phai/ "danger"
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From examples which have already been given, it is
clear that ambiguities in reading Thai script are caused by the
following factors:
1. Words are written without spacing between them.
2. Vocalic symbols are written in different places in a
syllable.
3. Vocalic symbols are not always written.
(Ambiguities caused by these three factors above can be seen in
the examples on pp.179-180.)
4. A simplex also functions as one of the components of
a complex (see the example on p. 158).
5. The same symbols are used both as consonant symbols
and also as vocalic symbols (see the example on p.159).
6. There is more than one way to read a given vocalic
symbol (see examples on pp. 175-178).
There are a number of Thai words which can be read
more than one way because of the factors above. This makes it
rather difficult for a learner of the Thai writing to obtain the
correct pronunciation of the words, unless he understands the
context of the utterance well, so that he can guess what the word
should be. As far as the spelling is concerned, there is also a
problem in writing Thai since a given phoneme may be represented
by more than one symbol, for example /ai/ being represented by
four symbols, and that causes a burden for a learner of Thai








All syllable-initial consonant symbols except <^> = 7p >,
<&4> = <-f>, <^> =< t<^7, <^7 = <h7, <%7 = < h>
and = <?>can function as syllable-final consonant symbols. Only
/p> t, k, ?, m, n, q/ are permissible in the final position of a
syllable. So a final fricative, or an affricate sound symbol, is
pronounced as a stop. A final voiced stop is pronounced as its
voiceless counterpart. A final trill, or a lateral, is pronounced
as a nasal. The comparison of the phonetic values of consonant
symbols in syllable-final position and their values in syllable-
initial position is illustrated in Figure 9.1. There is no conson¬
ant symbol to represent a syllable-final glottal stop. The final
syllable /p, t, k/ are not exploded. They are phonetically
















EXAMPLES OF HAVING DIFFERENT CONSONANT SYMBOLS TO
REPRESENT THE SAME SOUND IN SYLLABLE-FINAL POSITION
Examples of a syllable-final /—p/ being represent by
< = <b >
/Va:p/ "to be flat, smooth, level"
/_t^ip/ "to sip, take a little bit at a time"
<*<7 =<ph7
/'pha:p/ "picture, image, figure"














































3. < ny =<ph>
/N|a:p/ "unexpected piece of good fortune"
<t-j*n j /x Io:p/ "to be greedy, covetous"
4. <tl> =<p>
/_sa:p/ "to curse"
/_ ba:p/ "sin, fault"
5. <*•!> = <f >




9.1.2 Examples of a syllable final /—t/ being represented by
1. <^> = <d >
/-kot/ "to press, push"
<nr\y /-hot/ "beach"
2. <ip =<d>
/-kot/ "regulation, rule, law"
3. <m = <t>




< :hnrw^7 /-pra:_kot/ "to appear"
<U^D ^ /Ana?xla:t/ "literary word for forehead"
5. <^> = <th>
< trm > /_ba;t/ "tical, baht (monetary unit of Thailand)
c/
<<rtTnfh7 /_sat_tha:/ "to have faith in"
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6. <*> =<th>
<-577*7 /-?a:Awut/ "weapons, arms"
<1ni*7 /_kro:t/ "to be angry"
7. <*^?=<th>
<mn 7 /Akrut/ "Garuda, a mythical bird"
1
h
8. <™"7 = <tn>
< 7 /Aphruit/ "literary word for progress"
? /Awut/ "literary word for to grow, prosper"
1
h
9. < n 7 = <tn>
<tn> I* rot/ "car"
<PIAH7 /_ kha ?_bot/ "to rebel, rebellion"
10. 15> = <th>
«/




<-373 7 /_?a:t/ "might, may"
<mi"7 7 /_tru:at/ "to inspect, examine"
12. <o>=<tj;h?
< Ntr'? /N pha,:t/ "vegetation, plants"




14. <1^7 = <s >
<1^7 /A rot/ "taste, favour"




<nr^7 /'thit/ "direction, point of the compass"
< wri 7 /Aphit/ "to look at carefully"
16. <U7 =<s>
<lnti7 / tho:t/ "punishment"
<nY*Tm7 /- kra ?_da :t/ "paper"
9.1.3 Examples of a syllable-final /—k/ being represented by
1. <n?= <k>
/_suk/ "to be cooked"
< wn 7 /_phak/ "vegetables"
2. < n7= <kh >
<Tt<n > /vro:k/ "disease"
/_?ak-khi:/ "fire"
3. <^> = <kh>
< 1^4^ > /sme:k/ "cloud"
<54^^t^7 /*mak* kha ?-wa : n/ "god"
4. <P> = <kh>
<^Z>7 /_ suk/ "happiness"
<1311)7 /v|e:k/ "numeral, figure"
9.1.4 Examples of a syllable-final /-m/ being represented by
<447 =< m>
< > / 'sa :m/ "three"



















Examples of a syllable final / n/ being represented by
<*+> = <ny
/-rui:an/ "house, household"
/~ka:n/ "to trim, prune"
<m?= < n >
/~khun/ "1. you
2. good, virtue, value, quality"
/-wan/ "1. colour, complexion
2. caste"
? = <r>
/~ka:n/ "work, affair(s), matter(s)"
/-pho:n/ "blessing"
<-^7 = <1 >
/~ka:n/ "time, period, era"
/~nin/ "a kind of black or very dark precious or
semi-precious stone"
<$? = <i >
/-ka:n/ "1. to be black
2. to be deathly, dead-like"
< fl] > = < j >
<J
/-phen/ "the moon"
/~khru:an/ "to groan, moan"







9.2 SYLLABLE-FINAL CONSONANT SYMBOLS WITH SILENT VOCALIC
SYMBOLS
< — >is a superscript vocalic symbol for /i/ and<->
is a subscript vocalic symbol for /u/. These two vocalic symbols
are always pronounced when they are written with a syllable-initial
consonant symbol. But when they are written with a syllable-final
consonant symbol of a monosyllabic word or a syllable-final
consonant symbol of a final syllable of a polysyllabic word, they
are not pronounced. Only a syllable-final consonant symbol is
pronounced as shown in the examples below:
9.2.1 A syllable-final consonant symbol with a silent
<—> = <i >
= <'ja:t> /Nja:t/ "relative, kin"
L. '
= (p in) /~phu:m/ "1. earth, place
u 2. level, status, background"
ai
= ( prawt > /_pra?_wai;/ "story, history"
i a i -i







9.2.2 A syllable-final consonant symbol with a silent
<y> =<u>
_ <'t'1a:t> /xtha:t/ "element"
u
<iPin7 =<(e:ht"y /_he:t/ "reason, cause"
u
< ^77 _ ^e:mr7 /~me:n/ "place for keeping the dead"
u
1. In this word the second <i> is not pronounced since it occurs
in a final syllable of a polysyllabic word.
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9.3 CANCELLATION OF SYLLABLE-FINAL CONSONANT SYMBOLS
As already stated in chapter 1, p.14, the structure
of syllables in Thai is
(a) C1 (C2) V1 C3 / T
(b) C] (C2) V2 (C3) / T
One of the ways to recognise pure Thai words among
foreign loans is that their syllables always end with either a
vowel or a single consonant. And as already noted a number of
vowels are not permitted to be followed by a final consonant.
For writing loanwords, the syllable-final consonant symbol of the
original spelling is always retained in the Thai writing, but they
are pronounced according to a Thai syllable structure. For
example, the English loan "pipe" is pronounced with the vowel /ai/
which is not permitted to be followed by a final consonant in Thai.
So a final /—p/ is not pronounced, although it is written, and
the word is prounced as /'pai/ in Thai.
For foreign loanwords which have syllable-final
consonant sequences, the original spelling is always retained in
the Thai writing, but only one of the final consonant symbols is
pronounced, and in most cases it is the first of the sequence.
For example, the English loanword "pump" is pronounced as /Apam/
in Thai. The final /—p/ is not pronounced although it is written.
9.3.1 Cancellation of syllable-final consonant ^
symbols by means of a sound-killing symbol <—>
V </
A special symbol called < ?
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/*ma:i-thanAtha?'kha:t/ "a sound-killing symbol" is placed above
a syllable-final unpronounced consonant symbol to show that it is
rendered silent. So "pipe" pronounced in Thai as /Apai/ is
written as w7 = ^aipp'1; and "pump" pronounced in Thai as
^ J
*\ 3 h 1
/Apam/ is written as = <(pmp >. The <—>is written
l.
above the consonant symbol > of both words to indicate
that it is not pronounced.
More examples are:
< rrnv7 = <t a:un > /~tha:u/ "town"
< "aTri > = <wqs > /-woq/ "race, family, stock"
<mun 7 =<ka:nt> /~ka:n/ "the beloved"
< li^v\ y = <"srjh > /'sirj/ "lion".
Of the syllables with more than two final consonant
symbols, of which only the first is pronounced, the <— >is
written above the last final consonant symbol to indicate that all
consonant symbols except the first one are silenced. For example,
the word /Alak/ "name of a prince in Ramayana epic" is written as
rj £ r1 C"'
< 7 = {lksmn7. Here the <—>is placed above the last
final consonant symbol =<n>to indicate that all preceding
final consonant symbols except the <^i7=<k>are rendered silent.
More examples are:
c
<mrxnu 7 /-ka:n/ "gold"
7 /_sa:t/ "(branch or field of) knowledge"
cv
1. <—>is a tonal marker indicating a high tone.
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<"*Tttrjf7 /Va:t/ "populace, citizenry"
fJ
/-t^an/ "the moon".
If<—>is placed over a syllable-final unpronounced
consonant symbol with a superscript vocalic symbol <—> = <i>,
\
or a subscript vocalic symbol <— > = {u/, both a final consonant
symbol and a vocalic symbol are silenced, i.e.
7"
o. *j
< rjrrtr > _ ^p^h^h^ /Arit/ "power"
-j -j
<-tfVifl7 = < sthth? /_ s i t / "rights"
</ ^ a. <
7 _ ^ p nt /_phan/ "breed, kind, species".
1 u
9.3.2 Unmarked syllable-final silent consonant symbol
r
The < — >is in rare cases not used to mark a
syllable-final silent consonant symbol. Such unmarked silent
consonant symbol is in all cases <"*> = <r> preceded by a
stop/or an affricate consonant symbol. When <T> = <>>is
preceded by a stop consonant symbol, the sequence is, in most
cases, a permissible syllable-initial consonant cluster in Thai.
For example, the word /-but/ "son or daughter" is written as
<ufTt7 =<('btr>. The final sequence <flt7 =<tr>is a
1
u
permissible syllable-initial consonant cluster in Thai but when
✓
it occurs in a syllable-final position only the <^17 = <t7is
pronounced. This way of pronouncing a syllable-final sequence
is applied only when a consonant sequence occurs in syllable-final






= < btr> /-bat/ "card"
^ i
= <"mtr> /*mit/ "friends"
a
= <tf kr > /_tfak/ "machine"
< twp't > _ (eip^t^V > /Aphet/ "diamond"
*j a
<^34-nt> = < smk'V > /_sa?_mak/ "to volunteer"
9.3.3 Unmarked non-final silent consonant symbol
Of the syllables with two final consonant symbols, in
rare cases the second symbol of a syllable-final consonant sequence
is pronounced instead of the first one. For example, the word
< *mn > = <'ma:rk'1> is read as /xma:k/. Here the second
consonant symbol is pronounced. Since <—>is rarely used over
any but the syllable-final silent consonant symbol, so a non-final
symbol <T? = <V>is left unmarked. Such unmarked non-final
silent consonant symbol is in all cases either <"*> = <r>or <^>
= <(h/>. The following are some more examples:
1. Unmarked silent <T?=<r>
<7 =<(sa:rt'1> /_sa:t/ "special occasions"
7 - <fsa:mairt'1 > /'sa^mait/ "to be able, capable"
2. Unmarked silent <^>= <h>
^
h ^
< wTiming > = <^p ra:hmn> /~phra:m/ "Brahmi"
U -j .
= rhmt^a:r' y /-phromAma?~tpa:~rI:/ "virgin".
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In rare cases <—>is written over a non-final silent
consonant symbol of a syllable. It is particularly used in
recent loanwords from English, for example:
< irWfi 7
= <k^a:rd > /Akha:t/ "card"
L
= <ma:rtjT > /Ama:t/ "to march"
L. ^
= <tfolk> /Atphok/ "chalk"
9.4 DOUBLE FUNCTIONS OF A SYLLABLE-FINAL CONSONANT SYMBOL
9.4.1 Double functions of a syllable-final consonant symbol
with the intrusion of a linker syllable1
There is a special class of compound words of Pali or













1. A linker syllable is a syllable which has the vowel /a?/.
When pronounced in running connected speech, the syllable is
unstressed and /a?/ becomes neutralised as /a/ and the tone of
the syllable is changed from whatever it may be to a mid tone.
Details have already been given in chapter 7, p.153. Examples
of words consisting a linker syllable in this section and in
the following sections are pronounced in casual speech or
running connected speech.
2. Compound words of this sort are coined by combining Pali and/or
Sanskrit words together by means of the technique called
/_sa?_ma:t/, and the compound words are called <rn-^3sii^ >
/" kham_sa ?_ma:t/.
3. A linker syllable is underlined.
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<;tipVnt7 = <Va:t^ka:n> / ra:t~t^h9-ka:n/ "government service"
Here the consonant symbol <flV = <t^7, which is the
final consonant symbol of the first component of the compound
words, has double functions, as
1. A syllable-final consonant of the syllable /Va:t/,
< pV = <tis pronounced as /— t/ in a syllable final position.





/~tchon~l e-na i /
Here the consonant symbol <^y= <1 > which is the final
consonant symbol of the first component of the compound word has
double functions, as
1. A syllable-final consonant of the syllable /~t^hon/,
<■?!> = <l>is pronounced as /—n/ in a syllable-final position.
2. A syllable-initial consonant of the linker syllable
/-la/.
More examples are,
/~ kanrma-korn/ (<mT5^7 /~kam/ + <rn> /~ko:n/)
"labourer, worker"
/-phon~ 1 9-mm:aQ/ ( /~phon/ + < ?/~mw:aQ/ )
"citizen"
e/
/Vat-tha~ba:n/ (<**^> /Vat/ + < 7 /~ ba : n/)
^ "government"













As already seen, vocalic symbols < ~~^ 7 < l-£J > = ^ai^,
<- 7 = <a: i 7 have a consonant symbol < £1 ? = < j > as one of
the component parts of their symbols, and a vocalic symbol
<-117 = <a:u>also has a consonant symbol <1? =<w>as one
of the component parts of the symbol. In a few cases when the
vocalic symbols occur in a non-final syllable of a polysyllabic
word, the < £1 > = <j> and <17 = <w7are pronounced again as a
syllable-initial consonant of a linker syllable, e.g.
< -snijl i 7 /_?a?-wai7ja/,wa?/ "organs"
«7
: the <247 = <j>of the vocalic symbol <-£i > of the
syllable <1217 /-wai/ is pronounced again as a syllable-initial
consonant of the linker syllable /~ja/.
<~TrT£ArTi c* 7 /-■(.hai -ja-tha:n/ "things which are given to
people for making merit"
: the <247 =<j>of the vocalic symbol <1-&> of the
syllable /—thai/ is pronounced again as a syllable-initial
consonant of the linker syllable /-ja/.
d / '
7 / sag-kha: i -ja-na:/ "1. to pray; 2. to rewrite
— Phra Traipidok (a sacred book)"
: the <*4> =<j>of the vocalic symbol <-1*4 7 of the
syllable <fill!7 /— kha: I/ is pronounced again as a syllable-initial
consonant of the linker syllable /~ja/.
<mwi7 /-pha:u-w3-na:/ "to pray, meditate"
: the <17 =<w>of the vocalic symbol <-117 of the
syllable <77777 /~pha :u/is pronounced again as a syllable-initial
consonant of the linker syllable /~wa/.
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For a final consonant symbol of a non-final syllable
of a polysyllabic word, it normally functions only as a syllable-
final consonant. The intrusion of a linker syllable does not
occur in this case. This is one of the features which enables
6 "I
one to distinguish between 7 /"kham_sa?_ma:t/ and
ordinary polysyllabic words, for instance:
« ah
<7nn> =<wtt > /Awat_thu?/ "materials"
1 u
: =< t > functions only as a syllable final consonant
I—XI of the syllable /Awat/
, v a v
< Trmf 7 = <rke:r 7 /ArakAre:/ "armpits"
: <n? =<k7 functions only as a syllable-final consonant
/—k/ of the syllable /Arak/.
There are a number of polysyllabic words which are
pronounced with the intrusion of a linker syllable. So the final
consonant symbol of a non-final syllable of the word has double
functions. It is the influence of the pronunciation of <m^s-n-^7
/-kham_sa?_ma:t/. The following are some examples:
< Tm 7 /_tpak~kextpi :/ "to be ticklish"
: <"H7 = <k7 functions as a syllable-final /-k/ of the
syllable /_t^ak/ and a syllable initial /k-/ of a linker syllable
l~ ka/.
< 7 /_t£hun-I a-mun/ "to mill around (as a crowd)"
IT r —
: yf u n c t i 0 n s as a syllable-final /-n/ of
the syllable /~t^hun/ and a syllable initial /I-/ of a linker
syllable /-la/.
1. See the characteristic of < 7 /~kham_sa?_ma:t/ on p.202.
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More examples are:
< Wixii > /Atuk-J<e-ta:/ "doll"
Ort-mi 7 /Awat~theAna:/ "to progress"
<Hnnn7 /_ 7mk-kaAthmk/ "to be clamorous"
7 /_sok~ka_prok/ "to be dirty"
As already seen, since the cases when the intrusion
of a linker syllable occurs are not very definite, the correct
pronunciation of certain words has to be memorised.
9.4.2 Double functions of a syllable-final cluster with
the intrusion of a linker syllabTe
When a consonant cluster composed of a stop consonant
symbol followed by = <r7 occurs in a syllable-final position
of a monosyllabic word or in a syllable-final position of a poly¬
syllabic word, only the stop consonant symbol is pronounced as
already discussed on pp.200-201• But when the cluster occurs in
syllable-final position of a non-final syllable of a polysyllabic
wordj the stop consonant symbol is pronounced as a syllable-final
consonant of a non-final syllable, then both the stop consonant
symbol and the = <r7are pronounced again as a syllable-
initial cluster of the linker syllable. For example:
«/ a
the word Omint* 7 =<Ct^krja:n 7/_t^ak-kr3-ja:n/
"bicycle", here a cluster <n?> = <kr> occurs in syllable-final
position of the non-final syllable /_tpak/ but only the <ri7 =
< k > is pronounced. Then the cluster is pronounced again as a
syllable-initial cluster of the linker syllable /_kra/.




< imnT 7 = <(tptrkr/ /-t^it~tra-ko:n/ "artist".
In this word a cluster = <tr7 occurs in
syllable-final position of a non-final syllable /.t^it/, but
only the <^"7 = <t> is pronounced. Then the cluster is pro¬
nounced again as a syllable-initial cluster of the linker syllable
/" t ra/.
9.4.3 Double functions of a syllable-final consonant symbol
without the intrusion of a linker syllable
In some cases a syllable-final consonant symbol of a
non-final syllable of a polysyllable word has double functions as
already stated above, but when it is pronounced the second time,
it is pronounced without the intrusion of a linker syllable.
.j.
For example, in the word < E-lflt 7 =<( btr*> /_but~tri:/
l u
"daughter", here <^7 =< t 7functions as a syllable-final
/-t/ of the syllable /.but/. Then it is pronounced as the first
consonant segment of the cluster /tr/ of the syllable /-tri:/.
A syllable-final consonant symbol having a double function, occurs
only in the case when that final consonant symbol and the initial
consonant symbol of the following syllable can form a permissible
consonant cluster in Thai. So that final consonant symbol can
be pronounced again as the first consonant segment of the syllable -
initial cluster of the following syllable.
v a i:
Another example is < 7 = <"t^kr > /_t^ak"kri:/
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"king". Here the <H7 = <k7first functions as a syllable-final
consonant symbol of the syllable /_t^ak/. And it is pronounced
again as the first consonant segment of the cluster =
<(kr)> of the syllable /"kri:/.
9.4.4 Double functions of a syllable-final consonant symbol
with a superscript < - > = <i > or a subscript = <u >
As already stated on p ig7 , a superscript <(->
= <i>and a subscript <-"7 = <(u > are not pronounced when they are
written with a syllable-final consonant symbol of a monosyllabic
word or a final syllable of a polysyllabic word. When the final-
consonant symbol occurs in a non-final syllable of polysyllabic
o
words (which are mostly < <th"7j 7 /- kham_sa?_ma:t/), it
always has double function. It is first pronounced as a syllable-
final consonant of a non-final syllable. Then it is pronounced




in the polysyllabic word <cjtt7 = ^prawtsaistr >
/_ pra?_wat_t i ?_sa:t/, "history", <"717 =<t7is first pronounced
as a syllable-final consonant /— t/ of the syllable /_wat/ while
the accompanying <—>=<i>is silent. But when it is pronounced
again as a syllable on its own as /_ti?/, the<->= <i >is also
pronounced.
Another example is the polysyllabic word 7
/ a a
= \tftrs> /_t^at_tu?_rat/ "square", <?T7=<(t>is first
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pronounced as a syllable final consonant /-t/ of the syllable
/_t^at/ while the accompanying <-7 =< u> is silent. But when
it is pronounced again as a syllable on its own as /_tu?/, the
< -7=<u7is also pronounced.
]
The transcription of the two words above represents
their pronunciation in careful speech. When pronounced in
running connected speech, they become /_pra_wat_ti_sa:t/ and
/.t^at-tu-rat/. In the first word /_pra?/ becomes /-pra/,
and /_t i ?/ becomes /~ti/. In the second word, the syllable
/_tu?/ becomes /~tu/. According to Bee (see pp.153-154) the
syllable /~pra/ would be considered a linker syllable. In fact
the syllables /-1 i/ and /-tu/ also have the characteristics of
the linker syllables in that when pronounced in running connected
speech, the glottal final of the vowel of the syllables is






10.1 A BRIEF SKETCH OF PHONETIC PROPERTIES OF TONES
There are five tones in standard Thai:
Tones Thai script Transcription Meanings
mid fn /~kha:/ "a grass (Imperata
Cylindrica)"
i
low DO /_kha:/ "galangal , a rhizome"
» \
falling po / kha:/ "slave, servant"
high fio /Akha:/ "to engage in trade"
rising po / 'kha:/ "leg"
The tone names are conventional but not fully
descriptive. The mid tone is pronounced with a quite noticeable
fall. The low tone starts lower than the mid tone and gradually
moves down. The falling tone begins with an initial rise and
then falls to low. The high tone starts high and gradually moves
up and then falls at the end. In a closed syllable ending with
a final stop consonant with a short vowel, the fall in pitch at
the end does not occur. Both the falling and high tones are
closed in pre-pausal position by a weak glottal closure. The
rising tone starts low and then rises up. The following diagrams
show tonal movement of tones done by a pitch computer. The
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subject was myself. Figure 10.1 shows tonal curves of all
five tones in an open syllable with a long vowel. Figure 10.2
shows tonal curves of low, falling and high tones in a closed
syllable ending with a final stop consonant.^ Each utterance
was pronounced four times. The tonal movement of each
repetition shows very slight variations.
1. Mid and rising tone do not occur in a closed syllable ending
with a final stop consonant.
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Figure 10.1
'-pa: ' /-pi: /
1 rnid tone
/-pu:
/_ pa: / /_ pi: '
2 low tone
1. pu- /
. /-pa:' /v pt: /
3 falling tone
/V pu: '
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10.2 THE FOUR TONAL MARKERS AND THEIR NAMES
There are four tonal markers in the Thai writing system:
1. < 1*1 7 /"ma:i_?e:k/ — indicating low or
falling tone.
2. 7U fn 7 /"ma:i-tho:/ — indicating falling
or high tone.
d
3. < IwsHI > /Ama:i-tri:/ — indicating high
tone.
4. <l*i^7Vn7 /"ma: i_tpat_ta?~wa:/ — indicating
rising tone.
All tonal markers are superscripts. They are placed
over the initial consonant symbol of a syllable whose tone they
mark. In a syllable with initial consonant sequences, the tonal
marker is placed over the second of the two consonant symbols.
And if that syllable already has a superscript vocalic symbol,
the tonal marker is placed above the vocalic symbol.
Examples showing the place of a tonal marker:
1. Above a syllable-initial consonant symbol in a syllable
with a single consonant.
i i
< zjq 7 = <(pa:> /_pa.:/, "forest"
i 1
7 = ^ ?a:n..^ /_?a:n/ "to read"
2. Above the second consonant symbol in a syllable with
an initial consonant sequence.
, -j
< Itn 7 = < aik w> /X khwai/ "1. to cross
2. to be twisted, crossed"
>/
<njn? = kla: > / kla:/ "1. to dare,, venture, to be brave
2. to be strong, powerful"
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3. Above the superscript vocalic symbol.
< -m« > = <( khro)> /' khpluq/ "half"
"**•' lul
<KU7 = <( p n> /Aphiu:n/ "floor, ground"
10.3 THE TONAL VALUES OF TONAL MARKERS
To determine the tone of a syllable one has to
consider the tonal values of tonal markers. As already seen
on p.215, some tonal markers indicate more than one tone. This
is because the values of tonal markers are dependent upon two
following factors:
(i) the tonal class of the syllable-initial consonant
symbol: if it is a middle, high or low consonant symbol, and
(ii) the type of a syllable with which it is used.
For the tonal class of the syllable-initial consonant
symbols; as already discussed in chapter 5, pp.131-133, Thai
consonant symbols are divided into three major tonal classes
known as Middle, High and Low. Middle consonant symbols are
pronounced with the inherent mid tone. High consonant symbols
are pronounced with rising tone. Low consonant symbols are
pronounced with mid tone. The following chart shows the three
tonal classes of consonant symbols.
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For the type of a syllable, there are two main types
of syllable which must be differentiated in order to understand
the rules for writing the tonal markers. They are called
V 4
<fniw 7 /~kham-pen/ "Live syllables" and <fnm£4.>
/*kham-ta:i/ "Dead syllables" in traditional Thai terminology.




1. < iTutm 7 /_kham-pen/ Live syllables comprise
the following,
(i) all open syllables ending with either a long
pure vowel, a diphthong (except the ia, ua, wa), or a triphthong,
for example,
< 7 /~pa:/ "to throw"
< > /'hiu/ "to be hungry"
< > /~rtu:a/ "boat"
7 /'suai/ "to be pretty"
< YlZJ > /-suai/ "to be unlucky"
(ii) all closed syllables ending with one of the three
nasals /m, n, q/. In the written language, there are more than
one consonant symbols to represent /-n/ in a syllable-final
position as already stated in chapter 9, p.196. The following
are some examples:
<'5}M 7 /~iom/ "wind"
< ma> /~ka:n/ "time"
/~kwi:an/ "a cart"
/-qoq/ "to be puzzled"
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D
< 7 /Ano:o/ "younger sibling"
< 7 /-mwiaq/ "town, city"
»
2. <Ynfn*4 7 /~kham-ta:i/ Dead syllables comprise
the following:
(i) all closed syllables ending with either a short
pure vowel, or one of the diphthongs, /ia, ua, wa/; followed by
a glottal stop, for example,
<^> /_t I ?/ "to criticize"
<iW£4r7 /_phia?/ "the sound of a slap"
&
< NdS1 > /_phua?/ "the sound of slapping, beating, cracking"
<i^t7 /_?wa?/ "the sound of swallowing saliva or water
(in big gulps)"
(ii) all closed syllables ending with one of the three
stops /p, t, k/. Consonant symbols which represent these three
stop consonants are presented in chapter 9, pp.191-195.
/-tap/ "liver"
< din 7 /_pa:k/ "mouth"
7 /_khu:at/ "bottle"
< 7 /^ Ilu:ak/ "to choose"
The following are the rules of reading tonal markers
which depend upon the two factors as already stated.
1. Tonal markers when used with a syllable-initial middle
consonant symbol beginning a live syllable or a dead
syllable:
1.1 A live syllable
There are five tones which occur in a live
syllable initiated by a middle consonant symbol. Absence of a
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tonal marker indicates mid tone. The four tonal markers indicate




Tones Examples Transcriptions Meanings
None mid tin /-pa:/ to throw
1
<—> low th /- Pa:/ forest
< —> falling
V








/ 'ke:/ to be chic
The tones which frequently occur in this type of a
syllable are those above the == line. Those which are below
this ===== line are considered rare tones and found mostly in the
following types of wordsP
1. onomatopoetic or imitative words
2. final polite particles
3. exclamative words
4. recent loanwords taken from Chinese or English
5. pet names or nicknames.
General remarks
All four tonal markers can be used in a live syllable
initiated by a middle consonant symbol. Each one indicates a
certain tone as already shown in the chart.
1. This statement also applies to Figures 10.4, 10.6, 10.8, and
10.9.
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1.2 A dead syllable
There are only three tones which occur in a dead
syllable initiated by a middle consonant symbol. Absence of a
V
tonal marker indicates low tone. <—> indicates falling tone.
<rO




Tones Examples Transcriptions Meanings
none 1 ow z\t /_ pa ?/ to meet by chance
V
<— > fa 11ing
V-
It /tp?/ 1. the intimatefinal polite
particle
2. yes (in answer
to a question)
cV
< — > high \r\i /Ato?/ table, desk
General remarks
i +
The <—> , and <—"7 tonal markers are never used
with a dead syllable initiated by a middle consonant symbol since
low tone is shown by absence of a tonal marker, and rising tone
does not occur in this type of a syllable.
2. Tonal markers when used with a syl1able-initial high
consonant symbol beginning a live or a dead syllable:
2.1 A live syllable
There are only three tones used in a live syllable
initiated by a high consonant symbol. Absence of a tonal marker
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indicates rising tone. <
indicates falling tone.
I






Tones Examples Transcriptions Meanings
none rising TH / 'kha:/ 1. legs





<—> low id /_kha:/ an aromatic rhizome
used in cookery and
medicine
IS
< — > fal1ing
2/
tn /Nkha:/ servant, attendant
General remarks
cV
(i) the <—> tonal marker is never used in a live
syllable initiated by a high consonant symbol since high tone never
occurs in this type of syllable.
+
(ii) the <—> tonal marker is also never used in this
type of syllable because rising tone is indicated by absence of a
tonal marker.
2.2 A dead syllable
When a high consonant symbol begins a dead syllable,
















(i) The <—> tonal marker is never used in a dead
syllable initiated by a high consonant symbol since low tone is
indicated by absence of a tonal marker.
CV
(ii) The <— > , and —> tonal markers are also
never used because high tone and rising tone never occur in this
type of a syllable.
3. Tonal markers when used with a syllable-initial 1ow
consonant symbol beginning a live or a dead syllable:
3.1 A live syllable
There are only three tones used in a live syllable
initiated by a low consonant symbol. Absence of a tonal marker
i v






Tones Examples Transcription Examples
none mid m /"kha:/ to get stuck
A--1V falling m /V kha:/ value
27
< — 7 high
V
m /Akha:/ to engage in trade
General remarks
•V
(i) The <—> tonal marker is never used in a live
syllable initiated by a low consonant symbol since high tone is
V
shown by the <(—7 tonal marker.
+
(ii) The —> tonal marker is also never used because
rising tone never occurs in this type of a syllable.
3.2 A dead syllable
There are only two tones used in a dead syllable
initiated by a low consonant symbol. In this case it makes a
difference if the vowel of a syllable is either:
group (a) a short pure vowel, or one of the diphthongs
/ia, ua, uja/.
group (b) a long pure vowel, or one of any other diphthongs
(except ia, ua, wa).
If the vowel of a syllable belongs to group (a), absence
I






Tones Examples Transcriptions Meanings












fit /Va?/ formal final
polite particle
I
"At / * 1 ok/ of the word <-a*n





(i) The <—> tonal marker is not used in this type
of a syllable since high tone is shown by absence of a tonal marker.
1/
(ii) The <—> tonal marker is also not used because
i
a falling tone is shown by the <—> .
+■
(iii) The <—> tonal marker is also not used because
rising tone never occurs in this type of a syllable.
If the vowel belongs to group (b), absence of a tonal
ij









/N r i : a k/












i ff-sirt /Ahw:ak/ onomatopoetic sound
of breathing
General remarks
(i) The <— > tonal marker is never used in this
type of a syllable because high tone is shown by <—> tonal marker.
(ii) The <— > tonal marker is also never used because
rising tone never occurs in this type of a syllable.
As already seen in the charts, mid tone does not occur
in a dead syllable. This is the case when a syllable is stressed
and uttered in careful speech. But in the case of a dead
unstressed syllable ending with a short pure vowel, when it is
pronounced in connected running speech, the tone always becomes
neutralised as a mid tone, the vowel is also neutralised and the
glottal stop which normally follows a short vowel is also dropped,
as discussed in various places before. The following are further
examples:
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< florin "7 /_ta?Ja:t/ > /~ta_1 a:t/ "market"
1
/_?a?_roi/ s- /-?e_roi/ "to be delicious"
l
</
y /_ ?a ?_l a i / *- /~ ?a. i a i / "spare parts, replacement
parts"
<nmt7 /<tha?/ha:n/ >- /~t ha 7ha: n/ "soldiers"
< uin 7 /A na ?Arok/ >■ /~naArok/ "hell"
< nrMrt"fi7/rirrr ^7 /*kha?Anit_ta?_sa:t/ *■ /~ k^a^nit~ta_sa:t/
"mathematics"
7 /_^_wi_?Akhro?/ * /~wi*khro?/ "to analyse"
r-'
,7 ^Mx-nr 7 /A n i ?~phon/ >- /- n i-phon/ "to compose"
</
< 7 /" pha?Arui?_hat/ * /~ph a-rm_hat/ "Thursday"
'
«/
< PinTiu 7 /_ha?Arui?"thai/ >- /- ha-riu-t ha i/ "heart"
As already seen it is complicated to read and write
tones in Thai writing. From my own experience as a native speaker
of Thai, I do not find it difficult to read tones in Thai writing
because I know correct pronunciation of words. But when it comes
to writing, I sometimes find it difficult to indicate the tone I
want, especially when writing rarely used words; since a tone of
a syllable is not always indicated by a tonal marker, and some
tonal markers indicate more than one tone, as already shown.
Many educated Thai sometimes make mistakes in writing tonal
markers because of this complication.
To make it clearer and easier to memorise the tonal
values of the four tonal markers in different conditions, I attempt
to summarise their values in a live or a dead syllable initiated

























































i •groupd i Low Falling
con. symbols
groupb L Ow Falling
LOW
i jgroupa Hjgn Falling
con. symbols
groupb Fal lin g High
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10.4 IRREGULAR READINGS FOR TONES: LOW TONE INSTEAD OF
HIGH/OR FALLING TONE
10.4.1 There are disyllabic words which have irregular
readings for the tone of their second syllable. According to the
spelling, a syllable should have been pronounced with high tone or
falling tone but it is pronounced with low tone. They are
disyllabic words which derive from monosyllabic words which were
pronounced with low tone. The second syllable of the derived
words maintain the tone of the original words. The derivational
process of coining new words is called < uwwfii 7 / ph le:o_kham/.
The meanings of some new words are slightly different from the
original ones. Some of the derived words are used only in
literature, and not in ordinary spoken language.
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1.lowt neinsteadofhight ne'Figur10.12 AsyllableTheton being pronounced
Theton accordingto thesp lling










































Theton accordingto thesp lling






















10.4.2 There is another type of disyllabic word which also has
irregular readings for the tone of the second syllable. The first
syllable always begins with either a middle or high consonant symbol.
But the second syllable begins with a low consonant symbol. In
this case, the preceding syllable which begins with a middle or high
consonant symbol governs the tone of its own syllable and the follow¬
ing syllable. That is to say, the second syllable, although it
begins with a low consonant symbol, is also pronounced according to
the tone rules of the middle/or high consonant symbols. For this
reason, in all cases the second syllable is pronounced with low
tone, although according to the spelling it should have been pronounced
as either high or falling tone. The tone conversion of the second
syllable by means of the first syllable here is similar to what
happens in the case of syllable-initial consonant sequences pronounced
with an intruded syllable stated in chapter 7, pp.150-152 , but in
this case the preceding syllable has its own vowel and the vocalic
symbol is always written.
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1. low tone instead of high tone
The tone being pronounced: low tone
The tone according to the spelling: high tone
Figure 10.14
A syllable Meanings
1. < T > /_ r i ?/ of the word
/_ si ?_ri ?/
2.<1ri7^ /_wat/ of the word
< thsnVt > /_pra?_wat/




^ /-^jat/ of the
word < urutim ;?
/-ban.jat/'
/-|ok/ of The word
<?r&n > /_d i ?_lok/
6.<T:t7 /_rut/ of the word





royal term for to speak
1. law, legal act, regulation
2. prescribe
a paint on a forehead to bring
blessings, glory, wealth
elegant term for man, male
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2. low tone instead of falling tone
The tone being pronounced: low tone
The tone according to the spelling: falling tone
Figure 10.15
A syllable Meanings
1. < Itn > ^/_ re :k/ of the
word <<?mn >
/_ d i ?_ re: k/
2. <*nn ? /_ma:t/ of the






4. <11®'7 /_ra:t/ of the
word < 7
/_ ?up_pa ?_ra :t/
5. <W*»V / jo-A/ of
the word < d'rrtuf'uV
/_pra ?_jo:t/
6. < eWr?u<n 7 /_jo;k/ of
the word
/_pra ?_jo: k/
to be great, special




1. a future king





10.4.3 There are words which have irregular readings for the
tone of a syllable without any reasons. They are mostly recent











1. /* phet/ high fal1ing diamond
2. <m> /'wet/ high fal1ing toilet
3. < tta-ari 7 /At/phok/ high falling chal k
4. < vvnt 7 /*me:t/ high falling metre














high 1 ow doctor
10.5 THE PAIRING OF HIGH AND LOW CONSONANTS
As already stated in chapter 6, p.131, for each of
the low consonants which is a voiceless consonant, there is a
corresponding high consonant which is identically pronounced except
for the tones. A high consonant is pronounced with rising tone
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but a low consonant is pronounced with mid tone. A number of both
high and low consonants are represented by more than one consonant
symbol, as shown below.
Figure 10.17
High consonant symbols
pronounced with rising tone
Low consonant symbols
pronounced with mid tone




th ri tr rw r\
S A fl Zi S it
t^h V, rt ru
kh 0 H kh n n
h h n
10.5.1 Indication of tones by means of the pairing of high and
low consonants
In a live syllable initiated by a high consonant, there
are only three tones, rising, low and falling. In the same type
of syllable but initiated by a low consonant, there are also three
tones, mid, fal 1 ing and high (see Figure 10.10, p.228). Having
the pairing of high and low consonants makes it possible to indicate
all five tones in a live syllable, mid, rising, low, falling and
high tones as illustrated in Figure 10.18. A dash indicates that
the syllable having the tone indicated cannot be written with the














used in cookery and
medicine
fal1ing 211 rii /Va:/ 1. using a high
consonant: it means
servant, attendant




m /Akha:/ to engage in trade
From the chart we see that in a live syllable there are
two ways of writing a syllable with falling tone. But no ambiguity
occurs, since certain words must be spelled one way, others the
other way. As far as the pronunciation is concerned, it makes no
difference whether a high or a low consonant is used. For a high
or low consonant which is represented by more than one consonant
symbol, /ph/, /th/, /kh/ and /s/ for example, a correct choice of
consonant symbol in writing certain words must be memorised.
In a dead syllable initiated by a high consonant,
there are only two tones, low and falling. In the same type of
a syllable but initiated by a low consonant, there are also only
two tones, high and falling (see Figure 10.11 on p.229)- Having
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the pairing of high and low consonants makes it possible to
indicate three tones in a dead syllable, low, high and falling,






low 1,-cm — /_ :t/ magnificent,
magnificently
falling I -TVT\ 1-tfri /x t ph *:t/ 1. using a high consonantsymbol, it has no
meaning
2. using a low consonant
symbol, it means:
i. to lift, raise,
elevate, exalt
ii. to activate, control,
direct, esp. from
behind the scenes
high — /At^h*:t/ shirt
From the chart we see that in a dead syllable there
are two ways of writing a.falling tone. But no ambiguity occurs,
since the one spelled with a syllable-initial high consonant symbol
has no meaning.
10.5.2 The conversion of unpaired low consonants into high
consonants by means of the leading high consonant /h/
The rest of the low consonants which are not paired with
high consonants are voiced nasals, a voiced trill, a voiced lateral
and voiced semivowels, as shown below:
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Figure 10.20
m w n r 1 j 0
1 u m t •a a ru
<
3
All these above low consonants can be converted into
high consonants by means of placing a high consonant /h/ <
in front of the low consonant which is to be converted.^ And
this causes a consonant sequence pronounced as a single consonant
as already discussed in chapter 7, pp.147-148. When it is
converted, a low consonant still retains its phonetic quality,
except that the inherent tone is changed from mid tone to rising
tone. Among all of the above low consonant symbols, the
and do not happen to occur in converted form. Figure 10.21
shows the low consonant symbols which can be converted into high
consonant symbols by means of the leading high consonant symbol <^7.
Figure 10.21
m w n r l j h
Low con. symbols
with mid tone
34 -q U f ij ru 4
+ < ^ > 1eading
High con. symbols jwith rising tone 1 V\<1 V\V, m
1. According to Thai terminology, when <^7 serves in this function
it is known as CTiAn? /'ho:-nam/ "h-leading" and it is not pronounced.
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Having the pairing of high and low consonants makes it
possible to indicate all five tones in a live syllable initiated
by a voiced nasal, a voiced trill, a voiced lateral, or a voiced
semivowel. Figure 10.22 illustrates how to write all five tones











— /'na:/ to be thick





W\ /'na:/ 1. using a high consonant
symbol, it means "face"
2. using a low consonant
symbol, it means ought
to, interesting (to do)
high —
ii
un r na:/ younger aunt, or uncle
Figures 10.23 and 10.24 present the way to write both
converted and unconverted consonant symbols in a dead syllable.








— r\ /Amot/ ants
low — /_ mot/ 1. to be all, be used up
(in supply)
2. up, all up, completely
2. With a vowel of group (b)
Figure 10.24
fal1ing — /Nma: k/ to be plenty, a lot
low mnn — /_ ma: k/ 1. areca nut
2. areca palm
3. beta!
10.6 A BRIEF SKETCH ON HOW TO READ THE TONE OF A SYLLABLE
INITIATED BY SYLLABLE-INITIAL CONSONANT SEQUENCES
10.6.1 How to read the tone of a syllable initiated by
syllable-initial consonant sequence pronounced as
a consonant cluster
Figure 7.1, showing the permissible syllable-initial
consonant symbols in a cluster, is illustrated in chapter 7, p.140.
As already stated, the first consonant symbol of the cluster is
either a middle, high or low consonant symbol. But the second is
a low consonant symbol J There are two rules in reading the tone
1. Hereafter a middle consonant symbol will be represented as
m. con. symbol, a high consonant symbol as h. con. symbol, and
a low consonant symbol as 1. con. symbol.
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of a syllable initiated by a consonant cluster. They are:
10.6.1.1 if the first and the second symbols belong
to the same tonal class, the tone of a
syllable is pronounced according to the
tone rules of both consonant symbols:^ e.g.,
i-
1. A cluster <KH7 = <p 1> in the monosyllabic word
<wn-gu7 /—phI o: i/ "precious stone, gem, jewel", consists of
1. con. symbols <W>= <p 7 and <-ft> = <1>. The syllable is a live
syllable since it is an open syllable ending with a diphthong /o:i/,
so it is pronounced with mid tone as a live syllable without a
2
tonal marker initiated by a 1. con. symbol is pronounced.
2. The monosyllabic word < 7/sphia:t/ "to miss,
fall" is also initiated by the same cluster = <jp 1>. But
the syllable is a dead syllable since it is a closed syllable
ending with a final stop /-t/, so the syllable is pronounced with
falling tone as a dead syllable without a tonal marker initiated
by a 1. con. symbol is pronounced.
10.6.1.2 if the first and the second consonant symbols
belong to different tonal classes, the tone
of a syllable is pronounced according to the
tone rules of the first consonant symbol;3 e.g.,
1. A cluster <Dd> = <k^w> in the word < 7 /vkhwa:q/
L_
"to throw" consists of a h. con. symbol < =<k > and a 1. con.
symbol 0> = <w>, then the tone of a syllable is pronounced according
1. This rule applies to a syllable initiated by <NT7 = <p r>, <*w-a>
= <p"l>, = <k^r>, <fr^> = <jk'1l>, or <m> = <k^w>.
2. Details of how to determine the tone of a live/or dead syllable
when being initiated by a high, middle or low consonant symbol are
already presented in Figures 10.10 and 10.11, on pp.228,229.
3. This rule applies to a syllable initiated by <&W> = <pr
= <pl>, = <tr>, = <kr>, = < kl>, < ^ ■?
= < kw~7, < = <p^l7, <P'3> = <khr>, <n-a> = <khl>, or <317= <khwy.
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to the tone rules of h. con. symbols. The syllable is a live
syllable because it is a closed syllable ending with a final nasal
/-q/, so it is pronounced with falling tone as a live syllable
with the<—> tonal marker initiated by a h. con. symbol is
pronounced.
2. The monosyllabic word </_khwa:k/ "spikes,
barbs (metal or wood), esp. for use in making snares" is also
L.
initiated by the same cluster <nq7 = <k w7. But the syllable
is a dead syllable because it is a closed syllable ending with a
final stop /-k/, so it is pronounced with low tone as a dead syllable
without a tonal marker initiated by a h. consonant symbol is
pronounced.
10.6.2 How to read the tone of a syllable initiated by
syllable-initial consonant sequence pronounced as
a single consonant
Figure 7.2 showing the permissible consonant symbols in
a sequence pronounced as a single consonant is illustrated in
chapter 7, p.144. The first consonant symbol is either a middle,
high, or low consonant symbol. But the second is always a low
consonant symbol. The rules of reading the tone of a syllable
can be summarised into the three following rules:
10.6.2.1 if the first consonant symbol is pronounced,
the tone of a syllable is pronounced according
to the tone rules of the first consonant symbol
For instance:
1. The sequence <^T> = <sr> as in the word
1. This rule applies to a syllable initiated by = <t^r>
pronounced as /tc/ and = <sr> , <ft?> = <sr> pronounced
as /s/.
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/xsoi/ "ornamental chain, string of jewels, pearls", consists of a
h. con. symbol <^"7 = < s > and a 1. con. symbol = < r "7. In
this sequence only the first con. symbol =<s^is pronounced,
so the syllable is pronounced according to the tone rules of h. con.
symbols. The syllable is a live syllable since it is an open
syllable ending with a diphthong /oi/, so it is pronounced with
2J
falling tone as a live syllable with the<—> tonal marker initiated
by a h. con. symbol is pronounced.
*>
2. The monosyllable word < rTfart? /_set/ "to be finished,
ready", is also initiated by the sequence <"^T> = <sr>. In this
sequence only the first consonant symbol = <s>is pronounced,
so the syllable is pronounced according to the tone rules of h. con.
symbols. The syllable is a dead syllable since it is a closed
syllable ending with a final stop / — t/, so it is pronounced with
low tone as a dead syllable without a tonal marker initiated by a
h. con. symbol is pronounced.
10.6.2.2 if the second symbol is pronounced and it
belongs to different tonal class from the
first consonant symbol, it is always converted
into the tonal class of the first consonant
symbol. Then the tone of a syllable is
pronounced according to the tone rules of the
"first consonant symbol: 1
For instance:
1. The sequence =<hm>as in the word <^*4^ 7
1. This rule applies to a syllabic initiated by
<?j> = <"5JU > pronounced as /j/
<hw> = <71^ 7
II /w/
< hm > = < Pi *4 7
II /m/
<hr> = II /r/
<hl > = II /I/
<hn > = II /n/
<"hj > = II /j/
<hj> = <nwi> II /j/
<ho > = <m 7
II /Q/
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/Ama:/ "dog", consists of a h. con. symbol = < h >and a
1. con. symbol <^"7 = <fm>. In this sequence the second consonant
symbol <347 =<m>is pronounced, so it is converted into the h. con.
symbol by means of the leading h. con. symbol = <h>J The
syllable is a live syllable because it is an open syllable ending
with the vowel /a:/, so it is pronounced with rising tone as a
live syllable without a tonal marker initiated by a h. con. symbol
is pronounced.
2. The monosyllabic word < Tt*nn> /_mu :ak/ "hat", is
also initiated by the same sequence = <hm>. In this sequence
=<m> is pronounced, so it is converted into a h. con. symbol
by means of the leading <^>=<h>. The syllable is a dead syllable
because it is a closed syllable ending with a final stop /— k/, so
it is read with low tone as a dead syllable without tonal marker
initiated by a h. con. symbol is pronounced.
L.
10.6.2.3 the sequence <ht7 = <t r> pronounced as a
low consonant symbol <"tf> = <s 7. This
sequence consists of 1. con. symbols =
<t^7and <*7= <r>, but it is pronounced as
a low consonant symbol <f,7 = < s7, so the
tone of a syllable initiated by <rro = <t^r"7
is pronounced according to the tone rules of
low consonant symbols:
For instance:
1. The sequence <"n*> = <t^r> in a monosyllabic
/~sa:i/ "sand", is pronounced as a 1. con. symbol <»7 = <s7, so
1. Details of the conversion of low consonants into high consonants
by means of the leading h. consonant symbol <P|? = <h7is already
discussed on pp.239-242.
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the tone of a syllable is pronounced according to the tone rules
of 1. con. symbols. The syllable is a live syllable because it is
an open syllable ending with a long vowel /a: i/, so it is pronounced
with mid tone as a live syllable without a tonal marker initiated
by a 1. con symbol is pronounced.
2. A monosyllabic word <miu>/Nsa:p/ "to know", is
also initiated by <^> = <t'1r> pronounced as <Tr'> =<$"7. The
syllable is a dead syllable since it is a closed syllable ending
with a final stop /— p/, so it is pronounced with falling tone as a
dead syllable without a tonal marker, with the vowel of group (b),
initiated by a 1. con. symbol is pronounced.
10.6.3 How to read the tone of a syllable initiated by syllable-
initial consonant sequence pronounced in two syllables
with an intervening unwritten vowel /a/ or /o:J
The rules for determining the tones of the intruded
syllable with the vowel /a/ and the syllable which follows it are
as presented below:
10.6.3.1 if the first consonant symbol is a h. con.
symbol and it precedes a 1. con. symbol, in
most cases it converts the 1. con. symbol into
a h. con. symbol. So both intruded syllable
and the syllable which follows it are
pronounced according to the tone rules for
h. con. symbols:^
For example:
in the word <s*nn7 /_kha? ja: i/ "to expand, enlarge",
1. In rare cases, no conversions occur. Each of the two consonant
symbols governs the tone of its own syllable in accordance with




the h. con. symbol = < k > of an intruded syllable /_kha?/
precedes a 1. con. symbol <£> = < j > of the syllable / 'ja: i/.
L_
In this case <P> =<k > converts =<j>into a h. con.
symbol, so both intruded syllable /_kha?/ and the following syllable
/ ' ja: i/ are pronounced according to the tone rules for h. con.
symbols. The intruded syllable /ikha?/ is a dead syllable, since
it ends with a short vowel /a/ followed by a glottal stop. So it
is pronounced with low tone as a dead syllable without a tonal
marker initiated by a h. con. symbol is pronounced. This is how
it is pronounced according to the spelling and it is true in
careful speech, but when pronounced in running connected speech
the vowel /a?/ of the intruded syllable becomes neutralised as /o/
and the tone also becomes neutralised as mid tone as already stated
on p.150. The syllable / ja:i/ is a live syllable since it is an
open syllable ending with a long vowel /a: i/, so it is pronounced
with rising tone as a live syllable without a tonal marker initiated
by a h. con. symbol is pronounced. If the <*0 = <j >was not
converted into a h. con. symbol and still stayed as a 1. con. symbol,
the syllable would be pronounced with mid tone instead.
10.5.3.2 if the first consonant symbol is a m. con.
symbol and it precedes a 1. con. symbol, in
most cases, it converts the 1. con. symbol
into a m. con. symbol.' So both intruded
syllable and the syllable which follows it are
pronounced according to the tone rules for
m. con. symbols.
For example:
in the word /_ta?_la:t/ "market", the m. con.
1. See the footnote on p.247.
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symbol <^7 = <t>of an intruded syllable /-ta?/ precedes a 1. con.
symbol <fa> = < 1 > of a syl lable /_ I a: t /. In this case <wy = <t >
converts <1\1>=<(1> into a m. con. symbol, so both intruded syllable
/-ta?/ and the following syllable /_Ia:t/ are pronounced according
to the tone rules for m. con. symbols.
10.6.3.3 with all other combinations of consonant
symbols, no conversions occur. So each of
the two consonant symbols governs the tone of
its own syllable in accordance with the rules
for its own tonal class, whatever it may be:
For example:
In the disyllabic word < ll'zfrv* ? /_sa?_de:r)/ "to
perform", the h. con. symbol <^7 =<s>of an intruded syllable
/_sa?/ precedes a m. con. symbol =<d>of the syllable
/— de:q/, so both intruded syllable /-sa?/ and the following syllable
/~de:r]/ are pronounced according to the tone rules for its own
tonal class. The intruded syllable /-sa?/ is pronounced with low
tone as a dead syllable without a tonal marker initiated by a h.
consonant is pronounced. This is the way it is pronounced according
to the spelling and it is true in careful speech. In running
connected speech /_sa?/ realises as /~sa/. The syllable /~de:o/
is pronounced with mid tone as a live syllable without a tonal
marker initiated by a m. consonant symbol is pronounced.
The rule for determining the tones of the intruded
syllable with the vowel /o:/ and the syllable which follows it
i s that, no conversions of the following consonant symbol by means
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of the preceding consonant symbol occurs. So each of the two
consonant symbols governs the tone of its own tonal class, whatever
it may be. For example, in the word /-botVi ?-ka:n/
"service", the m. con. symbol <ti> = <b> of an intruded syllable
precedes a 1. con. symbol <T> =<r>of the syllable /Ari?/. But
no conversion occurs here. The intruded syllable /"bo:/ is
pronounced with mid tone as a live syllable without a tonal marker
initiated by a m. con. symbol is pronounced. The syllable /Ari?/
is pronounced with high tone as a dead syllable without a tonal
marker initiated by a 1. con. symbol is pronounced. Again that
is how it is pronounced in careful speech and according to the
spelling, but in running connected speech /Ari?/ realises as /~ri/.
10.7 OBSERVATIONS ON READING VOWEL LENGTH UNDER DIFFERENT
TONES AND DIFFERENT TYPES OF SYLLABLES
As already stated in chapter 8, ppt. 175-176 in a syllable with
a final consonant symbol and a tonal marker, /e/ ~ /e:/, /e/ ~ /e:/,
and /o/ ~ /o:/ are represented by the same vocalic symbols as
T T T
< 1 Ca J for /e/ ~ /e:/, <U—C3> for /e/ ~ /e: / and <-UC3>
for /o/ ~ /o:/ since the —> which is used to indicate the shorten¬
ing of a vowel cannot be employed when a tonal marker is required in
the writing of a syllable. In this case there is no way in the
writing system to differentiate /e/ ~ /e/ ~ /o/ from the long
counterparts in a syllable with a final symbol and a tonal marker.
From my own observations in having three subjects who are native
speakers of Standard Thai to read through all the words written
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with these vocalic symbols, I would like to make general statements
of when they are read short or long under different types of
syllables and different tones, as shown below:
T
10.7.1, < for /e/ /e:/
1. In a syllable with a final nasal under either low, or
rising tone, the vocalic symbol is in all cases read short. The
following are some examples:
(a) under low tone
/_phen/ "to jump, leap"
/_ben/ "1. to swell out, expand, enlarge
2. to boast, act big"
/_keg/ "to be keen on something"
(b) under rising tone
/ 'keg/ "car"
/'peg/ "fixed, fixedly, precise, precisely"
/'lerj/ "exclamation expressing pain, discomfort
used by dogs"
In a syllable under high or falling tone, the vocalic
symbol is pronounced either short, or long (depending upon the
words), for example:
(c) under high tone
pronounced short
< /Awen/ "to omit, skip, skip over"
< ^ /Amem/ "to fold the edge or border in"












< Ifn-s 7 /Akhwe:r]/ "1. to drift, be adrift
2. adrift, aimlessly, randomly"
< 7 /Atphe:.r]/ "to be beautiful, cute"




< /'len/ "to play"
1
< 7 /s reo/ "to hurry, speed up, accelerate, urge"
I found that it is pronounced long, only in a monosyllabic
word < m-i 7 /vke:n/ "a kind of deer", and in a syllable
/ ke:o/ of the word Cimm-* 7 / ke:q ka:q/ "to be gangly,
gangling, awkward, clumsy".
2. In a syllable with a final stop, it is in most cases
pronounced short under high tone. Most words are recent loanwords
from Engl ishj e.g.,




< vnn 7 /Athek/ of the word < /Athek_nik/ "technique"
< mn 7 /Akek/ "to be pretending to be snobbish"
rv>
< 7 /At^ek/ "common term for Chinese"
In rare instance, it is pronounced long. They are words
1. A syllable ending with a stop is considered a dead syllable. A
dead syllable can have either low, high, or falling tone only, as
already stated in Figure 10.11 on p.229. It is stated by Jackson
T. Gandour in his article "Tonal Rules for English Loanwords in
Thai", Studies in Tai and Mon Khmer Phonetics and Phonology in
Honour of Eugenie J.A. Henderson, (1979), p.103, that the majority
of English checked monosyllabic words or the non-final checked
syllable of polysyllabic words are pronounced with high tone.
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pronounced with /ei/ in standard English. Since we do not have
/ei/ in Thai, so we pronounce it as a long /e:/ instead.
Z> r-/ ^
< iflVi7 /Atche:k/ of the word < 7 /AminAt?he:k/
' "milk shake"
< mtl 7 /Athe:p/ "tape"
< ;rm 7 /Akhe:k/ "cake"
T
10.7.2 < ^—Cj> for /e/ ~ /e:/
1. In a syllable with a final nasal under either low or
rising tone, the vocalic symbol is in all cases read short. The
following are some examples:
(a) under low tone
V
< WW 7 /_be.,o/ "to divide, to share"
1
<UWt+7 /_phen/ "a classifier for thin, flat, objects,
e.g. sheets of paper, boards"
< u-m 7 /_teo/ "1. to fix up, beautify
2. to ornament, decorate, adorn
3. to compose (e.g. verse)"
4-
(.b) under rising tone
< Uthr* 7 /'pren/ "imitative term for the trumpeting of an elephant"
V
<11^7 /'t^en/ "to behave coquettishly, to lecture coquettishly"
In a syllable under high or falling tone, the vocalic
symbol is read either short or long, depending upon the words.
For example:
(c) under high tone
pronounced short (they are mostly English loanwords in Thai)
<rJ
< UTKn 7 /Akeq/ "gang"
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•V
<r uw*<n 7 /'ben/ "bank"
&





/Ame:n/ "1. even though, even if
2. literary word for to resemble,
alike, be similar to"
< 7 /' ne:m/ "to open slightly, to be ajar"
D
< Ufl« 7 /*je:m/ "1. to burst into bloom
2. to open up, open apart
3. to reveal (e.g. one's thoughts)
(d) under falling tone
pronounced short
< UM 7 /x kheo/ "shin"
< 7 /Vt^h£Q/ "sieve, strainer"
<■ 7 /s me n/ "to be accurate, correct, exact, precise"
< U71U 7 /s len/ "to run, move (usually of powered vehicles)"
pronounced long
<: ivmj > /\te:m/ "to daub, smear, anoint"
< tvm4 > /v ke :m/ "cheek"
V
< 7 / vkle: Q/ "1. to make a show (of doing something),
make a pretence
2. to lose, annoy"
2. In a syllable with a final stop, it is in most cases
pronounced short with high tone. Most words are recent English
loanwords pronounced with high tone, for example,
< unT<7 /'ket/ "gas"
< 7 /A?sk/ "act"
< u-vn 7 /'tpk/ of the word <uimrrn7 /AtpkAket/ "jacket"
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^ ev
< utri 7 /Arsk/ of the word <inrunrt7 /ArekAket/ "racket"
In rare instances, it is pronounced long; for example,
< 7 /A"t^e:t/ "intensifier used with <n-fl-*7 /-de:q/ 'red'"
«v>
< UE-lri 7 /Ape:t/ "intensifier used with all colours"
T
10-7-3 <~^> for /o/ ~ /j:/
1. In a syllable with a final nasal under rising tone, it
is pronounced short in all cases. For example,
+
<^W7 /'tcor)/ "slang word for to be cowardly"
4 ' £ \
<^•33? / /?3q/ 0f the word 7 /At^han ;?oq/ "a slang
word for to be top, of the best quality,
outstanding"
In a syllable under high tone, it is pronounced long only,
e.g.
X)
< tw 7 /Ano:o/ "younger sibling"
V
< rrq-s 7 /A tho:q/ "stomach"
Z>
/A ro: q/ "to shout"
< tfat* 7 /Atcho:n/ "spoon"
In a syllable under low tone, or falling tone, it is
pronounced either short or long, for example:
(a) under low tone, in most cases it is pronounced short,
e.g.
I
<w^7 /-Phor)/ "to be clean, clear, bright, fair (especially
of complexion)"
1
< tta-? 7 /-pot)/ "1. to bulge, protrude
2. to be protruberant, protruding, bulging out"
I
<t]^U7 /_bon/ "place, den (often of undesirable activities
such as gambling, cockfighting, etc.)
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In rare instances it is pronounced long, e.g.
i




<-qW7 /_?o:n/ "1. to be soft, tender
2. to be young"
(b) under falling tone, it is pronounced short or long,
depending upon the words, e.g.,
pronounced short
< 7 /" hog/ "room"
<W ? / 'tf orj/ "to stare at"
< rm 7 / thop/ "to learn by heart"
<T 7^4 7 /x nop/ "calf"
V


















/xp=>:n/ "to feed (to the mouth)"
/4?o:n/ "to cry, whine, whimper"
\ «
/ ?o:m/ " to go by a roundabout way, to detour
In a syllable with a final stop, it is in most cases
short with high tone. Most words are recent English
e.g.,
/Athop/ "top"
/'kok/ "1. faucet, spigot, tap, cock
2. cork"




<^7 /A\fok/ of the word <-^mnrr 7 /'tpok'tcek/ "to be
noisy, loud (as a large crowd)"
cV I
^
<7 /Atok/ of the word <in*r^n7 /'jamAtok/ "to walk,
hoof it, (e.g. when transportation is not
available)"
*U
In some cases it is read long, as in the word <7
n>
/*7o:XI, <-?T*ri7 /Ato:t/. They are common nicknames which do
not mean anything. Thai people like to invent nicknames for their
children because we use them instead of "I, me" when talking
-c£\ «J
intimately to our elders, or friends. The word < 7
/_di?ytphan/ "I, me" used by a female speaker, and < 7 /'phom/
"I, me" used by a male speaker, are formal terms, although < >
/ ;phom/ is eventually becoming informal. When I started learning
English and had to use the word "I" when talking to my elders and
friends, I felt uncomfortable since I translated it into the word
c/ !
/_di? tphan/ in Thai. And that made it sound very
formal to me since I am used to using my nickname instead. Many
Thai nicknames are nonsense, but they are used because they sound
nice.
In a syllable with a tonal marker, /eu/ ~ /e:u/,
/eu/ ~ /e:u/ and /oi/ ~ /o:i/ are also represented by the same
T T
vocalic symbols as < 7 for /eu/ ~ /e:u/, < H-1 > for
T ^
/eu/ ~ /e:u/ and for /oi/ ~ /o: I/ since the <—> which
is used to indicate the shortening of a vowel can not be employed
when a tonal marker is required in the writing of a syllable. In
this case there is no way in the writing system to differentiate
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/eu/, /eu/ and /oi/ from the long counterparts in a syllable with
a tonal marker. From my investigations in having subjects to read
through all the words written with these vocalic symbols, I would
like to make general statements of when they are read short or long
under different tones. All of them occur only in a syllable
without a final consonant.
T
10-7-4 < ^ for /eu/ ~ /e:u/
This vocalic symbol is very seldom used in the Thai
writing system, especially when having a tonal marker with it. I
found only two words written with it, and they are pronounced as
shown below:
ez>
1. < /A?eu/ "exclamation showing teasing" is read
short under high tone.
+■
j
2. < 7 /'pe:u/ "intensifier used with < 7 / le:u/
'watery'" is pronounced long under rising tone.
T
10.7.5 < > for /eu/ ~ /e:u/
1. It is pronounced short in all cases under low and
rising tone, the following are examples.
(a) under low tone
i
/_ph£u/ "softly, lightly, faintly (of sound, voice, touch)
i
< urm 7 /_kreu/ "to pass the time idly, hang around (implying
an element of impatience)"
(b) under rising tone
< > / t^eu/ "to be clear, bright (of eyes, voice)
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/'peu/ "intensifier used with <7 /~ta:/ 'eye's means bright"
2. It is pronounced either short or long under high or
falling tone, for example:
(a) under high tone
pronounced short
<V> *3J
< utn 7 /A beu/ of the word < wtn 7 /'boo
"an intensifier used with <m
< 7 /Apeu/ "a girl's nickname"
< 7 r feu/ "a girl's nickname"
pronounced long
< U-J51 7 r Is :u/ "1. to be finished
2. already
3. then, afterwards, later"
< HV5 7 /Are:u/ "snare, trap"
< IVN'i 7 /Ame:u/ "the name of a hill tribe in the
Thailand"
(b) under falling tone
pronounced short
< u^n 7 /'tpeu/ "to be melodious, pleasing to the
c im > /'weu/ "to hear instinctively"
< 7 /Nneu/ "to be direct, steadfast"
pronounced long, in one word only, that is
< urn 7 / ke:u/ "crystal, glass"
10.7.6
T
<—"*8 > for /oi/ ~ /a: 1/
1. It is pronounced short under low tone and
in all cases, for instance:
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(a) under low tone
<rpM3£i 7 /_ kro i / "to be stale"
<V\^Si 7 /_ t o i / "to hit by fist"
1
< PiTk-SISJ J /- n o i / "1. a 1ittle bit
2. a little while"
(b) under rising tone
<-v*m >
4
/ /t^o i/ "to be sad, hopeless, discouraged (refers tofacial expression); to look sick, spiritless"
T
<-%^a 7 //?oi/ "intensifier used with <^^?/ liu:ao/ 'yellow'
2. It is pronounced long in all cases under high tone.
The following are some examples:
CWtl > /Ano:i/ "to be little, less, small, slight (in quantity)
< Mm ^ /Ajo:i/ "1. to siip down
2. to hang down, droop"
<77m 7 /To: 1/ "1. hundred
2. classifier for hundreds
3) to string, thread"
3. It is pronounced either short or long, depending upon
the words, under falling tone,
pronounced short
<TV911 7 / koi/ "1. the 1ittle finger
2. tails (the reverse of a coin)"
2)
<^11 7 /v?oi/ "sugar cane"
I
< su^m y /%Joi/ "1. to digest
2. to be minor, subordinate, to be a part
3. to break up into small particles
pronounced long
<T7T^S-l 7 / vdo: i/ "to be inferior"
z>









PUNCTUATION, SPECIAL ORTHOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS, MATHEMATICAL
SYMBOLS, DISTINCTIVE TREATMENT OF WORDS, SPACES,
NUMERALS AND ABBREVIATIONS
11.1 PUNCTUATION1
The punctuation marks used in the present Thai writing
system are both traditional ones developed from the ancient Thai
scripts and recently borrowed ones from the English writing system.
The punctuation marks, their names and examples, are listed below:
11.1.1 K - y < /Aja?_t i ?-phao/ is used to indicate
that a word has been interrupted at the end of a line and is
continued in the next. Such divisions are made between syllables,
i.e.
> /~?a:-wo:n/ "to long for, yearn for, miss"




> /_ ?at_t^ha?-ra:/ "angel"
11.1.2 <. > <*WW/rvft> /Ama ?_hapApha ?xpha:k/ or Ofl >
/_tput/ is used in writing abbreviations, time and numbering a
list, i.e.
1. The functions of punctuation are as described by Randolph Quirk
and Sidney Greenbaum in their A University Grammar of English,
(1973), pp.458-461 .
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1. In writing abbreviations.
f
<?.*.> _ < /mf im > /-ro:Q-ri :an/ "school"
= <-3JTit'irT^ > /Amok_ka?-ra:-khom/ "January"
2. In writing time. When used in writing time it is
read as /-t^ut/.
< S.30 U. > /_pe:t_tGut 'sa:m'su:n-no:/ "8.30 a.m."
< .1.15 ZJo/' //so:o-t^ut_niuQN ha:-no:/ "2.15 p.m."
3. In numbering a list.
< 9Tj 34 Z TrS) /-tu:a-no:-mi:/so:r)Atpha?Anit-khi
1. Tt _ noiQ-no: nu:
2. Hh 'so:Q-no:-ne:n/




? > <'Tfim?i//-t^unAla?1pha:k/ or 7
\ 1 '
/_t^ut lu:kAnam/ is a comma, i.e.
* , ** 1
<-?IW tfcltj-fil 3T3
} ], B 11-at 34^4 >
/'t£.han tp>ho:p ''si: /kha:u kh i au AI e ?xmu :ag/
"I like white, green and violet".
11.1.4 < . > <^«4rrm> /_?atAtha? pha:k/ or >
1/_tput' khriur)/ is a semicolon, i.e.
1. Although these two punctuation marks are listed in Thai grammar
books, they are not really used in ordinary writing. Moreover,
a full stop is not used at the end of a sentence. Not using
these three punctuation marks makes it confusing to read Thai,
especially when reading aloud. Suggestions on writing these
punctuation marks have been made by Thai scholars since 1844,
but they found no success. Nowadays the majority of Thai people
write without using them in all kinds of writing.
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, <*/
< 1*1*1 nwwtf mru^ , <20 cj . tvH-^n tlrr^n
J ^ T 7
<* ^ ^ -N,
finfi -v\u zu ii . Mis^mai?ui Nfsfi , 50 24 >j 1 > </ y ]
/' phu :_bo: k~pha: 'sa : "khiu: ~na: i An i ?~phon 'khwarrd i: ~?a:
"ju?\ji :_sip-pl :-na:ij 'sa :u_patAt ha?_ma: Aphak~d i: -?a: Aju ?vj i:
_sip_hok~pi :~na:t]-ka:n_tia?-na: 'phon-di: - ?a: Aju ? 'sa :m_s i p-p i:/
"My informants are Mr Niphon Khwandi, age 20; Miss Patama
Khwandi, age 26; Mrs Kanchana Phondi, age 30."
11.1.5 < • > /_tCut ^khu:/ is a colon, for example:
1 5 JL
SH op ~~7- Jj I
< itmIt*rn «q my irr urr :
<sS <ZI ^
1. < - > zir\nAT\
CJ
2. < • >
1
3. < , > Ts»*nm >
i
/ khrw:aq'ma: i Awak~t o: n-na i - pha: sa:~thaixdai_ke :
A
ja ?_t i ?~phaq
Ama ?_hapA pha ?' pha: k
"
t^un AIa ?'pha:k/
"The punctuation marks used in the Thai writing system are
as follows:
1. < - >




11.1.6 < ?> < tll-Fiwti > /_ prat_sa ?~n i:/ is a question
mark, for instance:
< mr-ttmsTlvrs-mt ? >
h t hat n_ kha ? 'nomAma i Akha ?/
"Would you like some sweet?"
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11.1.7 < ! > Ofr /_ 7at_ sa?-tce:~ri: / is an exclamati
mark, i.e.
v
< ■/n&n.'ftq I > /-ta: i A1 e:u/ "My goodness!"
I
< fifUNTf ifaS] t > /~ khun Aphra ?vt^huai/ "Gosh!"
11.1.8 <( )> < t7 /Ana ?_kha ? Al i ?_kh i t/ or
/-woqAl ep/ are parentheses, for instance,
1. Used to indicate editorial additions, corrections, or
explanations, i.e.,
«/ v 1 , ^
<" rrm<r*4 n-ir? ( ^o) Mt-awliwn >
/- ka: n Awi ?~t£a i 'kh o:q_ra i Awat~du :N na :x j i si pN na: 'son-f^a ix ma: k/
"Raiwat's analysis (see p.20) is very interesting."
2. Used to enclose numerals,or letters marking divisions
or enumerations in the text, i.e.,
O, ^ A <>*
< Tn-^-rs It*mtn Inti utn irta z





Is ru: p_sa ?_ra ?~na i~pha : 'sa: *t ha i_ be q _?o: k~pen 'so: q* tpha ?An it~khiu:
_niuQVru:p_sa?_ra?_diau 'so:qN ru : p. sa ?_ra ?_ pha ? "som/
"There are two main kinds of vocalic symbols in Thai
(1) simple vocalic symbols
(2) complex vocalic symbols."
GT) |
< Utmzn Inyhjj-53 nWifrg
(n)
•>/=) i
(0) w-^54 z -fnu
^ i
CTT ) 3 -fVTH )>
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/'si :aq_sa?_ra?~na i-pha: ;sa:"thai_ b£Q_?o:k_pen sa:rTTt/£ha?Anit~khiu:
- ko: 'si :ar)_sa?_ra?-diau 'kho: 'si :aq_sa?_ra?_pha? 'som 'so:q_su ran
-kho:'si:aq_sa?_ ra?_pha? 'som 'sa :m_su ran/




11.1.9 < " " > < truthstrvrf 7 /-?anAja?-pra?_ka:t/ is
</
a quotation mark, i.e.,
1. Used to enclose direct questions, for example:
i
/ so: phark'tbarm ^wa:-khunAnap't hiu:_ sa: t _sa ?'na :_ ?a ?-ra i/
Sophak asked, "What is your religion?"






/~kham~t ha i At he :A pha ?-ja: Q-d iaux th i: . ?o: k's i :aq_?a ?v t oQ_pra ?Awi ?
'sanAt^ha ?~n i :_sa ?'m* : A jokAwen-kharrf wa:" na ?" xth i:_ p I e :x wa:v th i:
'
n i:- we: -1 a :A n i:/
"Pure Thai monosyllabic words pronounced with /a/ are always
written with a vocalic symbol <-£>except the word 'na' which
means, in, at."
11.2 SPECIAL ORTHOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS




11.2.1 < 7 /Ama: i Aja?Amok/ is used to indicate
that a preceding word or a phrase is to be repeated, i.e.,
< /rterSip > /_ sa?'m* :_sa?'m*:/ "always"
< ? /- pri :-tj;ha:-ma: thiau'thi:
xn i :_boi_ boi/
"Pricha often comes here."
" v 1 i / * »
< -cifc vi-nq ^ in zutt s-nnp > / t£han_bo:k Ie :u_ ja pra?_ma :t
_ja:_pra?_ma:t/
"I have told you not to be careless."
11.2.2 < 1 7 <fTt]in'WW^£4 7/-pai-ja:n"no: i/ is used to
indicate that a familiar, well-understood word or phrase has been
omitted in writing, but that that word or phrase should be
pronounced when read aloud, e.g.,




"a greeting phrase used when speaking to a member of
a royal family."
<3-> |
11.2.3 <1^°! 7 < Iwtxj /-pai~ja:n_jai/ or
<-as ? /AI a ?/ represents "et cetera" and is pronounced /Ala?/
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when encountered in a text. There is another punctuation mark
which also represents "et cetera", it is <...> <ttai >
/-tfut_khai-pla:/ and is also pronounced /"la?/ when encountered
in a text. The following are examples:
q> «/ ^ i '
/- na i su :an.sat"mi :_sat_ta :g _ta:qV fphen/soi:a 'si q-to: Amakwa : q Ala ?/
"There are several kinds of animals in a zoo, for
example tigers, lions, horses, deer, etc."
< -jfnrrsw tt*-« Yti In wn mnW
? f U ^ w-ata 7
/_ si qX th i: 't/:hanxt og'sLur-da i _ke : ~ka:_fe : _kha ? 'nonr paq_kha i
/phonAla?Ama: i Ala?/
"What I have to get are coffee, bread, eggs, fruit, etc."
11.2.4 < » > < £l"Wftrx]nu-q 7 /_bup" pha?'san-ja:/ is
| <J y
used to indicate that a word or a phrase above which it occurs is
to be repeated, for instance:
rr*
<Z + z 4 > / /So:Q_bu:ak/so:r]-pen_si:/ "two plus two equals four"
< j + 3 » y > / 'sa :m_ bu :ak'sa :m_pen_hok/ "three plus three equals
six"
tr^
(The word < v&ta 7 /-pen/ "to equal" is secondly indicated by < »>)
11.3 MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS
Below are some of the common mathematical symbols used
in mathematics, geometry and statistics:
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+ < tn-n J /_ bu :ak/ plus




/" khu:n/ multiplied by
■f / 'ha:n/ divided by
< vmfitj -7





is not equal to









< vchf ntam >
per cent





L /-mum _t^ha: k/ right angle
A / 'sa:m_li:am/ triangle




□ /_ si : _ 1 i:am/ square














11.4 DISTINCTIVE TREATMENT OF WORDS
Devices to give special expression-emphasis, irony, or
whatever, to the written word is done in the Thai writing system by
the use of italics J quotation marks or underlining to achieve
1. Italics is a special sloping style of writing which is analogous
to italics in the Roman alphabet.
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special effects. The following are some examples:
i s i <2} Gj? ~^>
< nr^l^untj w<h<?n<n rftifa Ir. Ifti krj-m >
/~th*: ma i~ kh*: iN phu : t~kham^ wa: 's i :a~t^a i ha i'khra ix da i ~j i n/
"She never lets anybody hear the word sorry from her."
<=> 7^;. ^ ' i> «
/ /t^;han_bo: k^ da: i -kham- d iau 'wa: vma i vt oQ_ka: n/
I only can say "I don't want it .11
</ «A»'
< iTM-m MTi TVwwwTn-ftfr faomnniform alvt >
/-ph le: QAphra ?Va :t 't£ha ?An i ?"phon't h i: 't^.han^ t^.h a: ps ma : k
Nth i :_sut~khw:^ ph 1 e:q 'sa: i 'ton/
"My most favourite song of those composed by the King
is Rain Drops."
11.5 SPACES
In Thai writing, words are written without spaces
between them as is done in writing English, French, Spanish, etc.
Spaces are normally used at the end of a phrase, clause or a
sentence. They typically occur in places where a comma, a semi¬
colon, and a period are used and also in the following situations:
1. Used between phrases or clauses within a sentence.
«*»u « f V 1 V
< liH Vsv» U't vtf-3 ^tnn lf~mi tin >
/ xsui:a ~tu :a AnanAna ? V* : 't^han sma i_ ja : kV da : i_ rok/
"That blouse ... I don't want it."




< hhtv* vvs^-5 *nn -Ku j-gu wg -n ^54 >
/'khau Aro: o~ph le: qAphro?N ma : k 't£ han* t^ho: p-fag-t^ar)- !x: i/
"He sings beautifully, I really enjoy listening to him."
3. Used before and after numerals, i.e.
eJ -&» iJ
< -flu 341 rt VI nnn tit t 3-TTTW -3-10 Vlf-n >
/ 't^han~ma:Nthi :_pha ?_ne : k_pra ?~ma: nxka: u't hwrj_s i p~mo: gA t^ha: u/
"I come to the department between 9 and 10 a.m."
4. Used between coordinate words in lists, i.e.
~-> })*£* *J ^41 , f '
< £42 3-m urn ISJ n-as >
/ 'phon A1 a ?Ama: i ^ th I: /t^han^t^hD:p^ma:k~khiLi:Ama?*mu:ar)Ama?Ala?
-ko:-te:Q-mo:AI e?.fa?_rar)/
"My favourite fruits are mangoes, papayas, water melons
and guavas."
5. Used between the first and the second names of people,
e.g.
< TVruTH-rrt > /-na: iAtha?^ ne:t~toQ_si ?_ri ?/
"Mr Thanet Tongsiri."
< -nJffT > /-na:r] sa :uA khat A t ha ?AI i ?-ja: -tor]
_si?_ri?/ "Miss Kathaliya Tongsiri."
Spaces are not used between a title like "Mr" = < ma
/-na:i/, "Miss" = < W-5^11 > /_na : q ;sa : u / , or "Mrs" = < wh >
/~na:q/ and the first names as shown in the examples above.
6. Used before and after the following special orthographic
symbols, and punctuation marks: <^j > < S > ^ < » >
<-> < , > <•> < : > <?> < ! > <T ( ^ > <"
) 7 y ) ; )' i )
Examples have already been shown on pp.261-267.
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The first line of each paragraph is always indented,
for example:
< t-nafTU wiwmHi-l -4? riu
dttmW^'fnMuTmvn ^nn« ^TAKM ■^g^n3lUT^i-jsw<?r'<iai
, ,«* •*! *04 . •** « . ,o *
qr<nn<n«T4t \ni v£m*4 An; in^-Q^rrrju )>
/-na:Ajok_t a ?~d*: n_t ha : Q~pa i-jiu:an_pra ? t he:t_ta: Q_ta : q
-na i Aju ?_ro: p-pen-we: - |a :_si:_s i pV hawan_pra ?' t het_ I au AnanX da: i_ke :
"?aQ_kr i t _f a ?_raq_se: t "j* : Ara ?~man_sa ?Awi t~s* :~le:nAla?_pra? the:t
x
t h i: _tf a ?Awe ?X j i :am-na : n th i: _sut _khiu:-pra?^the:t~?aQ_krit/
"The prime minister is going to pay a state visit to
different European countries for forty-five days. Those
countries are, for example, Britain, France, Germany,
Switzerland, etc. The country in which he will stay
longest is 'Britain'."
11.6 NUMERALS
Thai numeral symbols were borrowed from the Cambodian
source as was also the script. Arabic numerals are equally well
known and as a matter of fact in ordinary writing people use Arabic
numerals. Thai numerals are normally used only in publications.








1 5> < mU > /_nujr]/




4 < -ft > /_ s i: /
5
z>
< PH > /x ha:/
6 Hi <Mn > /_ hok/
nJ7 < l-lfh > /_t^.et/
8 < uzJ-n > /_ p£:t/
9 /'ka:u/
0 0 < ffail > /'su:n/
J
The Thai numeral system is based on the decimal system
and the higher numbers are formed by the use of zero. In Thai
numerals involving four or more symbols, a comma is placed after
every three symbols, counting from the right to the left. The







10 so < -tin > /-sip/
19 < -<fc] /no > /_ s i p ka :u/
20
29
o < > / j i :_si p/
< 11 -tin mo ■> / j j ;_sipN ka :u/










< WlfliJiifi > /_ noiQ Aro: i _ ?et /










/_niugAro: i_pe :t _s i pv ka:u/
A ^ /> / so:oAro:i-?et/
s/
< Mwww > /_niuQ-phan/





/_ nujQ- phan_t^.etA ro: i_ pe :t_ s i p_hok/





/_ ntuQ_miu:n so: q" phanN ha : Aro: iN j i :_ s i p sa:m/
•*£**> ■>
< n>"f»w > /_ naiQ se:n/
A •/ ^ ^








sa :m_s i p_?et/
3)
tfiWfl-rw > /_niuQA1 a :n/
<=4 j; x«| ^ ^ u
< VrW-3 T^Sa£i-^q vit >
/_ naigAro: i xj i : _s i p_hokA I a : nx ha : 'se :n/
1050,400,000 00(^0,^00,000
«J t; <». j,
< Pit*-? WTt Prrjf ti-W"T M "fil U-^M >
/_ niur]-phans ha :_si p Al a :n_s i : 'se :n/
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11.7 ABBREVIATIONS
The use of abbreviations is very common in Thai. All
kinds of abbreviations in the present Thai writing system are
written with a period. In abbreviations only the syllable-initial
consonant symbol (s) of a word is used, for instance,
< W-> _ <mn > /_ba:t/ "Baht" (monetary unit of Thailand)
<**.-£>= /~na: q 'sa :u/ "Miss"
As already stated in chapter 6, p. 1-24, each consonant
symbol when pronounced in isolation is pronounced with a carrying
vowel /o:/ as <fi > /-ko:/, and <3>//kho:/, so when being used in
abbreviation the syllable-initial consonant symbol (s)of a word is
pronounced with a carrying vowel /o:/ as well. For instance,
< > for 7 /_ba:t/ is pronounced /-bo:/
for /~na:r/sa:u/ is pronounced /-no: so:/
There are instances where the writing of only the
initial consonant symbol in an abbreviation would result in ambiguity.
In such cases, both the initial consonant symbol and a vocalic symbol
are used. For example:
< 34m.y /-m|.-kho;/ = <a4>tnr<3j > /-mi :~na:-khom/ "March"
< &. > /-me:-jo:/ = < > /-me:'sa:-jon/ "April"
< 54. 2J. > /Ami?-jo:/ = < > /Ami ?_t hu ?~na :-jon/ "June"
When a consonant symbol is written with a vocalic symbol
as seen in the examples above, a carrying vowel /o:/ is dropped and
a syllable is pronounced according to the combination of a consonant
and a vowel as /"mi:, -me:, Ami?/.
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Examples of commonly used abbreviations
11.7.1 Titles before names
1. social titles, for instance
< u.it. > /-no: 'so:/ = 7 /~na:q sa:u/ "Miss"
(fJ -4X
<^•^•7 /-do:-jo:/ = < v?invtm3> /_dek j i q/ "a social title
for a girl of under 15 years of age"
<■?!. tr. > /-do:"tcho:/ = < rfafci > /_dek_tfha: i/ "a social
title for a boy of under 15 years of age."
V
<3^.-7 /-mo:-tp:/ = < > /_mVtj;a:u/ "a title for
those in the grandchild generation of royal descent,
or treated as suchJ
I /
> /~mo:~\o:/ = < vhs'H > /_mom 1 u : aq/ "a title for
those in the great great grandchild generation of royal
descent, or treated as such."
Normally abbreviations are not commonly used for personal
first names. But recently people started abbreviating their first
names when writing a signature. I think it is the influence from
the west; for example,
< tr. > /-fho: Iw:arf tho:g-kham/ for <
7 /_t h i :A ra ?-phan I w:ag_tho: g-kham/
"Theeraphan Luangthongkham"
< Vi. > /-na:_da:nAwi ?Awat/ for < WJ+PlWi WMlirwM >
/-nan*tha?-na _da: nAwi?Awat/ "Nantana Danvivathana".
2. Civil or military titles
A civil or military title written before a person's first
name is commonly abbreviated. The following list includes many
frequently used abbreviations:
1. Higher titles are normally not subject to abbreviation.
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/'so: 'so:/ = ^ ^*ntrtr7Nivrit'*1*TW'f^T> /_sa?~ma:At^hik
'phu:-ths:nNra:t_sa?-do:n/ "Member of the House of Representatives"
<t.^4.pn.> /- ro;-mo:-t o:/ < fT*JW>riT > //lrat_tha?~mon~tri:/
crvl
"minister (of the ministry)"
J ct ) \<7.5si.tr.> /-ro:~mo:-iaho:/ = < > /Arat_tha?
-mon-tri:'tGhuai Nwa:~ka:n/ "deputy minister (of the ministry)"
> /'so:~tp:/ = > /_sa:t_sa?-tra:-tp:n/
"professor"
<w.t1> /'pho; so;/ = < affirm-ma > / phu: 1 tfhuai
_sa:t_sa?-tra:~tGa:n/ "assistant professor"
c-"'
/- ro: 'so: / = < WfMm-1'msi > /- ro:Q_sa:t_sa ?
*tra:~tpa:n/ "associate professor"







< v\-~[ V\W] unwn 7 j /hu :a ^napha ?_ne : k/
"head of the department"
<^-> /"
"
7o:~\fo:/ = 7 /-7a :'Xj:a:n/ "lecturer"
< wi. "3. >
_
7 /~phon_?e: k/^ 'general"
< M-a.n. > _ < w-^Tr\ > /-phon--t ho:/ 'military lieutenant-general
< > = < w-am >
/»I
/-phon-tri :/ 'military major general."
< w. 7 = /" p han.?e: k/ 'colonel"
< M. > =
«/ ^
< sswltn 7- /-phan_tho:/ '1ieutenant-colonel"
< W. iH. >




/To: i. ?e: k/ 'captain"
<T. n. > /~ro: i~tho:/ 'first lieutenant"
<T.n. > = <T^i4 7tT 7 /~ro:i-1ri :/ 'second lieutenant."
1. The following military titles are normally pronounced in full form.
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11.7.2 Academic Degrees
The abbreviations for academic degrees are written
after a person's surname, as shown in the examples below:
^ xfll
J
< -Q. cj. >
1
/~na:q sa:uAwit_sa?-ni:'sa:i_?u?~bon-?o:_bo:/ "Miss Witsani
Saiubol, B.A."
The following list includes many frequently used
abbreviations for academic degrees:
<3/
J ^
/-?o:-bo:/ = < enrhtfrrrejmnn >
/_?ak/so:Ara?_sa:t"ban_dit/ "Bachelor of Liberal Arts"
w.> /-wo: 'so:-bo:/ = ^ 'TtfafrrwiruTtFi >
/Awit_sa?Awa?-kamAma?_sa:t~ban_dit/ "Bachelor of Engineering"
^ c-J &
> /-wo:-tho:-bo:/ = < "ThinffT^nt wru'nPl >
/AwitAtha?'ja:_sa:t"ban_dit/ "Bachelor of Science."
< rir{. 84. > / so: so:-bo:/ = < >
/ sinAI a?_pa?_sa:t"ban_dit/ "Bachelor of Arts"
.—-v ^
<W.£I. ? /-pho:~bo:/ - < uvmsiffi-j?ntwrnfm >
/N phe:t/1tha?Aja?_sa:t"ban_dit/ "Bachelor of Medicine"
. cJ
^ ^
<-jqri.bj.> /'so:/tho:~bo:/ _ < wrHTm >
/_sa? t hapat-ta? Aja?-kamAma?_sa:t "ban_d it/ "Bachelor of Architecture"
> /-no:-mo:/ _ < *4*n z-ir^-nn >
/Ani?_ti?_sa:tAma?;ha:-ban.dit/ "Master of Laws"
*
, j
/Arat_tha?_sa:t/,ma?/ha:-ban_dit/ "Master of Political Science"
<7t.W.tL> /-do:'so:-bo:/ = >





<n. ff. > /-kho: so:/ = < > /Akrit_ta?_sak_ka?_ra:
"A.D. (Christian era)"
J sJ
< Tm. fi. > /"Pho: 'so:/ = < 'writ rfn Ti V /A phut At ha ?_sak
1
ka?_ra:t/
"B.E. (Buddhist Era) - In Thai dates, only the Buddhist
era is used. The Buddhist era is reckoned from the year
of the death of the Buddha, usually considered to be 543
years before the beginning of the Christian era. So
when confronted with a Buddhist era date, subtract 543
years to obtain the Christian era equivalent, e.g.,
B.E. 2523 - 543 = A.D. 1980."
2. Months
/-mo:-kho:/ = < > /Amok_ka ?~ra :-khom/ "January"
«/ r-J
<n. "N. > /-ko:-pho:/ = > /~kum-pha:-phan/ "February"
<44. n. > /"mi:-kho:/ = < > /~mi:~na:-khom/ "March"
< t44. u. > /-me:-jo:/ = < > /-me: ;sa: ~jon/ "April"
<tm. ft. > /-ph0:-kho:/-= < •wrjmnin54>/aphujt_sa?-pha:-i<hom/ "may»
<44-H. > /Ami?-jo:/ = < > /Ami ?_t hu ?~na: -jon/ "June"
<n.f1.~7 /-ko:-kho:/ = < ntnjTlfl* >/_ ka?Arak_ka?-da;-khom/ "July
«i<n. > / 'so: -kho:/ = > / ;si Q ;ha: -kW "August"
<n.fe4.> /-ko:-jo:/ = < rminiiti > /~kan-ja:-jon/ "September"
<71.rr.> /-to:-kho:/ = /_tu?"la:"k^om/ "October"
1 -
<yi.£i. > /-pho:-jo:/ = < ^rT^^triiiH>/Aphruj-t:_sa7_-t;c;i ?~ka:-jon/
' "November"
<t. ft. > /~tho:-kho:/ y /— than-wa:~khom/ "December"
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3. Days of the week
The names of the days of the week should be spelled
out in the text but may be abbreviated in other situations according
to the following system:
<<n.> _ <Tw-vinna 7 /-wan-?a:hit/1 "Sunday"
^ ^
= 0^^,T"kTvr 7 /-wan-t^an/ "Monday"
<^•7" = "7 /-wan~?aQ-kha:n/ "Tuesday"
<"N.> _ > /~wanAphut/ "Wednesday"
<n/7 = /" wan_suk/ "Friday"
i ~7*. vwt< y / wan /sau/ ' Saiurcta
4. Time of the day
<*>*]•> = > /-wanVa?Vuj?_hat/ "Thursday"
I
a/'
< **• > /-no:/ = < w^rii 7 /~na:A |i ?-ka:/ "o'clock" (of time
on the 24 hour basis), i.e.
01.00 w. = 1 a.m.
12.00 *»• = 12 a.m.
13.00 = 1 p.m.
24.00 v*. = 12 p.m.
When a date is written in its full form, the day of the
week precedes, followed by the day of the month, the month, and the
year, as in the following example:
< w.fl. zszz ?
1
/~wan 'sauN th i :x j i :_sip^ ha:Ami ?_t hu ?~na: -jon~ph o: 'so: 'so: q- phan
^
ha:Aro: i 'j i :_si p 'sa:m/ "Saturday, June 25, 2523 B.E."
A shortened form of a date is written as shown below:
< 2 5^5 7
/ S j i :_si p^ ha :A mi ?-jo: 'so: r]-phanx ha:A ro: i v j i :_si p 'sa :m/ "June 25, 2523 B.E."




<na-t. > /~ko:-mo:/ = <n l-ja i«4<nr 7 /_ ki ?"lo: Ame:t/ 'kilometre"
< £f<n • > /- ho:-mo:/ = < > r he:k"to:Ame:t/ "hectometre"
y /-do: "kho:-mo:/ = <^<n^rV^^JVde:-kha:Ame:t/ "decametre"





= < lPIT' T 7





<-345-1. •> /■mo: -mo:/ /-mi n^ 1 i ?Ame:t/ "millimetre"
2. Weight
/-ko:~ko:/ = > /_ ki ?"lo;-kram/ "kilogramme"
<^n. > /~ho: ~ko: / = < irfnl^nw ^ /'he:k~to:"kram/ "hectogramme
< mrn. > /-do: -kho:-■ko:/ = < l7irnma-i::Y-de:-kha:-kram/ "decagramme"
<n. > /-ko:/ =
eu
< rrf5J "7 /"kram/ "gramme"
< mt. > /- do:~ko:/ = < 7 /-de: Asi ?"kram/ "decigramme"
< tfn. "7 /-so:~ko:/
f' «a ^
= < nrVmmsj 7 /- sen_t i ?"kram/ "centigramme"
< ^. > /_mo:~ko:/
cJ
/"mi n A1i?_kram/ "milligramme"
3. Capacity
C rrs». > /"ko:-1 o: / < n l-aam > /_ki?"1o:A1 it/ " kilolitre"




-1 o:/ = < Wmm> /~de:-kha: lit/ "decalitre"
< 75. > /-I o:/ = < f&rrf > /A1 it/ "litre"
< m. > /"do: -1 o:/ = < -7 /~de:Asi?AIit/ ' decilitre"
< Tfo. 7 /- so: "1 o:/
<J -«* <*\
= < > /-sen_ti?AIit/ 1 centilitre"
c nn. y /"mo: -1 o:/
.A
= < 7 /-mi nA 1 i ?AI it/ 1 millilitre"
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11.7.5 Names of the Ministries, government organizations,
Universities
i * e) eJ -0*
/ so:~ro:/ = < > /- samAnak~na: Ajok
/rat_tha?-mon-tri:/ "Office of the President of the Council of
Ministers"
/-ko:' ho:/ = <nt-7 /_kra?-su:a0_ka?
-|.a:'ho:m/ "Ministry of Defence"
<TT.<n.> /-ko:-kho:/ = <nt;m^mrrr^ > /_kra ?~su :aQ-ka: n
-khlaQ/ "Ministry of Finance"
> / 7so: 'so:/ = ^ ^ ,'''1 ^^1 tf'"'T"^ /'/-kra ?~su :at] 'sa:
-tha:Ara?Ana?_suk/ "Ministry of Public Health"
/-?o:-ko:/ = <Titkra?~su:aQ_?ut
/sa:_ha?~kam/ "Ministry of Industry"
<n.a.> /-ko: so:/ = /_kra?"su:aQ_ka?
_se:t/ "Ministry of Agriculture"
> /- kho:~kho:/ = ^ kra?-su :aDVa ?
Ama?-na:-khom/ "Ministry of Communication"
<<rf.n. > / 'so: ~ko:/ = < TlTsin^^TMjmT > /_ kra?-su:ag.se:tVI
_tha?"ka:n/ "Ministry of Economics"
<u.7l.7 /-mo:-tho:/ = < > /_ kra ?"su :aQAma ?
_ha:t_thai/ "Ministry of Interior"
<£J.tf. > /-jo:~tho:/ = < ntt > /_ kra?~su:ar)Aju?
_t i ?"tham/ "Ministry of Justice"
<ffl. ff. > /'so:~tho:/ = <"ntiWT^rfriB'Ttfmi >/_kra?-su:ag_swk sa:
Athi?-ka:n/ "Ministry of Education"
<n.,?h. > /~ko:-to:/ = <nitmi^rm?rHTjTrr!iyifl' > /_kra?"su:aQ-ka:n
_ta:Q_pra?Nthe:t/ "Ministry of Foreign Affairs"
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e) ^ j
< T.u. > ,/-ro:-bo:/ = /Va:t Atfha?-ban
-dit.sa? ;tha:n/ "Royal Academy"
> /-tec- -I o:/;= >
' 1
/_tcu?"la: -lon-ko:nAma?/ha: AwitAtha?-ja:-lai/ "Chulalongkorn University"
^ «> J , rJ
<«. cr. > /-mo:-tho:/ = < Ama?'ha:A wit
Atha?-ja:-|ai-thamAma?_sa:t/ "Thammasat University"
^ QJ J
<^. n. > /_mo;_ko;/ tn«^?ri-r?lrTT>/^ma?/ha:Awit
Atha?-ja:-|ai_ka?_se:t_sa:"t/ "Kasetsart University"
»/» U «a> y
<*t.«4. > /-moi-mo:/ = <*WTtnLn-asu*)-ri7m > /Ama? ha:Awit
Atha?-ja:-|aiAma?_hi ?"don/ "Mahidon University"
<». tf. > /-mo:-t^ho:/ = >/Ama?'ha: Aw11
Atha?-ja:-|ai"t^hi:ao_mai/ "Chiengmai University"
•&< v 1
/~mo: /kho:/ = > /Ama?/ha: Awit
Atha?-ja: -1a I/kho:n_ken/ "Konkaen University"
<T.^J. > /-ro:-mo;/ =<wnTO^riwnm>/^ma?'ha.Awit
Ath a ? ~ja:-1 a I - ra:m-kham-he:q/ "Ramkhomhaeng University"
<34. rf. > /-rno: 'so:/ = <*W~v^n^£4<rfaxhm > /Ama? ;ha:A wit
Atha?-ja:-iai/sinAIa?-pa:~ko:n/ "Silpakorn University"
e/
<^.t. > / 'sorro:/ = w<nY?*m /■
/'ma ? 'ha: Awi t At ha ?-ja: -1 a i 'spr/kh.la: Ana?Akha?-ri n/ "Songkhla Nakharin
University"
11.7.6 Names of Provinces
Names of provinces are abbreviated when written on a car
number plate. The following are some examples:
< run. >■ /-ko:~tho:/ = > /~krugNthe:p/ "Bangkok"
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<**.> /-tchoj-mo:/ = /-t^i:a0_mai/ "Chiengmai"
<^.n. 7 /-to:-ko:/ <mn 7 /_ta:k/ "Tak"
7 /'so:-pho:/ = 7 /_ su?_phan_bu?_ri:/
1 "C,,nh




> /-t^ho:-bo:/ = < 7
<<*.*■> /-tp:-bo:/ = 7
<r«-> /-ro:-j=:/=














11,7.7 Miscellaneous Abbreviations commonly used
^ «il)i « —/
<*.■*.w.> /-no:'so:-pho:/ = 7 /'na0 'sui:"phim/ "newspaper"
Or.*.*. > /-r«-fo:-tl»o:/ - 7 /Vot-fai-W^.
t-n.%4.7 /-ko:-mo:/ = 7
<^.w. 7 /-tco:-mo:/ = 7
<cl W 7 /-po: -bo:/ = < IT-WsmvfotmT 7 /-prai_sa?-ni: Aja?.bat/
/_kotma:i/ "law"
/.t^ot ma:i/ "letters"
CtU. 7 /-po: -1 0:/ = <^,fl 7
<w.T. > /-no:-ro:/ = 7
"post cards"




< -u.W. > /-no:'so:/ = < "nri™1 7 /'nak.suik'sa:/
. .
"students in colleges or universities
«r «*
f /_r3;.ro;/_ < 7 /- ro: q- r i :an/ "schools"
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<?.<*.> /-ro:-Qo:/ = "7 /_ro;(rr)a;n/ "factory"
<tm.> /_tho:/ = <Tmrfwvi > /-tho:Ara?.sap/ "telephone"
The abbreviation <W.> /-fho:/ is used in front of a
telephone number, e.g. 5210662 = tel. 5210662
<w. > /-bo:/ = /_ba:t/ "baht" The unit of currency
of Thailand
<-W.n. > /yso:-to:/ = < "7 /_sa?~ta:r)/
"a hundredth part of a baht"
<•^.<5.7 /-tao:-wo:/or < ^-> /-tco:/* ? /-tpaij wat/i ' ' "province
<-^.7 /-?o:/ = <^"ur^ > /-?am-phx:/ "district, a subdivision
of a province"
e
<vn.> /-to:/ = > /-tam-bon/ "a subdivision of an
/-?am-phic. /
i i)
<*<•> /-mo:/ = "7 /_mu:'ba:n/ "a subdivision of a
H /-fam-bon/







The samples of different Thai typescript of the present
Thai script are shown below. The transcription and the translation










/- na :~kh i:~mi:Aphitvphi:aq
I iua i_ bo: ~t ham_de:-t^ho:
A ph i t Ano: i-j i n "jo: 'so:
"t^hu :_te :'ha: Q-?e: qx ?a:
Translation
_su ?Ar i ? "jo:
lt^hemAt^ha:
Ama?-le :o_poo
_?u:atx ?a : q A r i t ~th I :/
Great indeed is the power of the dragon as the sun,
Yet humbly and slowly it meanders its way shy,
Minuscule indeed is the power of the tiny scorpion,
Yet it swaggers its tail and boasts to the sky.






















Ripened figs are pretty and pleasing to the eyes,
Their colours seduce both the sight and palate,
Alas, the cores rot with maggots inside,
For evils are but false fronts and gilded waste.
(The translation is copied from The Languages of the World, by
Kenneth Katzner, 1977, p.224.)
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Text 3 The following text is copied from King Ram Khamhaeng
inscription: the first oldest known Thai script,
face 1, 1ines 1-13
1 r , i i ii
uunitam* I1B*
ll SJ u
I V 1/ V 1/ 1/ I 1/ 1/
mjYmewiBsiiftininmi timuaiu YuuBUBw.nu^nfiicjB
SJ U 11 •» u
I If It/ V !/ 1/
IfiUUllflH L91i ILflnfllAwilflilJ Itnm -TCP?!
SJ *> S
I I 1/
mi/ujjTumn vj-enliJyu Tuaoimimnti n
SJ 1 s
t 1/ 11/1/ I f +1
Tmanusmina'Emisn Iwrmnlfi YiBfimMntJvnijiirii nuvii!
^ !!•*•/ U
It/ 1/ I I I 1/ 1/ I 1/
rrthmiunura mjmnmiYiBf) MiBfl'WfniJTmansm fiiinimn
U SJ SJ SJ 1 SJ 1
I 1/ I I 1/ I
tuanuiiiifoSfiinaijiB^ UY< flTjanjjwnuml *iBn^ra?Bri
1 1 SJ SJ
I lit/ III II
^BinupnuvN tY^riY^^n>3^,uf.nij^,uiS'cj'nYiBri nuniTBUBY^BD
SJ S 1 SJ SJ SJ
I I 1/ 1/ II 1/1/
nu'iLiminuun nlfifniilfiffjijai mmmurmBn nlfiwjinau





I* pho:~ku :v tphw: 's i : ~?i n At ha?_ra : Ath itxme :-ku :' t ^hiu: _na: q 'sucar)
xphi :_ ku:x t^hLu:~ba:n_muj:aQ-tu:~mi: Nphi :Ano:QAtho:o_diaux ha:~khon
xphu :~t^ha: i 'sa :mx phu: 'j i: q 'so: qx ph i: /phai:av phu :N ?a : i-1a: i_t^a: k
' phw:a-ti?a' m.te : "jaQA le k xmw:a-ku : Akhiun_ja i xda : i _s i p1 ka: uAkhau /khun
/sa:m~t ^on' t^au~miu:aQ_tpo:t~ma: At ha ?-mw:aq_ta : k^ pho:~ku :~pa Prop
'khun'sa:m~tphonl hu:a Asa:i'khun 'sa :rrrt£hon_khap-ma: hu:a'khwa:
khun sa:m-t^hon_klui:anxkhau'phraiAfa:'na: 'sa i" pho:_ku n i: Aja ?
%ja: i~pha: i_t^a? t^en~ku :_bo: 'n i :~ku:_ khi :At^ha: g_be: k~phon-ku :
_khap*khau_ko:nx pho:_ku:'ku:_to:At^ha:p'duai'khun 'sa:m_tphon
"ton_ku:1phuQAt^ha:o''khun 'sa :nrt£hon~tu :a* t^hiu:x ma :t-miu:aQAphe :
'khun 'sa :m~t^honV pha: i 'n i:xpho:-ku:-t£ujQX khiunv tphiu: -ku : tchw:
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A
phra ?-ra :rrrkham 'he : q phw:a~ku: phupAt^ha:Q khun sa:m_t^hon
N mLu:avtChu:aNpho:-ku:-ku:- bam- r*ke : * pho:~ku :~ku :~bam-rx :
\ \
_ks : me:~ku:-ku: da: i ~tu :a niu:a"tu :a- p la :~ku: ~7au-ma :_ke :
v
pho: "ku : -ku :' da: i_ma : kN som_ma :k'wa:n-?an-dai-kin_?a?
_roi -ki n~d i ku: ~?au"ma ke :v pho:~ku : .../
Translation
The name of my father is Si Intharathit. The name of my
mother is Su'ang. The name of my brother is Ban Muang.
I have three brothers, and two sisters. My eldest brother
died when I was young. When I was nineteen years old,
Khun Sam Chon of Chod city of Burma came to attack Tak city of
Thailand. My father went to fight. My father went out to
the left, but Khun Sam Chon came in on the right and he
attacked us. Our citizens escaped in confusion. I did not
escape. I fought with Khun Sam Chon on an elephant's back.
I defeated him, so my father named me 'Ram Khamhaeng'.
During my father's reign, I served and cared for both my
father and mother. I always brought them the nice meat,





P:V-Vi V/'' A ^
flwiiti Aiv
i. - _ •
I
ijminHtiutitin-i -i
? wnnffiwSui'finf#JV; Intjflo Imji
d A J t/ . •-?•*,^ M ■;,
•r jianmirtna imi.
Transcription
. I , . A.
/_ ha:k_sa? ja:m-jaQ_ju: jag
-rai/ko: 'miu:an "ju :~khOQ
_ ha:k_sa? 'ja:mAph i ?v na:t ~loq







If Thailand continues to exist,
We go on 1iving,
But if Thailand is overthrown,
Our nation is dead.
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12.2 HANDWRITTEN STYLE
Following are five samples of handwritten style. The
text used in all samples is copied from King Ramkhamhaeng
inscription: the first oldest Thai script, face 1, lines 1-13;
the same as text 3 in the typewritten style, p.257.
12.2.1 Fast Handwritten Style
Example 1:
I





„ 1 1 " <^ ' J ^ ^ 17 u* z) i) , , 0 ^iritis n<n in i^n vvi-ailrmfuimin
1 " 1
' ^ 1 T 9 c ^ jw-tnliWu Du-ftrtjj Vn^-Wnu tih-^^VH iu*n v>7m
1 1 1 "
lH-sn^inin^QHn-i kwfwi vm-i 1^ v^n^wr^nnovnu'2) riuvm
1
( i I
^ _V o u ' 1 1 y o j ■) 1 ^niTi-4 lunw-w rnia in rt^Hvnn nm n^Tuiw-inwTH ^Hrrw-AfiN
i 1 11 i n




11^-3 iu*in im-s tf-n i, n^jSw^n niriii@un
« 1 1 |1
wfin nnn^iinii^n nl^ «i-j i^g <3^ il-s%-| n^imnnvigq n]^1 0 IS 0.1!
v»»nn^wnvmH -^jh ;<nn^i^n'<3u<oi nnvsTirt
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Example 2:
' A /' V ^ 7V/ / V' > "V
V© o £~>c?y ^Sy-AoX1 <-p &e ao6> j rv a
/
. ^
, ✓ - J *V i/' i/ w7 >
ZTCX^Ys < Xe> ^ £>s 2?~> QLs (7? 7=^-/ G/KM;
* . / y "/
^ ~V' "*V W / w- j- '
, r. TV/CvC £/(£>■> A.o<v> eX(V ~> Ay ©AO < joc-^ *"-< ja C/ •- <" ^A ^ - C
/"
^G) V xJ v7' ^ _-• ^ ^7/
a > i* . x ,v ,"s>>,^v x v .a~> <r ^ > s-o/ a'^ Sx, /(7->/ a-a a (>rc o^o
/V
V
'-> A /A/Z"U^, YSuz r>"> <*/£2-6 >f p ^2TA<Ly Y %-»' A ~> X^y
2T>a >
/




7 %/ / 7< / V/ <^,
Wc A YJn .VA ?ey>v? Cyr? s < (9 i-6 A x_>/ A> v' u *0 /Ay A Vv ,^>
/ -' / y
—7 -^-' / '' / y. i/' - y / .
/V'Ai'n ,vw>vc/i A iV->e>ar->G y>r- ®-'W a? =*/ sr>^
yy
y ^/ /









x ^y/ / ^ ^ .
y< ^C? <A O AV>0 y V>/ A >=0 .2;
/ /
^.// - o / n / / (A
,'/v-c ch^ »c A o x^v rc ■<< ■■"-> ^ -■> x^-c*>a s< A<-yA, o ' ^
/ yv ^ y' y> ^
y ^ 7 x
■770 V >>'c o^rj A-v/tT "> /^^OscOy^o'^VC'"' -'^ Ary-- «^/ X O
y /- y
^yG; ^ ^ ^ / 7 7
X^XC GiX 'OA AyvC'GC Cy'yA^ O'' ^ i'C 1 ^O //O A
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12.2.2 Carefully written style
Example 1:
I ^ ^ l
v^tt£4 U^J wni/i
3 H ]
^ -CM j2 ^ ^ jJ Vj ) ~ ~ ~
tn-awTJ fi^ww m-i vfizn pnfiu WJnsjwisj wriru>q-a^
1 11"
<tfaf t) 2) 1 t; <r^ s^* ®) I'~? t) <*




DU-J5154T/H ii~i t'SWfufiwru^wn wgnWtu nu-Ah&Vn
1 1 1
2> *»
pniS«j ru^^itapLi^TYi nil m^^ttavn-a-SHm ITMTVI-I
1 1
2)c? , 1^1 4 i ^ ^
vwni-n mnnunanniivn*n IHH ntJ^H mrf-n iuttw-^
1 * v 1 i
^ 1 1 1 V ^ _? j J 5riuuidtp^h w^n nrt^rH^nn DM>"7rt8viDu ?i^nw^T>3
f 1 H 1 ? 1
7 J j^! J? ^ J -) I ^lu-^iasiTWTmrs S4Ta uwj Hw^h»ATw>nnT^w vi^riunH
1 1 1
■d ^ ^ 1 u J _>p^n p^Ktttn^mviw iw^n^Htn-* flu-fl-i^tfo iw-stfa
i Ml
w^n nant-^ »n w-^n nmirsumiajn riTnm uU rndsnlH 11 11









! i y 1 ^ ' »
•vs^fl •=H^C s?i -r-B Vo -vi-r-i vi <n ■*/ t;>in "VTt: v>^s5 l-?3 "Cvi r\ 'w^a
v' -J ^ v7 v7 <=r
-n •iJ'vNV'CIV5wi<n"^ w >* e~i Vi?yy
1 % -v
) , ,
/, —j' ^ 3-^ ■^="<'1 "=* ' ^ ^ —A' <3 !




N -S ^ ^ ^ ^ v -J - '-J ;'!> SI 'W 7- vn-1 kVI °DM,-&sy K/ =«'^ i-N1 i. ^-ST-S^vi -a -S"> S«l-"» ^ » Vi T2N7 CVtJn
? T
-Vi T-W-H^:'*T^>-VJ tfV>'^ >J,VS^ "V'W 9s(^ VS'1«V/11 <V V» "W-1 VI
1 1 7
■=J' J Nj I 5^ <3^3 / / -=i ' -f- i
k"'SaV»|i*''1 'L 1NTV<-*> V» "lal Vy5J-S7 "V*! V4 SV ®CJ Wi-1 4 i-*5? "U» *V{-4
? y
-J J / ^ ■/1i y /
*v*V9 "i •> 4Vi m Vn"35 ^T-CO'B an-l'iw «J/Vb -
>• y J J' ;
-
, i
y y ! z, y ^ y^h >=J V7 /




i . ' V 1 / / , ,
, I -=r / <=V *s= -=-* *=—II 0 —jl I *,
*m-vv* "W£j rn-cj^J'MVfetS^s nr -v\(T--J^t/,4-»Sv iiNiSn •fNNjsr;
11 >1
1 '
^/ ./ I £} 1 / O ' I
% 'W.N/1 jj « v. 4 a iNi'C /i Wi 4-^s <.4-n r^/pfl <nvf •• 4 .-n 4 * jj
] 1 ' I V 7 )'
^ ] -v y
"•■J ■/ J -=sJl v' • ' f \1 V7 !>
vi i oil 4 t-.'gj •n.^ w ^ i-n" Vn/O in v»o*vw -v^ <n
7 V V 1
jO>, —4 ' <=i -«J f I
-v«i^ v» ■»■» 4^1 unrvj^rt , ~ * * » «•» ^ -« .-
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12.2.2 Artistic handwritten style
' ' /
■ J 3k -=^ ^ / c^\/f - /
«?«/ U*/ft i/yti fPk V n'/s
, / 7 ' 7 >7 ' /;
tyhU[U<tf/z y $7/7?VY)^ v if) t//i fyyfyu ^'fi^ny*/
/ / ^
^/rV> *JJ *%//^yv <^/^/ .v / ^ x^-
(J tv f i/& 7 Tv I &/* wzyt/Oyyes 9">/) {to/2, C9yi/b/(C6* v j ythY?^ // r / ?/ { /
v/ *^^5) 4/777 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \y ■
i>J/»p yu jp>n/ip/fT.WO)7/y> YU/rf:?u fuUpy iup \r/stpp
/ 0, ,/ 7 y /\i , . ^
r>/jjpbfyyp ?v/3/?/Vrv tUff}7zj2TUffp >f?s/ ru/fTy*/
/ / y I , / /
^ ^ ~\7 ^ ^ x ^D^ :fuvu'pnpvpy Yu ft? *yYU</y^px ivy ^rrywyypyy&
\/ / /■ / \/ "v^
ftjp> 7) tyX&fr/p&yYpt/pifO?i( /)jk/^v f>lfy Jils/) ypft
1/ J— / / / J-' ^
/> ^a/ tsy/p&h ^Vp^ pu/^?wfu <3y*+p>yjzyj
J J ✓ "V AV'> ^'" _> ' V '
7 ^ fuppys>vpS(Kp & itWpU/Tfy^fuyYp&iyu pYU Y>J
<v v^V VT' ^ . ) -\^ 7 2# ^
/y? ^YW rh 7) Yp r/fz z?ci/ftyU 1? * YYry&J) YY'yYy,ifvxft,^
/ - /// ' /// ^/■
^ V n— > 0 - / 7 0 ) / 7
fu+Hp&pnp/y )?*S}<3p(Cprfbfr pvyYprprtvjy









































^ ^ ^ ^ | ^
flvmavm^m no Ynnn*i78i7a\iliifliJBmsnm7BnTi ynnnaa
fed A '




^ H 1 ' a
^77u/iibiflQ^fi7mnumfl7Eirfu iiorniensnarnm fniiuau ua
S ,, art . * 1
• ijnuiianlmimfl7iiflfli'inmi
mbna7rnRmi7TiiiiloQBnmu ©fa tnm ttinfTojiiBfl sr no
V M
(n) IflRf] (TeJugu) (d) ttJJYT (Tamil) (fl) 7JR1EJVTJJ (Malayalam)
IMS (tj) riU17tf (canaresc) U8miUtimfl 77111^17 «*] U8B "J ^B^tjJ
wtyimmu ct tninvinnnTijau 4 loisanVi
(n)\ / . , ,




urn naaaoliJ'lnmjjTnawaYiSM iiinjimiflTUjirmfl mimnmiaa
fc' V *
iviuolfinoiuJUilfiffT]? iMsii*m7ntm7lun7B7tmtmqmWiifnu
"U77 aUE7t (Andhra) tfW7771lfjiro01IBMmimomnflYnnvllM 77
imu5otnata7ii <fo aoniioorn77fmjJfi777iftib5onniw7infiinBB in1 u 11
<S fe 1 fe fe




J*. £V~"- '* *-
. • ' - -i« 'A
\\ J r' * "" **" ' 7 \iv* ' .';2. !*♦ * ?• - '•:*£&" +
............. . . 2ja\3 •
1 c v nnziii^a^iliaar|51S5:» - « —• *» "• x . •'a . • ^ r j- ■ .* ■■. : ..
, V ..*.-• \ *= ;•: • * V " "-•• .w'Y ." '
/ • ;v% v -r^-r* w., v-. J "i;- *=■:- j- * 'r1-
on^TaEjnTtfnlnEJ t-aafaEJit^nn^on
:;v;k: :k/ c,r;-^:- >;■ >
'
n77wni?ii?si'iliiiuh?3J S&
: v. - C.^'U, :■'■ ■ !C . »>^V ♦ • >"»-•• '.:"'T >Tli-■",-' v '"xj.'jyXjg- '^. :>;...v?r t;wV.C -/?•*••»•"'";i.V-
v "' "• •• -/ ■>•>•* «*>*' • -r ." crj - "■.
.■, *£? s^££S2k:,
-•-: •'""/ snwimifitt wirailwV ~
'
r v ; .
-1 . " \
''wwhirmiJVJiQrigJifilj --V.-\:;
• v;:.: ;' QriSn^wniTfiriHi ilviiiw
:' ■ •' ;v >'• ;'-.V - y.. :> *•'.:, v . V-'/- v- • ••.'" '
-
» •->. ■■ -»-• r-->_ ■■■.•■'.•• « .■*■•.*" v' v^cr-.i * • s;? '• -.. • . ■■'* • •' ..H*« .•'..* . - - .'•
- '. -
v >"••*' <"•<C.?-/A-.?''•** .:'• ^-''. \■'■ \* /• *i'. •• ysi'* ,v '• £',■ %%«•
»' .'i'" •';' " rvs^-'''I.1.-*>»"-..• .•'-•■'^ '••.>!> '- - v ~ .v-:: ^
\K'V
< I fnMW
•■•'":■ J i "J ' n^^lHIAIFl'iEllClEJli'ailLnaEJ
•'-■* .•■"• ' . 1 ..V i<- v -k !r'. . -. '■>• • •».- v




'■'v•• V:r'r- y rv-4*«« v :'; -i;'* •" -*
^ • V- • *• •->• -• •»*.. • i <• •. ?V: ,: -.-/•> *-.«i —' ... • * •- »••»- .. . ..
.v::';f-^.•»''V- "
" :;.v- ::^7a'\.V p.k: ' > k vkk
;vSTr"-- "f ■■ ••> ■■'.^■>tfiv?;,-t;'- •« .*:;■.<■• - ..f i> - -:••«• <.■•f.^-^k '■:-.. ..T.. : >>T.J f '.>' ' * • -'f!: t. . . -'t-' ' fZ ■ : > .- if>r ■?%>*■ ;. ' ■-,' V" - f'i
.■ ' *-,*■'..' "T.AV., ;S A,iV' .'A.. . ',. - ■-v " " 1'" ^ ^
-• - r. iir v.*-> i'j, '.""■5 "-v" ■•"' "rov- ••' i«*s r^"* j; iirwk'v i :.•'?.*




























A BRIEF SURVEY OF EARLIER ATTEMPTS TO STUDY THE THAI
SCRIPT SINCE 1854 A.D.
Earlier attempts to study the Thai script since 1854
were made by notable scholars, among whom were D.J.B. Pallegoix
(1854), L. Ewald (1863), 0. Frankfurter (1900), B.O. Cartwright
(1915), C.B. Bradley (1924), F. Otto Schrader (1924), G.B. McFarland
(1944), Peter A. Lanyon-Orgill (1955), Mary R. Haas (1956, 1964),
E.M. Anthony and Udom Warotamasikkhadit (1968)J All these
scholars have produced valuable work on the Thai script. Almost
every writer has noted interesting points in the characteristics
of the Thai writing system, but very few of them have discussed the
script in its total context. However, I would like to mention
briefly in this appendix the previous work of the following writers:
D.J.B. Pallegoix, G.B. McFarland, Peter A. Lanyon-Orgill and Mary
R. Haas.
Pallegoix is the first writer in the 19th century who
produced books concerning the Thai alphabet. In 1854 he produced
two outstanding books: Dictionarium Linguae Thai sive Siaminsis
Interpretatione Latina, Gallica et Anglica Illustratum, and
1. It was hoped to include a discussion of J. Marvin Brown (1979) in
this appendix, but it has not proved possible to obtain a copy.
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Description du Royaume Thai ou Siam (2 volumes). As for the
first one, the Thai characters are written with a beautiful,
artistic style of handwriting (see the example in Figure 1.1(a) on
p.303), but there is no introduction to indicate the system of
transcription to represent Thai sounds, and that makes it rather
difficult for a foreign student of Thai writing to understand what
sounds the symbols in his transcription represent. Moreover, he
fails to give a satisfactory analysis of the sound system of the
language; for example, the final consonants /-p, -t, - k/'as in
the words tap/ "liver", /-tat/ "to cut" and
J
< <nn ? /_tak/ "laps" are transcribed as /- B, - D, - G/,
although these three voiced plosives do not occur in a syllable-
final position in Thai. Besides that, Pallegoix's system of
transcription is not very consistent; for example the consonant
symbols and <n>in a syllable-final position are transcribed
as either /PH/ or /B/. In his Description du Royaume Thai ou Siam
(Volume 1, pp.370-378), Pallegoix discusses briefly the sound
system of the Thai language: consonants, vowels, and tones. In
this book, his romanised letters to represent consonants and vowels
/
are not capitalised as those in Dictionarium .... His explanation
of the tones of the Thai language is in terms of western musical
notation and is not entirely accurate.
A good dictionary of Thai-English compiled by
G.B. McFarland came out in 1944. In the introduction to the
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mhcaputras m. Calvus. Aquasals . Baiatro,ncquain,impudicusebuloloqua is- simus.—mhui< uh>°- dens. Inhonest^ludere. Quiproferlverbaimpudic .dissolulusnrbis. Sicvo anlaliquemamieitwrca sa,tl m nlur voxaliquanlulumredoletcontemptuni. Sicvocantaliquemaniicitue ausd.attamenba x
L,
aJiquantulumredoletconlei pluin. VIWU71"lieaixii. Decorlicare,pulpdautcameex er . Ossacarnibusexuere. Marsupiumexinanire. Vide Marsupiumvacu . Ambulareoblecl menligratis. Nugator;nugari. VideIWn Pronepos,proneplis. Descendere(haecvoxxprimitd censum,immi- nutionem). .fistusreceden . Kdomoescendere. Pacificare.
Teleras e. Chauve. Eausalee. Polisson,mediant,impudiquevau- rien,tr^s-bavard.Impud nt. Jouerd'unemani reeshon le. Celuiqprononcedcsarolesobsc£- nes,dissolua separ les. Onappellei siquelqu'unparmiti , cependantcemotsq^iIup ul - pris. Onappelleinsiquelqu'unparmitie, cependantcmotseup ul - pris.—IIadil. Oterl'ecorce,depouillerap pe ondelachair. Desosserdelaviande. Vidersabourse. Boursevid . Sepromenerarrecreation.Fola- tre;folatrer. Arriere-petit-lils,arriere-petite-lil e. Descendre( cmotexprimedescentc, diminution). Mareequisretir . Descendredlamaison. Pacifier.
do\a
Ashavenhead. Bald. Saltwater. Ascamp,wickodimmodest,r gue agreatbabbler.Impud nt. To playinanunbecomingma ner. liewhopronouncesobscenerds, wantoninords. Atermofendearment,howeverllii> wordisuserathercontemptuously. Atermofendearment,howeverthis wordisuserathercontemptuously. Hesaid. Totakewayhb rk,ostripoff h pulportheflesh. Totakehb nesoutfm al. To emptyone'spurse. Emptypurse. Totakewalkf rrecre tion.F licksome;tbefrolicks me. Agreatgrand-son.eatgrand daughter. To comedown(thisw rdexpresses descent,ecrease). Ebb-tide. To comedownfrthehouse. To pacify.
H* O s n
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given. McFarland fails to provide suitable symbols to represent
Thai sounds. The Thai alphabet is represented by general romanised
letters, for example the vowel /iua/ is represented by<^ur-ah>. It
is obvious that such a system of transcription does not enable a
student of Thai to read Thai writing correctly. His transcription
of consonants is not very satisfactory either; for example, the
unaspirated consonants /p, t, k/ are transcribed as /bp, dt, gk/,
but it is very interesting to see how early linguists interpreted
the unaspirated sounds in Thai. It is clear that the defects
found in the work of Pallegoix and McFarland are due to the fact
that in those periods the study of phonetics was not advanced.
In later periods, with the advantage of more advanced
phonetic sophistication, scholars of Thai writing began to describe
the Thai script in a more systematic way. In his chapter on
"Alphabet and Pronunciation" of the book An Introduction to the
Thai (Siamese) Language for European Students, Peter A. Lanyon-
Orgill describes the sound system of the Thai language with a system¬
atic way of transcribing sounds. Explanation of how to pronounce
Thai sounds is also given, though in very general terms. For
example, the vowel /o/ is described as "short vowel as in English
home, and French eau in beau, but shorter and with a slight 'catch'
in the breath". Lanyon-Orgill also makes a mistake in interpreting
the final consonant /-p, -t, -k/ as /-b, -d, -g/. His work lacks
accuracy in spelling the Thai forms and Thai words are misspelt
throughout the book. His attempts to describe the tonal classes
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of consonant symbols, the phonetic values of the four tonal markers
I +
although very brief, are accurate.
The most advanced work on the interpretation of the
orthography and the characteristics of the Thai script is that of
Mary R. Haas. In 1956, Haas wrote a book The Thai Writing System
which deals with the Thai alphabet in much more detail than those
of others. Her discussion on the relationship between the sounds
of the Thai language and the symbols that are used to represent them
is very useful as a basic ground for research on the Thai writing
system, although the analysis of the phonology of the Thai language
is not fully satisfactory, in that she also transcribes the final
unaspirated consonants /-p, -t, -k/ as /-b, -d, -g/. Her explana¬
tion of the functions of consonant symbols, vocalic symbols and
tonal markers, though it lacks a number of important points, is
accurate and reasonably precise. A classic Thai-English Student's
Dictionary compiled by Haas and her group came out in 1964, and it
has been regarded as the greatest of the authorities since its
publication. Thai words are printed in Thai characters but the
total context of the Thai script is not discussed in this dictionary.
Examples of the transcription of the Thai alphabet done
by myself (1), D.J.B. Pallegoix (2), G.B. McFarland (3), Peter A.
Lanyon-Orgill (4) and Mary R, Haas (5), are shown side by side in
the following charts. The transcription of the Thai sounds in


















































































































































































































































































































































































consonant symbols also function as one of the components of













































































































































A POEM CONTAINING THE DESIGNATORY NAMES OF THE FORTY-FOUR
THAI CONSONANT SYMBOLS
2.1 THE POEM WRITTEN IN THAI IN CAREFUL WRITTEN STYLE
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- ko: 7x:i-ko:_kai kho:_ kha i-na i A I au/kho:_ khu :at
'kho: r)-rau-kho:-khwa: i khau-na :-kho:~khon' khoir) 'khaq-khoA ra ?
-khaq'kha:q 'fa :-qo:-qu a f kla- t^o:~tpa :nA t^ha : i~d i :'tpho:
_t i q t i :~daq-tp ho:At^ha : q x w I q I :~so:N so:' I a :nr th i :-fpho:
_ka?"t^hx \ ku kan-j o: 7j i q 'so^pha :-do:At^ha?-da : 'su: am-ph I an
"toi.paT.tak'hun'han 'tho:Atha:n'khau-ma:- ro:q-thD:-na:q-mon
~tho:sna:'kha:u-tho:Nphu:xthau-dx:nvj oq- no:-ne:nxmai-mo:q-da:
-dekN taqAni ?-mon-t o: _tau I aq-tuq ho:'t huq_be : k 'khon~th o:A t ha ?
'ha :n_?ot~t hon~t ho:~t hoq-khon An i ?-jom~no: 'nu :_fak_fa i-bo:~ba i
Ama:iAthap 't hom-po:- p I a : -fa :~kl om 'pho:s phiuq-t harrrraq 'f o: 'fa:_thon
- fha:n-pho:-pa:n~wa:qxfaq-fo:-fan_sa ?_?a:t"tpaq-pho: 'sam-phau-ka:q
-ba i-mo: Ama :A khiukA khak~j o: Ajakv kh iau _ja i~ro:~ rui:a- pha: i- pa i -I o: -i i q
_tai-ra:u~wo: /we : n -loq -ja : 'so: 'sa : -1 a :A q i :ap 'qau 'so: - I ui: 's i :_nu :at
- ja :u 'so: 'sui:a-da :uAkha ?-no: q' ho:_ hi : p_sai% pha:- Io: _t£u ?~ I a : xt ha :
_ pha ?/j a: q~?o:_?a : q-nw:aq-no:q-ho:Anokx hu : k-ta :~to:
2.3 MEANING
A chicken. An egg is in a chicken-coop. A bottle
is ours. A buffalo goes to a rice-field. A person is vigorous.
A bell is on the wall. A snake is brave. A plate is useful. A
pair of cymbals is struck to make a loud noise. An elephant runs
away. A chain is used to tie up something. /_ ka?rtfhr:/ trees
stand side by side in pairs. A lady is very attractive. A tall
headdress is immediately worn. A goad is quick-tempered. A
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base is brought underneath. /-na:q-mon-tho:/ (a giant's wife
in Ramayana epic) has a white face. An old person walks quietly.
A Buddhist disciple does not look at us. A child invites a
priest. A turtle has a fat back. A bag is carried on a
shoulder. A soldier is patient. A flag is admired by people.
A rat pays attention to something. Leaves fall and keep piling
up. A fish has round eyes. Bees make a hive. A wall is long-
lasting. A tray with a pedestal base is put down. Teeth are
very clean. A boat's sails are spread. A horse is active. A
giant has big fangs. A boat is rowed. A monkey is on a rail.
A ring is inlaid with coloured enamelling compound. A pavilion
is quiet. A hermit has a long beard. A tiger is active. A
box is for keeping cloth. A /_t^u?~la:/ kite is arrogant. A
basin is full of water. An owl has big eyes.
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APPENDIX 3
THE GENERAL SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION OF THAI CHARACTERS
INTO ROMAN INVENTED BY THE THAI ROYAL ACADEMY
3.1 CONSONANTS
The general system of transliteration of Thai characters
into Roman alphabet was invented by the Royal Academy on March 6,
1939, and has been used in Thailand up to now. Figures 3.1(a)
illustrates the Roman characters which represent the Thai syllable-
initial and final consonants.
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3.1.2. Syl I able - fi nal consonants
Phonetic values P m t n k rJ









































































3.3 GENERAL REMARKS AND SOME EXAMPLES
Tones are not marked in trans!iteration. The hyphen
is to be used to indicate a syllable division where in the case of
its omission the word may be read in another way.
Phonetic Transcription Trans!iteration Meanings
/_ ka?_sat/ kasat king
/'si :a*tpi/ siachai to be sad
/_bw:a/ buJa to be bored
/_ k* : t / kcet to be born
/ thuai/ t^uai bowl
/- ta:"klom/ ta-klom^ round eyes
/_ pa: kAlat/ 2pak-lat name of a town
1. Without a hyphen (as taklom), it can be read as /_tak_lom/
"to air".
2. Without a hyphen (as paklat), it can be read as /-pa:_klat/
/-pa:/ "to throw". /_k1 at/ "to sew".
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APPENDIX 4
NOTES ON THE TRANSLITERATION OF ENGLISH WORDS INTO THAI
CHARACTERS
English words are widely used in the Thai language in
both speaking as well as writing, although there is a general
feeling against the use of English words in the language. As
far as the pronunciation is concerned, we replace many English
phonemes which do not occur in Thai by the Thai phonemes which
have a similar place and manner of articulation. In transliteration
the English phonemes are represented by the Thai sound symbols as
illustrated in Figures 4.1(a), 4.2(a), and 4.3(a). The pronunci¬
ation of loanwords follow the way they are written in Thai.
4.1 CONSONANTS
4.1.1 Syllable-initial consonants
The English syllable-initial consonants and the Thai
consonant symbols which represent them are shown side by side in
Figure 4.1(a). The transcription of English phonemes is based
on the accent of Standard English which is called "R.P.", or
"Received Pronunciation"J The sound symbols representing R.P.
2
here are those generally found in IPA transcription of English.
The transcription of Thai words are of those whose English is
3
roughly at elementary level.
1. For the characteristics of R.P., see David Abercrombie, Problems
and Principles, (London: Green and Co. Ltd., 1956), pp.48-56.
2. David Abercrombie, English Phonetic Texts, (London: Faber and
Faber Ltd., 1964), pp.15-16.
3. The trans!iteration stated here is the one which is most




































































































































sy11.—initial consonant; Thaisyll- initialconsonant symbols Examples
GENERAL REMARKS
1. Words of a syllable initial / 9/ or /"£>/ are not found
to be adopted in the Thai language.
2. Many of the Thai consonant symbols are represented
by a great number of consonant symbols, i.e., /s/ is represented
by <-^> , <W> , <«> and <T> ; /n/ is written with <t+> and
; and /I/ is written with <-f3 > and <^7. But not all of
the consonant symbols for a consonant are used in writing words of
English origin in Thai. For example, only <^>and <V>are
used for /s/, only <w> is used for /n/ and only <^>is used for
/I/. The choice of a consonant symbol is determined by the tone
of a syllable. For example, in writing a word <tfsj> /"sip/ "zip",
a consonant symbol <tf> is chosen in order to obtain a high tone
of the syllable as it is pronounced in Thai. In the cases where
any consonant symbol can be used without upsetting the tone of a
syllable, from my observations, a consonant symbol which is more
frequently used in the Thai writing system is chosen. For example,
using either a consonant symbol <"^>or <*(?• for /I/ is acceptable
in obtaining a given tone of a syllable since both have the same
inherent tone but <-a>is chosen in writing the English / I/ because
it is more frequently used in writing Thai.
For syllable-initial consonant clusters, each consonant
component is represented by a Thai consonant symbol as in the
following examples:
The initial cluster /khr/ of the word /khrim/ "cream" is
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written as <m?(<fi> = /kh/, <1> =/r/).
The initial cluster /sp/ of the word /sprig/ "spring"
is written as = /s/, <zl > = /p/).
The syllable-initial consonant clusters in Thai are
namely: /pi, pr, phl, phr, tr, kl, kr, kw, khI, khr, khw/.
For other combinations of consonants in English words, each con¬
sonant is represented by a certain Thai consonant symbol as already
discussed. But the clusters are normally pronounced in the two
following ways:
1. The clusters are reduced to only one initial consonant
with the second or the third component omitted, for instance:
The word /draft/ "draft" is pronounced as /Ada:p/ (the second
component /r/ of the cluster is omitted).
The word /stju/ "stew" is pronounced as /_sa?-tu:/ (the third
component /j/ of the cluster is omitted).
The following clusters: /bI, br, fl or fr/ are
eventually accepted among new generation of educated Thai speakers,
i.e.
/bIu d^in/ "blue jean" is pronounced /-bIu:—ji:n/
/breik/ "brake" is pronounced /_bre:k/
/flat/ "flat" is pronounced /_ f let/
/fri/ "free" is pronounced /-fri:/
2. The clusters are separated by the intrusion of an
unwritten vowel /a/, for instance,
/steik/"steak/ is pronounced as /_sa?Ate:k/
/twist/ "twist" is pronounced as /Atha?Awit/
/skript/ "script" is pronounced as /_sa?Akhrip /.
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4.1.2 Syllable-final consonants
The Thai consonant symbols used as syllable-final
consonants in words of English origin are shown in Figure 4.2(a).
In Thai, the English /ph, b, f, or v/ are pronounced as /-p/,
the final /th, d, s, z, tj, d , J or ^/ are pronounced as /-t/,
the final /I/ is pronounced as /-n/ and the final /kh, or g/


































































































































sylI.-tina consonants ThaisyII.— finalconsonant symbols Examples
IQ
c fV)
Only one consonant /p, t, k, ?, m, n, or q/ is
permitted in a syllable-final position in Thai, so Thai words
always end with either a vowel or a single consonant. For
English loans which have syllable-final clusters, all the
consonant components of the clusters are written in the Thai
writing but only one of them which represents either /p, t, k,
m, n, or 0/ is pronounced. A special symbol called
7 /Ama:i~thanAtha?vkha:t/ "a sound killing
symbol" is written above an unpronounced consonant symbol to
show that it is rendered silent. For example the word /bagk/
r-7 ^
"bank" is written as <nwi<n7 /"beg/, the <— > is written above
the consonant symbol /kh/ to indicate that it is not pronounced.
Another example is the word /mail/ which is written as < >
/-mai /, the <—>is written above the consonant <^> / I/ to
indicate that it is rendered silent. In Thai the vowel /ai/ is
c'
not permitted to be followed by a consonant. <— > is also
sometimes written above a non-final unpronounced consonant of a
syllable, for example <'ntTm 7 /*kha :t/ "card", <fcnt*i7 /-farm/
"farm", < rmtvl 7 /Akop/ "golf".
Of the syllables with more than two final consonant
r-^
symbols, and only the first is pronounced, the <— > is written
above the last final consonant symbol to indicate that all consonant
symbols except the first one are rendered silent. For example the
iJ '
word /wolfs/ "waltz" is written as /'won/, the <—> is
written above the last final consonant symbol <^7 to indicate that
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all preceding consonant symbols except the first one, the <-a>,
are not pronounced.
4.2 VOWELS
The English vowels and Thai vocalic symbols which
represent them are illustrated in Figure 4.3(a). For the
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SUGGESTIONS ON USING THAI PHONETIC SYMBOLS IN TRANSCRIBING
THAI DIALECTS
by Theeraphan L. Thongkham
The system of transcribing Thai dialects by using Thai
phonetic symbols was suggested by Theeraphan L. Thongkham in a
Linguistic Seminar of the Indigenous Languages of Thailand Research
Project at the Central Institute of English Language, Bangkok,
Thailand, in September 5-23, 1977. The idea of the system shown
in this appendix is copied from the hand-out which was given in a









































































The following chants illustrates the Thai phonetic symbols which
reprsent vowels. Unless otherwise stated , each vowel is represented
by the same symbol when it occurs either with or without a final
consonant.
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high - tall m N hi gh — level - tall
mid - tall mid - level — tall m —
low — tall mN low — level - tall
high — rise m 7 high - level - rise m -'
mid _ rise mi d — level _ rise m—
low - rise m7 low _ level _ rise f"n _
hi gh - level nn ~ high — tal I — rise m v
mid - level m- mid — tall — rise m v
low — level m _ low _ fall — rise .m v
high — ri se - fa II m A
mid — rise — tall m -
low _ rise _ fall




D 0 C U
OF INSCRIPTIONS s
AND ANCIENT
M E N T S
List of names of inscriptions, engravings and ancient
documents presented in Part Two: The Ancient Thai
Writing System
1. Inscriptions and engravings^
The following are the names of inscriptions and
engravings. Their names are followed by the date they were
2
inscribed, and the place where they are now kept is in parentheses.
The rubbings of all of them are now kept in the Department of
Letters, the National Library of Thailand, Bangkok.
Abbreviations
NMT The National Museum of Thailand (in Bangkok)
NLT The National Library of Thailand (in Bangkok)
NCK The National Museum of Chan Kasem Palace (in Ayudhaya city)
MAE Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres
1. King Ramkhamhaeng inscription, 1283 (NMT)
2. Nu'ngroichet inscription, 1339
3. Si Chum inscription, 1341-1361 (NLT)
4. Na Khpn Chum inscription, 1357 (NLT)
5. Wat Khaokop inscription, 1357 (NLT)
1. The dates given for these inscriptions are those found in
Collections of Inscriptions by Office of the President of
the Council of Ministers (1965).
2. The place where some inscriptions are kept is not indicated
because I could not trace them.
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6. Wat Taphan inscription, 1357 (Taphan Temple, Chaiya District,
Surat Thani Province)
7. Wat Mahathat inscription, 1357-1457 (Mahathat Temple,
Ayudhaya Province)
8. Khao Summanakut inscription, 1359-1368 (NLT)
9,10,11,12. Wat Pa Mamuang inscritpions, 1361 (NLT)
13. Wat Phra Yun inscription, 1370(71) (NMT)
14. Phukhao Krailat inscription, 1379
15. Lanthongkham inscription, 1384
16. Kao Sipsi inscription, 1384
17. Wat ChanglQm inscription, 1384 (NMT)
18. Wat Mahathat inscription, 1392 (NMT)
19. Wat Chang Kham inscription, 1392 (NMT)
V
20. Kotmai Laksana Chon inscription, 1397 (NMT)
21. Wat Asokaram inscription, 1399 (NMT)
22. Wat Hintang inscription, 1399-1419 (NMT)
23. Wat Tathen Khungnang inscription, 1404 (NMT)
v v
24. Chpsq Chetroihoksiphok inscription, 1404 (NMT)
25. Wat Pa Dxng inscription, 1406 (NLT)
26. Wat Sijrasak inscription, 1417 (NMT)
27. Wat S^ng Khop inscription, 1413 (Sqng Khop Temple, Chainat
Province)
28. Wat Chedi Npi inscription, 1419-1438 (NMT)
29. Rpi Phra Yukhonbat inscription, 1426 (Bowon Niwet Temple,
Bangkok)
30. Than Phra Isuan inscription, 1510 (The Museum of Kamphxng
Phet, Khamphxng Phet Province)
v
31. Kaosipchet inscription, 1514
32. Phra Sadet inscription, 1525 (NLT)
33. Wat Kheroa inscription, 1536 (NLT)
34. Engraving on the margin of a bell, 1638 (U-Thong National
Museum, Suphanburi Province)
35. Wat Pamok inscription, 1657 (Pamok Temple, Pamok District,
Ang-Thong Province)
36. Engraving on the bronze bell, 1667 (Khongkhawadi Temple, Tha
Sala District, Nakhqnsithammarat Province)
37. Engraving on the iron bell, 1677 (NCK)
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38. Wat Chulamani inscription, 1680 (Chulamani Temple,
Phitsanulok Province)
39. Wat Phrabqrommathat inscription, 1717 (Phra Borommathat,
Chainat Province)
40. Chan Kasem Palace inscription, 1728 (NCK)
41. Wat Tephachan inscription, 1734 (NCK)
42. Chan Kasem Palace inscription, 1745 (NCK)
43. Chan Kasem Palace inscription, 1755 (NCK)
44. Phra Bqrqmmakot inscription, 1749
45. Chan Kasem Palace inscription, 1755 (NCK)
46. Chan Kasem Palace inscription, 1758 (NCK)
47. Engraving on the clay plate, 1798 (Thep Urumphang Temple.
Nonthaburi Province)
2. Documents
1. Three official letters from Siam to Danish tradesmen to allow
them to trade in Siam, 1621 (NLT)
2. A book "Chindamani" written by Phra Horathibodii, 1672 (NLT)
3. Historical Chronicle of Ayudhaya Period written by Phra
Horathibodii, 1680 (NLT)
4. Letter of Ok Phra Visut Sunthorn, Thai ambassador to Marquis
de Seigneley, minister of Louis XIV of France, 1688 (MAE)
5. Letter of Ok Phra Visut Sunthorn, Thai ambassador to Monsieur de
Lagney, director of the East India Company, 1688 (MAE)
6. A treaty of commerce between the French envoys and the delegates
of the King of Siam, 1688 (MAE)
7. A book "Nanthopananthasut Khamluang" by Chao Fa Thammathibet,
1736 (NLT)
8. A book "Phra Malai Khamluang" by Chao Fa Thammathibet, 1738 (NLT)
9. Siamese documents called "Mu'ang Thalang documents" (about the
war between Siam and Burma) (NLT)
six documents written in 1785
six documents written in 1786
eight documents written in 1787
one document written in 1788
two documents written in 1789
one document written in 1790





JSS Journal of the Si am Society
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